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VEDBO Armchair, tall

$299
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Like the front cover products? Dig  
into GLADOM Tray table on p. 27  
and BRÖNDEN Rug on p. 144.

VEDBO Armchair, tall $299  Includes  
10-year limited warranty. See page 283 
for details. 100% polyester removable, 
washable cover. Imported. Requires 
assembly. W31½×D33½×H42½". 
504.235.92  
GRÖNLID Sofa $649 Includes 10-year 
limited warranty. See page 283 for 
details. 100% cotton removable, 
washable cover. Imported. Requires 
assembly. W97¼×D38⅝×H41".
Ljungen light green 692.562.96

01 SKÄGGÖRT Cushion $4.99/ea  
100% cotton cover. Recycled  
polyester filling. Imported.  
L12×W24". 203.895.56

02 VENDLA Cushion $4.99/ea  
100% cotton cover. Recycled  
polyester filling. Imported.  
L12×W24". 603.895.64

03 NEDJA Cushion $4.99/ea  
100% cotton cover. Recycled  
polyester filling.  Imported.  
L12×W24". 503.895.69

IKEA
®

 
2019

 Find more products  

at IKEA-USA.com  

and your local store.
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02

3

This year, we wanted to celebrate how differently we 

all live. To do that, we created seven homes, each with 

its own story to tell. From a 52-square-foot apartment 

to a home totally dedicated to eco-friendly choices, 

they can inspire a better everyday life at home, no 

matter how you live. We hope so at least.

In addition, we also give you lots of new products and 

fresh ideas. The best part? It’s all affordable and easy 

to apply to that place you love calling home. 

03 NEDJA Cushion

$499
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Homes ProductsLook inside seven homes, created with 

IKEA products and filled with ideas and 

inspiration for a better life at home.

Featuring selected furniture from IKEA, 

including accessories, textiles, storage  

and lighting for every room of the home.
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Hello, new 
favorites
Our latest products are here – and 
everywhere throughout this catalog. 
We gathered a few lovelies on this 
page. For even more news, visit  
IKEA-USA.com or your local store. 
Check back often, too, because new 
products join our family all year long. 

 NEW SANDARED Pouffe 100% polyester yarn cover. Imported.  
Small $49.99/ea Ø17¾, H13". 203.853.13  Medium $69.99/ea  
Ø22, H16⅛". 303.639.66  Large $99/ea Ø28, H17¾". 103.853.18

 NEW GRADVIS Vase $9.99 Stoneware. H8¼". 603.347.03

 NEW NYMÅNE Wall lamp with swing arm $39.99 Includes LED bulb. Polyamide. 
Requires assembly. Ø3". 603.570.06

 NEW LANDSKRONA Loveseat $579 Includes 10-year limited warranty. See page 
283 for details. 100% polyester cover. Chrome-plated steel legs. Imported. 
Requires assembly. W64⅝×D35×H30¾". Gunnared light green/metal 792.702.87

 NEW VATTENMYNTA Full/queen duvet cover set $19.99/3pcs Includes full/queen  
duvet cover and two pillowcases. 100% cotton. Imported. 403.902.43

 NEW ELDTÖREL Cushion cover 
 $6.99/ea 100% cotton. Imported. 

20×20". Pink/multicolor 904.025.83
 NEW SKÄGGÖRT Cushion cover 
 $6.99/ea 100% cotton. Imported. 

20×20". White/gold color 404.155.40

 NEW LANGUR series. Requires  
assembly. High chair with tray $119 
Polypropylene and powder-coated 
steel.W22×D24×H34¼". 992.525.55  
Padded seat cover for high chair $8 
100% nylon and 100% polyester. 
Imported. 603.526.50

GRADVIS Vase

$999

VATTENMYNTA Full/queen  
duvet cover set

$1999
/3pcs

NYMÅNE Wall lamp  
with swing arm

$3999

 NEW STRANDMON Children’s armchair $99 100% polyester cover. Imported.  
Requires assembly. W22×D24¼×H27¾". Vissle gray 403.925.48

 NEW BJÖRKSNÄS 5-drawer 
         chest* $249 Solid birch. Requires  

assembly. W35⅜×D18½×H35⅜". 
704.073.03   

 NEW MORGONTE Plate/bowls  
$9.99/set of 3 Includes: one bowl (4"), 
one bowl (5") and one plate (6"). Color 
glazed feldspar porcelain. 503.982.67

SANDARED Pouffe, small

$4999
/ea

*Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture with included restraints must 
be secured to the wall according to the assembly instructions. 



901 AINA Pair of curtains $59.99 100% linen. 
Imported. W57×L98" each panel. 102.842.01

02 NEW GRÖNLID Chaise $406 100% cotton 
removable, washable cover. Imported. 
Requires assembly. W46⅛×D64⅝×H41". 

Inseros white 392.548.21
03 LISABO Coffee table $99 Clear lacquered ash 

veneer and solid birch. Requires assembly. 
L27½×W27½×H19⅝". 902.976.57

04 NEW SANDARED Footstool $49.99 
100% polyester yarn cover. Imported. 
Requires assembly. Ø17¾, H13". 203.853.13

05 VINDUM Rug, high pile $149 Use with STOPP 
FILT anti-slip rug underlay, sold separately.  
100% polypropylene pile. Latex backing. 
Imported. W5'7"×L7'7". 503.449.86

06 NEW GRÖNLID Corner sofa with open end 
$935 100% cotton removable, washable 
cover. Imported. Requires assembly. 
W92½/71⅝×D38⅝×H41". Inseros white 

492.546.70
 
 GRÖNLID and SANDARED  

include a 10-year limited warranty.  
See page 283 for details.

Home #1

Haven in 
the city
Ever felt the urge to leave the busy  
world behind – to switch off and breathe – 
even if just for a bit? You're not alone.  
To make it happen can seem tricky,  
but it doesn't have to be.  
 
Step into a home where a peek down  
the hallway and into the living room is 
enough to feel your shoulders drop.  
Closed storage, an oh-so-soft sofa and  
a calm backdrop of light woods, soft hues 
and an abundance of textiles, make this  
the perfect place for recharging.

01 AINA Pair of curtains

$5999

04

03

02 GRÖNLID 
Chaise

$406

05

06 GRÖNLID Corner sofa 
with open end

$935
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09 PUDDA Basket $8.99 100% polyester. 
Imported. RA. W11×D11×H9". 203.786.47

10 PAX/ FORSAND Wardrobe** $407 Includes 
10-year limited warranty. See page 283 for 
details. Foil finish. RA. W59×D23⅝×H93⅛". 

White/FORSAND white 390.237.98  EKET 
cabinet with two drawers** $90/ea Foil finish 
and plastic. RA. W27½×D13¾×H13¾". 
003.339.47  EKET cabinet with door and two 
shelves** $40 Foil finish and plastic. RA. 
W13¾×D9⅞×H27½". 303.321.16 

01 ARÖD Work lamp $39.99* Powder-coated 
steel and aluminum. RA. Base Ø9, H20¾". 
303.891.36  

02 TRÅDFRI Dimming kit $19.99 ABS plastic. 
Ø2". RA. 003.499.34

03 NORDMÄRKE Wireless charger $17.99 
Polycarbonate plastic, synthetic rubber and 
birch. RA. Ø3, H1". 903.819.86

04 LOHALS Rug, flatwoven $29.99 Use with 
STOPP FILT anti-slip rug underlay, sold 

 separately. 100% jute. Imported. 

W2'7"×L4'11". 203.074.81
05 STÄLL Shoe cabinet with four 
 compartments** $99/ea Painted finish. 
 RA. W37¾×D6¾×H35⅜". 701.781.70

06 SKÄGGÖRT Cushion cover $6.99 
 100% cotton. Imported. 20×20". 404.155.40
07 NEW JOFRID Throw $29.99 Cotton/linen. 

Imported. W59×L79". 603.957.44
08 SNIDAD Basket $27.99 Clear lacquered 

rattan. Ø21¼, H15¼". 303.949.44

The first rule of a clutter-free home – keep 
your things behind closed doors.

07 JOFRID Throw

$2999

08

06

12

13

11 SANELA Cushion 
cover

$999

14 KLACK Tray

$799

Change your home, 
change your life 

What can happen when we pursue 
our dreams for our homes without 
worry, rather than stopping 
ourselves before we start? We 
examined that question in our 
recent Life at Home research 
and found an answer: we begin 
to change our lives. Really. And, 
even small dreams, like a new wall 
color or recovering a chair, count. 
 
Many of us avoid making updates 
at home because we fear that 
it will be too expensive, time 
consuming, or that we simply 
won’t finish. But living spaces 
need to evolve; when we don’t 
make changes to suit new 
circumstances, life can feel 
harder. Allowing your home to 
be “deliberately unfinished” is a 
step toward a happier, better life 
at home. It allows you to design 
for how you really live right now 
– as well as for the life you can 
imagine. For example, if a goal 
is to do more yoga, creating a 
space for daily practice will have 
you feeling far more flexible (in 
more ways than one!) Confidence 
is contagious, so you just may 
find that as you embrace change 
at home it’ll get easier to manage 
other challenges in your life, too.  
 
Read more from our annual  
Life at Home report:  
 lifeathome.IKEA.com 

01 ARÖD Work lamp

$3999*

03 05 STÄLL Shoe cabinet 
with four compartments

$99/ea

With floor-to-ceiling curtains, you decide 
when to let the world in.

02
04

10 PAX/FORSAND 
Wardrobe

$407

09

11 SANELA Cushion cover $9.99 100% cotton 
velvet. Imported. 20×20". 803.701.63  Other 
colors available.

12 SJÖPENNA Floor lamp $29.99* RA. Ø17, H39". 
Polypropylene/birch/plastic. 103.237.16  

13 VARDAGEN Teapot $9.99 Stoneware. 
Dishwasher and microwave safe. H6". 1 qt. 
402.893.44 

14 KLACK Tray $7.99 Lacquered solid rubberwood 
frame with painted fiberboard bottom. 
L15×W23". 064.104.06

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *In compliance with California Title 20
 regulations, lighting prices and features may 

vary in the state of California. Please see your 
local IKEA store for details

.
 **Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
 Furniture with included restraints must  

be secured to the wall according to the  
assembly instructions.
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01 BESTÅ Wall cabinet with two doors $158/ea 
	 Foil	finish.	RA.	W23⅝×D7⅞×H50⅜".	

Lappviken	white	190.574.83  Secure It! 
Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture with  
included restraints must be secured to the  
wall according to the assembly instructions.  

02 BESTÅ TV unit $229/ea Max load 
110	lbs.	Foil	finish.	RA.	W70⅞×D15¾×H15".	

White/Inviken ash veneer 092.009.95

 RA=Requires Assembly

01 BESTÅ Wall cabinet with 
two doors

$158/ea

02 BESTÅ TV unit

$229/ea

 KVISTBRO Storage table $39.99 Painted finish 
 and powder-coated steel. Requires assembly. 
	 Ø17⅜,	H16½".	303.494.52

Store it. Don’t hide it.

KVISTBRO
Storage table

$3999

 Just let us know what product 
 you'd like and we'll pick and 
 arrange delivery of it. See page 
 281 or IKEA-USA.com/services 
 for details. 



01 EKET Cabinet $15 Foil finish and plastic. 
RA. W13¾×D9⅞×H13¾". 103.321.22

  
02 NEW GRADVIS Vase $9.99 Stoneware. 

H8¼". 603.347.03

  
03 KAPASTER Throw $19.99  

Cotton, viscose/rayon and polyester.  
Imported. W51×L67". 104.025.82

  
04 SAMMANHANG Glass box with lid 
 $3.99/ea Glass. Ø5, H3¼". 704.157.51

  
05 IKEA 365+ Bowl, rounded sides $2.99 

Dishwasher and microwave safe. 
Feldspar porcelain. Ø5". 502.589.50

  
06 IKEA 365+ Plate $3.99  

Dishwasher and microwave safe. 
Feldspar porcelain. Ø11". 702.589.49

  
07 HANNALILL Pair of curtains $24.99 

 100% cotton. Imported. W57×L98" 

each panel. 704.108.81

  
08 HOVSTA Frame $9.99 Foil finish and 

plastic. RA. Picture W12¼×H16¼". 

503.729.60

  
09 TJENA Magazine files $4.99/2pk Paper. 

RA. W4×D9¾×H11¾". 503.982.10

  
10 NEW SAXBORGA Jars with lids and 

tray $14.99/set of 5 Includes: two jars 

(Ø3, H2"), two jars (Ø3, H4⅜") and one 

tray (L10×W4×H1"). Glass and cork. 

403.918.79

  
11 MEDFÖRA Trays $7.99/4pk 

 High-pressure melamine laminate. 

L9×W6". 103.901.50

 RA=Requires Assembly

For that calm, 
harmonious look

Dusty pastels, blonde woods 

and organic, soft shapes. 

Here's a nifty little mood board 

that makes it easy to pull off 

this expression at home.

04

01 EKET Cabinet

$15
02 GRADVIS Vase

$999

10 SAXBORGA 

Jars with lids and tray

$1499
/set of 5

08

09

03 KAPASTER Throw

$1999

07 HANNALILL Pair of curtains

$2499

 We’ve got plenty 

more to choose 

 from! See more at 

IKEA-USA.com or 

your IKEA store.

11

1105

06

14 15
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01 SEKTION Kitchen with ASKERSUND 
light ash effect doors, VEDDINGE 
white doors, drawer fronts and 
MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers 
$3576 SEKTION cabinet frames in 
white melamine foil. ASKERSUND 
doors in melamine foil. VEDDINGE 
doors/drawer fronts in painted finish. 
MAXIMERA drawers in powder-coated 

 steel and melamine foil. Shown with 
BILLSBRO white handles in powder-
coated aluminum on base cabinets 
and UTRUSTA push openers on the 
wall cabinets and SÄLJAN white stone 
effect laminate countertop. Requires 
assembly.

02 NEW MELHOLT Rug, flatwoven 
$79.99 Use with STOPP FILT anti-
slip rug underlay, sold separately. 
Handmade. Jute and wool. Imported.
W4'4"×L6'5". 404.080.21

03 APTITLIG Butcher block $19.99 
Bamboo. L17¾×W14¼". 002.334.29

04 SLUTEN Place mat $1.99 Palm leaves 
and polyester. Imported. Ø14½". 
303.428.70

01 SEKTION/ASKERSUND/VEDDINGE 
Kitchen 
What’s included in the price?  
See page 285.

$3576

For appliances add

$2596

Cabinet installation, prices             
vary by location

$2456
For more information or additional 
services, see page 281.

04 SLUTEN Place mat

$199

03 APTITLIG  

Butcher block

$1999

01

02 MELHOLT 
Rug, flatwoven, 
W4'4"×L6'5"

$7999

Refuse the everyday strain. In this kitchen, cooking 
is about slowing down, not stressing out.

 Avoid the overwhelm. Let us

 arrange installation of your 

new kitchen. See page 281  

or IKEA-USA.com/services  

for details.
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and solid birch. RA. L55⅛×W30¾×H29⅛". 

 803.824.39

09 FJÄLLBERGET Conference chair $199/ea 
 Powder-coated aluminum. Oak veneer.  

100% polyester fixed cover. Imported.  
RA. Seat W16½×D15¾×H16⅞–22".  
White stained oak veneer/Gunnared  
light beige 404.062.77

 
 RA=Requires Assembly

01 VARDAGEN Chef’s knife $12.99  
Molybdenum/vanadium stainless steel  
blade retains sharpness longer. Plastic  
handle. Knife blade L6". 802.947.20

02 HOVSTA Frame $9.99 Foil finish and plastic. 

RA. Picture 9×9". 803.657.55

03 IVAR Cabinet $70/ea Shown here  
painted. Untreated solid pine. RA. 

W31½×D11¾×H32⅝". 400.337.63

 Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 

with included restraints must be secured to the 

wall according to the assembly instructions. 

04 SMAKRIK Canola oil $4.99/ea 16.9 oz. 

 Butter 904.171.03  Organic 004.171.45

05 IKEA 365+ Glasses $5.99/6pk Dishwasher 

safe. Tempered glass. H5". 10 oz. 702.783.58

06 IKEA 365+ Carafe with stopper $4.99 Glass 

and cork. H11". 34 oz. 902.797.19

07 VÄXJÖ Pendant lamp $39.99 Powder-coated 

aluminum and plastic. Hardwire. RA. Ø15". 

H10". 203.631.51  
08 LISABO Table $149 Clear lacquered ash veneer 

02 HOVSTA 
Frame

$999

01

06

09 FJÄLLBERGET  
Conference chair

$199/ea

05

03 IVAR Cabinet

$70/ea

08 LISABO Table

$149

07

A perfect place for letting 

your mind wander (or for 

paying the bills)

04 SMAKRIK 
Canola oil

$499
/ea

Create your own version of IVAR 

– and paint it just the way you 

like it.
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01 GODMORGON Mirror $24.99 Mirrored glass. 

RA. W23⅝×H37¾". 301.491.32

02 EKOLN Soap dispenser $6.99 Stoneware.  

H7". 10 oz. 602.915.10

03 GODMORGON/ODENSVIK Sink cabinet  

$199/ea Includes 10-year limited warranty. 

See page 283 for details. Faucet sold 

separately. High-gloss foil finish and ceramic. 

RA. W24¾×D19¼×H25¼". 790.235.03

04 BROGRUND Showerhead with thermostatic 

faucet $89 Includes 10-year limited warranty. 

See page 283 for details. Requires installation. 

Ø3½". 103.426.25

05 VILTO Shelf unit $69 Stained, clear lacquered 

solid birch. RA. W18⅛×D10¼×H59". 

903.444.56  Secure It! Prevent tip-over 

 injury. Furniture with included restraints 

 must be secured to the wall according to 

 the assembly instructions. 

06 FRYKEN Boxes with lids $12.99/set of 3 

Includes one of each: (Ø4, H2"), (Ø6, H3"), 

(Ø8, H4"). Handmade. Seagrass. 803.281.45

07 IKORNNES Table mirror $29.99 Ash veneer 

and mirrored glass. RA. W10⅝×H15¾". 

003.069.20

08 NEW FLODALEN Bath towel $12.99/ea 

 100% cotton. Imported. W28×L55". 

403.808.71

09 VILTO Storage stool $34.99 Stained, clear 

lacquered solid birch. 100% polyester. 

Imported. RA. W18⅞×D11¾×H17¾". 

403.444.49

 RA=Requires Assembly

21Home #1

04 BROGRUND Showerhead  

with thermostatic faucet

$89

02

07

03 GODMORGON/ODENSVIK  

Cabinet with sink

$199/ea

01 GODMORGON  

Mirror

$2499

05 VILTO 

Shelf unit

$69

06

08 FLODALEN  

Bath towel

$1299
/ea

09 VILTO 

Storage stool

$3499

Bring home the spa.  

Natural materials, lush  

towels and soothing  

scents are a great start.
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01  NISSEDAL Mirror $49.99 Mirrored glass and 
foil finish. RA. W25⅝×H59". 103.203.17

02 NEW BJÖRKSNÄS Queen bed frame $429 
Includes LURÖY slatted bed base. Mattress 
sold separately. Solid birch. RA. 592.475.75

03  BEKVÄM Step stool $19.99 Solid birch. RA. 
W16⅞×D15⅜×H19⅝". 301.788.79

04 PAX/HASVIK Wardrobe $984 Foil finish. 

RA. W78¾×D26×H93⅛". White/HASVIK 

white 392.650.42 KOMPLEMENT Boxes sold 
separately. Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 

Furniture with included restraints must be 

secured to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions.

05 SKOGSALM Full/queen duvet cover set 

$49.99/3pcs Includes full/queen duvet cover 

and two pillowcases. 100% cotton. Imported. 
703.374.85

 RA=Requires Assembly

2322

05 SKOGSALM Full/queen  
duvet cover set

$4999
/3pcs

02 BJÖRKSNÄS 
Queen bed frame

$429
04 PAX/HASVIK  

Wardrobe

$984

 Getting a new mattress? We’ll arrange to 
have your old one taken off your hands, 
when you have your new one delivered. 
See page 281 or IKEA-USA.com/services 
for details.

Soft fabrics and hushed colors make this 
bedroom a snug hideout.

01

03 BEKVÄM 
Step stool

$1999
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01 MAJGULL Pair of blackout curtains $34.99  
100% polyester. Imported. RA. W57×L98" 
each panel. 303.467.50  Other colors 
available.

02 JANSJÖ LED work lamp $12.99 Built-in 
LED light source consumes up to 85% less 
energy and lasts up to 20 times longer than 
incandescent bulbs. Painted aluminum and 
steel. RA. Ø5, H24". 003.859.41 

03 KUBBIS Rack with seven hooks $14.99/ea 
 Stained, clear lacquered solid birch. RA. 

W41¼×D4×H3½". 102.895.76
04 MATHEA Throw $12.99 Cotton, 
 polyester and elastan/spandex. 
 Imported. W47×L71". 103.746.02
05 KOMPLEMENT Boxes $9.99/2pk 
 100% polyester. Imported. RA. 

W6×D10½×H4¾". 104.040.53

 RA=Requires Assembly

 We don't sell hugs,  
but we do sell these

 VÅRKRAGE Throw $4.99 100% polyester. Imported. 
W43×L67". 803.522.96  Also available in gray.

VÅRKRAGE
Throw

$499

04 MATHEA Throw

$1299

01 MAJGULL Pair of 
blackout curtains

$3499 03

02

 We've got lots more  
for your bedroom on 
IKEA-USA.com and in 
your local store.

05
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Living room  
seating 

01 NEW BRYTÄRT Plant pot $2.99/ea 
Earthenware. Max Ø4¾" flowerpot. 
H5½". 603.855.61

 
02 LOHALS Rug, flatwoven $99 Use 

with STOPP FILT anti-slip rug 
underlay, sold separately. 100% jute. 
W5'3"×L7'7". 502.773.93 

 
03 JENNYANN Throw $24.99 
 100% cotton. W51×L67". 

503.537.73
 
04 URSULA Cushion cover $14.99 
 100% ramie. 26×26". 603.958.38
 
05 GLADOM Tray table $19.99
 Powder-coated steel. RA.  

Ø17½, H20⅝". 703.378.19

 
06 GRÖNLID Sectional, 3-seat corner 

sofa $935 Includes 10-year limited 
warranty. See page 283 for details. 
100% cotton removable, washable 
cover. RA. W71⅝/92½×D38⅝×H41". 

 Inseros light brown 392.553.97

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

 Two ways to get more from IKEA 
so you can do more for your 
home. For details on financing 
options see page 279. 

Whether cuddling up to binge-watch 
your favorite show or catching up 
with the kids (or having an online 
meeting in your PJs), there's no 
place like the sofa. That's why we're 
doing our best to make sure there is 
a right size, style and price tag for 
everyone. 

You'll find more seating choices at 
IKEA-USA.com and in your local 
store, and a selection here.

01 BRYTÄRT 
Plant pot

$299
/ea

06 GRÖNLID Sectional, 
3-seat corner sofa

$935

02

04

05

03 JENNYANN 
Throw

$2499

Be embraced by GRÖNLID, with room for 
all your everyday needs (and if not, it’s 
easy to make it grow by adding parts).



Francis Cayouette, 
Designer

“When I designed FÄRLÖV, I 

wanted it to be inviting and 

embracing – a sofa that attracts 

attention while being spacious, 

soft and comfortable for the 

whole family. Everything about 

it puts you at ease. It has a 

presence that will always make 

you feel at home.”

28 Living room seating

01 AINA Pair of curtains $59.99 
 100% linen. RA. W57×L98" each 

panel. 902.809.11
  
02 FÄRLÖV Armchair $499 Includes 
 10-year limited warranty. See 
 page 283 for details. Velvet 
 removable, washable cover 
 (polyester and viscose/rayon). 
	 RA.	W36⅝×D39¾×H34⅝".	

 Djuparp dark gray 891.923.93
  
03 FÄRLÖV Ottoman with storage 
 $299 Includes 10-year limited 
 warranty. See page 283 for details. 

Velvet removable washable cover 
(polyester and viscose/rayon). RA. 
L25¼×W33⅛×H20⅛".	

 Djuparp dark gray 691.926.81
  
04 LIATORP Console table $199
 Painted finish and tempered 

glass.	RA.	L52⅜×W14⅝×H29½".	

001.050.64

05 TIDVATTEN Vase $7.99 Glass. 
H11¾".	403.359.92

  
06 TIDVATTEN Bowl $7.99 Glass. Ø10". 

103.359.98
  
07 NEW JOFRID Cushion cover 
 $14.99/ea Cotton/linen. 26×26". 

Dark blue-gray 403.957.78   
Natural 603.957.77

  
08 RANARP Floor/reading lamp $44.99 

Powder-coated	steel.	RA.	H60".	

003.313.83  In compliance with 
California Title 20 regulations, 

 lighting prices and features may 
 vary in the state of California. Please 

see your local IKEA store for details.
  
09 FÄRLÖV Sofa $699 Includes 
 10-year limited warranty. See 
 page 283 for details. Cotton/

polyester/linen removable, washable 
cover.	RA.	W85⅞×D41¾×H34⅝".	

 Flodafors white 891.926.42

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

Because it's extra deep and roomy, FÄRLÖV is just as 
suited for an afternoon nap as for a crowded movie night.
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 We have lots more 
comfy seating and 
cozy cushions at 
IKEA-USA.com and 
in your local store.

JOFRID gets its natural colors from agricultural 
waste products, like orange peels and nut shells.

04 LIATORP  
Console table

$199

09 FÄRLÖV Sofa

$699

08

06

02 FÄRLÖV 
Armchair

$499
05 TIDVATTEN 

Vase

$799

03

01

07 JOFRID  
Cushion cover

$1499
/ea

Living room seating
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01 SANELA Cushion cover $9.99 
 100% cotton velvet. 20×20". 

603.701.64  Other colors available.
  
02 ARÖD Floor/reading lamp $59.99* 

Powder-coated steel and aluminum. 
RA. H70¾". 103.891.18  

 *In compliance with California Title 
20 regulations, lighting prices and 
features may vary in the state of 
California. Please see your local 

 IKEA store for details.
  
03 EKTORP Armchair $349 Includes 
 10-year limited warranty. See page 

283 for details. 100% polyester 
removable, washable cover. RA. 
W41×D34⅝×H34⅝". Nordvalla dark 

gray 291.648.97
  
04 KRAGSTA Coffee table $99 

Painted finish. RA. Ø35⅜, H18⅞". 

802.622.53
  
05 LAGRAD Lantern for candle, indoor/

outdoor $19.99 Powder-coated steel 
and glass. RA. H17". 903.726.37  
Remember! Never leave a burning 
candle unattended. 

  
06 NEW STOCKSUND Sofa $599 

Includes 10-year limited warranty. 
See page 283 for details. 

 Cotton/polyester cover. RA. 
W78⅜×D38¼×H33⅛". Segersta 

multicolor/black/wood 392.747.63

  
07 SKATTEBY Frame $49.99 Wood 
 plastic composite and plastic. 
 Picture W24×H35¾". 403.098.08

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

05 LAGRAD Lantern for 
candle, indoor/outdoor

$1999

01 SANELA 
Cushion cover 

$999

03

02 ARÖD 
Floor/reading lamp

$5999*
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Great comfort thanks to thick, soft, 

pocket-spring cushions, and wrapped in 

well-tailored covers – that's STOCKSUND.
07

04 KRAGSTA 
Coffee table

$99
06 STOCKSUND Sofa

$599
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01 EKTORP Loveseat $479 Polyester/cotton 

	 cover.	RA.	W70½×D34⅝×H34⅝".	Vittaryd	

white	191.292.01

02 EKTORP Loveseat $549 100% cotton cover. 

RA.	W70½×D34⅝×H34⅝".	Lingbo	multicolor	

292.575.18

03 EKTORP	Armchair	$349	100%	cotton	

	 cover.	RA.	W41×D34⅝×H34⅝".	Skaftarp	

 yellow 791.834.93

Soft	but	tough	as	nails.	Versatile	and	reliable.	Classic,	yet	

ever-changing.	That’s	EKTORP.	For	the	past	20	years,	we’ve	

been	constantly	tweaking	and	improving	our	collection	of	

seating,	and	it	just	seems	to	get	better	as	time	goes	by.

EKTORP	always	comes	packed	flat.	

The	space	saving	method	lowers	our	

carbon	footprint,	which	is	great	both	

for	the	environment	and	your	wallet.

All	of	the	cotton	we	

use	for	EKTORP	is	

sustainably	sourced.

Throw	your	easy-to-remove	covers	

in	the	wash	or	swap	them	out	with	

a	fresh	cover	to	change	things	up.	

Reversible	cushions	mean	

even	wear	over	time.	

02 EKTORP 

Loveseat

$549
04 EKTORP 

Sofa with chaise

$49901

03

05

EKTORP 04 EKTORP	Sofa	with	chaise	$499	

Cotton/polyester	cover.	RA.	

W99¼×D34⅝/64⅛×H34⅝".	Lofallet	beige	

591.291.57

05 EKTORP	Ottoman	$99.99	Cotton/polyester	

	 cover.	RA.	L32¼×W24⅜×H17⅜".	Lofallet	

beige	191.291.21

 RA=Requires	Assembly

	 EKTORP	covers	shown	are	removable	and	

washable	and	are	imported.		

	 EKTORP	series	has	a	10-year	limited	warranty.	

See	page	283	for	details.

 Two ways to get more from IKEA so you 

can do more for your home. For details 

on financing options see page 279. 
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01 RIBBA Frame $9.99/ea Foil finish and 
plastic. Picture 16×20" or 12×16" 
with mat. 703.784.33

  
02 RIBBA Frame $9.99/ea Foil finish and 

plastic. RA. Picture 9×9" or 5×5" with 
mat. D1¾". 003.784.03

  
03 EKERÖ Armchair $149 Includes 
 10-year limited warranty. See page 

283 for details. 100% polyester 
 cover. RA. W28×D28¾×H28¾". 
 Idekulla dark gray 304.025.62
  
04 FOULUM Rug, flatwoven $179 

Use with STOPP FILT anti-slip rug 
underlay, sold separately. Handmade. 
100% Pure New Wool surface. 
100% cotton weft. W5'7"×L7'10". 
403.820.78

  
05 VÄGMÅLLA Throw $17.99 
 Polyester/acrylic. W47×L63". 

503.730.97
  
06 LANDSKRONA Sofa $599 Includes 

10-year limited warranty. See page 
283 for details. 100% polyester 
cover. Chrome-plated steel legs. RA. 
W80⅜×D35×H30¾". Gunnared light 

green/metal 792.536.07
  
07 VIMLE Sofa with chaise 
 $979 Includes 10-year 
 limited warranty. See page 
 283 for details Cotton/polyester 
 removable, washable cover. RA. 

W99¼×D38⅝/64⅝×H31½". 

Tallmyra black/gray 792.536.07
  
08 NYBODA Side table with 
 reversible table top $29.99 Foil 
 finish and powder-coated steel. RA. 

L15¾×W15¾×H23⅝". 203.426.44

  
09 NYBODA Coffee table with 
 reversible table top $69.99 Foil 
 finish and powder-coated steel. RA. 

L47¼×W15¾×H15¾". 303.426.48

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

Each of our handmade wool 
rugs are unique – woven by 
skilled craftspeople.

01 RIBBA 
Frame

$999
/ea

03 EKERÖ 
Armchair

$149

06 LANDSKRONA 
Sofa

$599

04 FOULUM Rug,  
flatwoven, 
handmade

$179

05 VÄGMÅLLA 
Throw

$1799

02

 VIMLE is flat-packed and 
designed to be easy for you to 
take home, but of course we're 
happy to help arrange delivery 
(and the removal of your 

 old sofa). See page 281 or 
 IKEA-USA.com/services 
 for details.
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We believe in versatile sofas, like cozy and flexible 
VIMLE. Perfect when you're on the lookout for a 
loveseat, a 6-seater or anything in-between (and 
want lots of other great design options).

07 VIMLE Sofa with chaise

$979

08

09
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01 KIVIK Sofa $499 Includes 
 10-year limited warranty. See 
 page 283 for details. Polyester/
 cotton removable, washable cover. 

RA. W89¾×D37⅜×H32⅝". Orrsta 

red 392.529.78
  
02 NYBODA Coffee table with reversible 
 table top $49.99 Foil finish 

and powder-coated steel. RA. 
L29½×W23⅝×H19⅝". 403.426.38

  
03 KIVIK Chaise $250 Includes 
 10-year limited warranty. See 
 page 283 for details. Cotton, 
 polyester, viscose/rayon and 
 linen removable, washable cover. 
 RA. W35⅜×D64⅛×H32⅝". 

 Hillared beige 491.943.65

  
04 GULLKLOCKA Cushion cover 
 $9.99/ea Polyester/nylon. 
 Imported. 20×20". 602.917.51  

Other colors available.
  
05 ÅDUM Rug, high pile $59.99 Use 

with STOPP anti-slip rug underlay, 

sold separately. 100% polypropylene 
pile. Synthetic latex backing. 
W4'4"×L6'5". 703.540.26  

 Other colors available.
  
06 YPPERLIG Nesting tables 
 $59.99/set of 3 Includes: 
 one table 21⅝×15⅜×23⅝", 

 one table 15¾×15¾×16½" 

 and one table 15¾×10×9½".

 Clear lacquered solid beech. 
 RA. 803.453.76

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

Just when you thought it  
couldn't get any better

 SANDBACKEN Sleeper sectional $429/ea
 Cotton/polyester cover. Imported. Requires assembly. 

W83½×D30¾/58⅝×H27⅛". Bed size W55⅛×L78¾". 

 Lofallet beige 892.179.06

SANDBACKEN
Sleeper sectional

$429/ea

Give your old sofa new life by changing the 
cover. Why not make it bright red?

Go from one to three to two and back with 
YPPERLIG nesting tables in solid beech. 

06 YPPERLIG 
Nesting tables

$5999
/set of 3

03 KIVIK 
Chaise

$250

04

05

02

01 KIVIK Sofa

$499
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01 BJÖRKSTA Picture and frame, 
 treetops $69 100% polypropylene. 

Aluminum frame. RA. W55×H39¼". 
192.474.93

  
02 NJUTNING Scented candle in glass 

$7.99 Glass and scented paraffin/
vegetable wax. H4". Burning time 

 approx. 40 hours. Blossoming 
 bergamot/gray 903.505.36  

Remember! Never leave a 
 burning candle unattended. 
  
03 FJÄDERKLINT Pair of curtains $59.99 

Linen/cotton. RA. W57×L98" each 
panel. 503.690.95

  
04 ÅRSTID Floor lamp $39.99  

Painted, brushed finish, nickel-plated 
steel. RA. H61". 603.213.24  In  
compliance with California Title 
20 regulations, lighting prices and 
features may vary in the state of 
California. Please see your local 

 IKEA store for details.
  
05 STOCKHOLM 2017 Sofa $1699 

Includes 10-year limited warranty. 
See page 283 for details. Includes 
five large (23×23") and five small 
(18×18") back cushions. Velvet 
fixed cover (cotton/polyester). RA. 
W89¾×D44⅛×H28⅜". Sandbacka 

dark blue 103.445.92
  
06 SANELA Cushion cover $9.99 
 100% cotton velvet. 20×20". 

603.701.64  Other colors available.
  
07 VINDUM Rug, high pile $149 Use 

with STOPP anti-slip rug underlay, 
 sold separately. 100% polypropylene 

pile. Synthetic latex backing. 
W5'7"×L7'7". 203.449.83

  
08 LÖVBACKEN Side table $59.99 

Tinted, clear lacquered poplar 
 finish. Tinted solid beech legs. 

L30⅜×W15⅜×H20⅛". 802.701.25

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

A head's up to all couch potatoes – 
STOCKHOLM is extra deep, wonderfully 
spacious and dressed in soft velvet. 

Think big with pictures that are easy to 
take home despite their size. The canvas 
comes as a roll, and the frame (if you want 
one) in a flat package, ready to assemble.

05 STOCKHOLM 2017 Sofa

$169901 BJÖRKSTA Picture 
and frame, treetops

$69

02 NJUTNING Scented  
candle in glass

$799

08

07

06

04

03 FJÄDERKLINT  
Pair of curtains

$5999
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01 RUNDLIG Serving bowl $14.99 
Clear lacquered bamboo. Ø11¾". 
102.348.62

  
02 STORUMAN Table lamp $12.99* 

Paper and steel. RA. Ø7", H12". 
603.586.28  *In compliance with 
California Title 20 regulations, 

 lighting prices and features may 
 vary in the state of California. 
 Please see your local IKEA store 
 for details.
 
03 SVARTHÖ Cushion cover $11.99/ea 
 100% cotton. 20×20". 703.365.94
 
04 VÄNDEROT Cushion $19.99/ea 
 Cotton/polyester. Feather filling. 

L16×W26". 803.789.27
 
05 VALLENTUNA 4-seat modular sofa 

with three beds $2410 Includes 
 10-year limited warranty. See page 

283 for details. Cotton, polyester, 
viscose/rayon and linen removable 
washable cover. RA. Hillared dark 
gray/Murum black 692.768.88

  
06 LINDELSE Rug, high pile $149 Use 

with STOPP anti-slip rug underlay, 
sold separately. 100% polypropylene 
pile. Synthetic latex backing. 
W5'7"×L7'10". 103.908.57

  
07 ÅDUM Rug, high pile $99 Use with 

STOPP anti-slip rug underlay, sold 
separately. 100% polypropylene 
pile. Synthetic latex backing. Ø6'5". 
603.194.82

  
08 VALLENTUNA Modular loveseat 
 $710/ea Includes 10-year limited 

warranty. See page 283 for details.  
Polyester/cotton cover. RA. 
692.770.29

  
09 STENLILLE Rug, low pile $119 
 Use with STOPP FILT anti-slip rug 

underlay, sold separately. 100% 
polypropylene pile. W6'7"×L9'10". 
903.478.41

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

Go modular and up 
your sofa options 

03 SVARTHÖ  
Cushion cover

$1199
/ea

05 VALLENTUNA 4-seat modular 
sofa with three beds

$2410

01 RUNDLIG 
Serving bowl

$1499

02 STORUMAN  
Table lamp  

$1299*

04

One sofa, three beds and built-in storage 
– all in one.
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08 VALLENTUNA 
Modular loveseat

$710/ea

09

06

07
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01 JOHANNE Cushion cover $12.99/ea 
 100% ramie. 26×26". 703.929.38
  
02 NEW JOHANNE Throw $19.99 
 100% cotton. W51×L67". 

703.858.48
  
03 SJÖPENNA Pendant lamp $24.99* 

Plastic. RA. Ø14", H13". 503.630.84  
 *In compliance with California Title 

20 regulations, lighting prices and 
features may vary in the state of 
California. Please see your local 

 IKEA store for details.
  
04 STRIMLÖNN Throw $59.99 
 100% Pure New Wool. W59×L79". 

703.203.81
  
05 VEDBO Armchair $199 Includes 
 10-year limited warranty. See page 

283 for details. 100% polyester. RA. 
W28¾×D25⅝×H29½". Gunnared 
dark gray 403.424.88

  
06 VITTSJÖ Nesting tables 
 $69.99/set of 2 
 Includes: one table 

L15⅝×W19⅝×H19⅝" and 
 one table L35⅜×W17¾×H17⅞". 

Powder-coated steel, tempered 
 glass and foil finish. RA. 802.153.32

Snuggle up under a herringbone 
throw made of pure wool.

03 SJÖPENNA  
Pendant lamp

$2499*

06 VITTSJÖ 
Nesting tables

$6999
/set of 2

05 VEDBO 
Armchair

$199

01

04 STRIMLÖNN 
Throw

$5999

02 JOHANNE 
Throw

$1999

07 STOCKHOLM Rug, flatwoven $299 
Use with STOPP FILT anti-slip rug 
underlay, sold separately. Handmade. 
100% Pure New Wool surface. 
100% cotton warp. Imported. 
W8'2"×L11'6". 602.290.33

  
08 SVALSTA Nesting tables 
 $89.99/set of 2 
 Includes: one table 

L21⅝×W17¾×H15¾" and 
 one table L28¾×W24¾×H17¾". 

Birch veneer. RA. 802.806.76
  
09 LANDSKRONA Armchair $499 

Includes 10-year limited warranty. 
 See page 283 for details. 
 Grain leather and polyurethane-

covered cotton/polyester. RA. 
W35×D35×H30¾". Grann/Bomstad 
black/wood 790.317.82

  
10 POÄNG Armchair $79/ea Includes 
 10-year limited warranty. See page 

283 for details. 100% polyester 
 removable, washable cover.  RA. 

W26¾×D32¼×H39⅜". Birch 
 veneer/Knisa black 992.408.26  

Other colors available, prices vary.

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.
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Your POÄNG is likely to be a long-lasting favorite. 
Up for something different? Just go for a new seat 
cushion, add a footstool or both.

09 LANDSKRONA 
Armchair

$499

07

08

10 POÄNG Armchair

$79/ea



01 HEKTAR Floor lamp $49.99 
 Powder-coated steel. RA. H71". 

702.165.44  In compliance with 
California Title 20 regulations, 

 lighting prices and features may 
 vary in the state of California. Please 

see your local IKEA store for details.
  
02 NOLMYRA Chair $39.99 
 Includes 10-year limited warranty.
 See page 283 for details. 

Stained, clear lacquered birch 
veneer and polyester. RA. 
W25¼×D29½×H29½". 402.335.35

  
03 LACK Nesting tables $29.99/set of 2 
 Includes: one table 

L47¼×W15¾×H17¾" and 
	 one	table	L23⅝×W15¾H13¾".	

Painted finish. RA. Black/white 
403.492.63

  
04 ÅDUM Rug, high pile $89.99 Use with 

STOPP rug underlay, sold separately. 
100% polypropylene pile. Synthetic 
latex backing. W5'7"×L7'10". 
603.450.61

  
05 KLIPPAN Loveseat $279 
 100% cotton removable, washable 

cover.	RA.	W70⅞×D34⅝×H26".	

Sangis multicolor 792.517.88

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

Bring on the fun with a sofa cover that 
stands out. (As a bonus it's made of cotton 
from more sustainable sources.)

02 NOLMYRA 

Chair

$3999

01

03

05 KLIPPAN 

Loveseat

$279

44 Living room seating

 BRIMNES TV unit $79.99/ea Foil finish and tempered glass. 
Requires	assembly.	W47¼×D16⅛×H20⅞".	Black	503.376.98  
White 403.376.94  Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 
with included restraints must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.  

For all your entertainment needs

BRIMNES
TV unit

$7999
/ea

04
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01 VINTERGATA Pendant lamp 

 $29.99/ea* Polyester, plastic and 

steel. RA. Ø17, H13". 603.622.44

  

02 EKTORP Sofa $549 Includes 

 10-year limited warranty. See 

 page 283 for details. 100% polyester 

 removable, washable cover. RA. 

W85⅞×D34⅝×H34⅝". Nordvalla 
dark gray 891.649.17

  

03 HEMNES Coffee table $149 Stained, 

clear lacquered solid pine. RA. 

L35⅜×W35⅜×H18⅛". 101.762.92
  

04 DORTHE Cushion $19.99/ea Acrylic 

and cotton cover. Feather filling. 

20×20". 103.838.47
  

05 NEW ODDRUN Throw $14.99 

 100% cotton. W51×L67". 
303.957.93

  

06 LERSTA Floor/reading lamp $16.99* 

Aluminum. RA. H52". 201.109.03

  

07 STRANDMON Wing chair 

 $249 Includes 10-year limited 

 warranty. See page 283 for 

 details. 100% polyester cover. 

 RA. W32¼×D37¾×H39¾". 
 Nordvalla dark gray 903.598.29

  

08 STRANDMON Ottoman $69 

 Includes 10-year limited 

 warranty. See page 283 for 

 details. 100% polyester cover. 

 RA. W23⅝×D15¾×H17⅜". 
Nordvalla dark gray 903.004.19

  

09 GUALÖV Storage table $49.99 

Powder-coated steel. RA. Ø23⅝, 
H18½". 703.403.79

  

10 TULLSTA Armchair $149 Cotton/

 polyester removable, washable cover. 

RA. W31⅛×D27⅛×H25¼". Lofallet 
beige 892.727.14

 RA=Requires Assembly

 All textiles shown are imported.

 *In compliance with California Title 

20 regulations, lighting prices and 

features may vary in the state of 

California. Please see your local 

 IKEA store for details.

There are many reasons to love EKTORP, 

like the timeless design and the thick 

cushions filled with high resilience foam.

Inspired by an IKEA wing chair from 

the 1950s and tested for modern life – 

STRANDMON is a keeper.

 Just let us know what product 
you'd like and we'll pick and 
arrange delivery of it. See page 
281 or IKEA-USA.com/services 

 for details.

05 ODDRUN 
Throw

$1499

07 STRANDMON 
Wing chair

$249
04

03

01

02 EKTORP Sofa

$549

06

10 TULLSTA Armchair

$149

09 GUALÖV 
Storage table

$4999

08
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01 KOARP Armchair $169/ea 
 100% polyester cover. 
	 RA.	W32⅝×D30¾×H29½".	

Gunnared beige/white 592.217.21
  
02 GURLI Cushion cover $3.99/ea 
	 100%	cotton.	20×20".	Light	pink	

203.436.29  Blue 402.811.40
  
03	 NÖDEBO Rug, low pile $349 Use with 

STOPP anti-slip rug underlay, sold 
separately.	Handmade.	100%	Pure	
New Wool surface. 100% cotton weft. 
W5'7"×L7'10".	903.723.31

  
04	 SÖDERHAMN Sectional, 4-seat 
 with chaise $849 Includes 10-year 
 limited warranty. See page 283 
 for details. Polyester/nylon 
 removable, washable cover. RA. 

W114⅝×D39/59½×H32⅝".	
	 Samsta	light	pink	891.513.21
  
05 TVÄRS Table lamp $3.99/ea* 

Polypropylene	plastic.	RA.	H7".	
603.561.44  *In compliance with 
California Title 20 regulations, 

 lighting prices and features may vary 
in the state of California. Please see 
your	local	IKEA	store	for	details.

  
06 BURVIK Side table $49.99 Powder-

coated steel and layer-glued birch 
veneer.	RA.	Ø15,	H17¾".	Height	

	 including	handle	30¾".	803.403.88
  
07	 FLOTTEBO Sleeper sofa $599 
 100% polyester removable, washable 
	 cover.	W78¾×D47¼×H31⅛".	Bed	

size	W47¼×L78¾".	Lysed	green	
992.222.38

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

Handmade	in	100%	Pure	New	Wool,	that's	NÖDEBO.

03 NÖDEBO Rug, low 
pile, 5'7"×7'10"

$349

01 KOARP 
Armchair

$169/ea
02 GURLI 

Cushion cover

$399
/ea

04 SÖDERHAMN Sectional, 
4-seat with chaise

$849

05 TVÄRS  
Table lamp

$399/ea*
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Comfy, versatile, with full storage underneath (and loose cushions 
that	won't	slide	off).	Say	hi	to	FLOTTEBO	–	much	more	than	a	
traditional sleeper sofa.

06 BURVIK 
Side table

$4999

07 FLOTTEBO Sleeper sofa

$599

TILLTALANDE	-	
Designed	to	create	
jobs 

One of the most powerful forces 

for positive change starts with 

an opportunity: the offer of a 

job. The Syrian refugee crisis has 

more than 5 million people fleeing 

their home, many to neighboring 

Jordan.	As	a	quick	response,	we	

partnered with the non-profit 

Jordan River Foundation to 

collaborate with women artisans, 

locals alongside the refugees, 

to create the handcrafted 

TILLTALANDE	collection.	

It is based on traditional arts 

which have been passed down 

through generations, now made 

into beautiful products that 

enhance modern homes. We’re 

as proud to share these women’s 

work	with	the	world	as	they	are	

to support their families, as they 

become empowered through 

employment. 

It’s just one of many Social 

Entrepreneurship	programs	we	

are	working	on	at	IKEA;	to	find	

out	more	visit	IKEA-USA.com/

peopleandplanet.
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Sofa by day, bed by 

night. Versatility 

rules!

01 AINA Pair of curtains $59.99 
 100% linen. RA. W57×L98" each 

panel. 302.842.00
  
02 HARÖRT Cushion $19.99 100% ramie 

removable, washable cover. Feather 
filling. L16×W26". 404.094.93

  
03 LINDVED Side table $24.99 
	 Powder-coated	steel.	RA.	Ø19⅝,	

H26¾". 301.256.97
  
04 SANDBACKEN Sleeper 
 sectional, 3-seat $429 

Cotton/polyester removable, 
washable cover. Imported. RA. 
W83½×D30¾/58⅝×H27⅛".	

	 Bed	size	W55⅛×L78¾".	

 Lofallet beige 892.179.06
  
05 VIGDIS Cushion cover $6.99/ea 
 100% ramie. 20×20". Beige 

202.617.32  Dark gray 303.201.37
  
06 VILJESTARK Vase 99¢/ea Glass. 

H6¾". 003.385.77
  
07 VILJESTARK Vase 99¢/ea Glass. 

H3¼". 003.397.94
  
08 KRISTALLER Chandelier, 3-armed 

$49.99 Steel and glass. Hardwire. 
RA. Ø13". 200.894.64

  
09 REMSTA Armchair $149 Velvet 
 fixed cover (polyester and viscose/

rayon).	RA.	W23⅝×D26×H34⅝".	

Djuparp dark gray 003.446.63

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

06 VILJESTARK Vase

99¢/ea

07

08 KRISTALLER Chandelier, 
3-armed

$4999

09 REMSTA 
Armchair

$149

50 Living room seating

The metal frame makes SANDBACKEN 
stable, sturdy and lightweight – great for 
getting it home (and for moving). 

01 AINA Pair of curtains

$5999

02

03

05

04 SANDBACKEN Sleeper 

sectional, 3-seat

$429
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01 REGOLIT Pendant lamp shade $4.99 
Cord set sold separately. Rice paper. 
Ø17¾". 701.034.10

  
02 HILJA Pair of curtains $12.99 
 100% polyester. RA. W57×L98½" 

each panel. 403.907.33
  
03 SKOGSALM Twin duvet cover set 

$34.99/2pcs Includes twin 
 duvet cover and one pillowcase. 

100% cotton. 303.374.87  Available 
in other sizes, prices vary.

  
04 BRÅTHULT Sleeper sectional, 
 3-seat $449 Polyester/nylon 
 removable, washable cover. RA. 

W83½×D30¾×H27⅛". Bed size 

W55⅛×L78¾". Borred gray-green 

892.178.50
  
05 FRIHETEN Sleeper sectional, 3-seat 

with storage $599 100% polyester 
cover. RA. W90½×D59½×H26". Bed 
size W55⅛×L80⅜". Skiftebo dark 

gray 692.167.57
  
06 TINGBY Side table on casters 

$49.99 Painted and foil finish. RA. 
L25¼×W25¼×H17¾". 202.959.25

  
07 NYHAMN Sleeper sofa with pocket 

spring mattress $299 Polyester/
nylon removable, washable cover. 
RA. W78¾×D38¼×H35⅜". Bed 

size 55⅛×78¾". Borred light beige  

891.976.92
  
08 SANELA Cushion cover $9.99/ea 
 100% cotton velvet. 20×20". 

903.210.30  Other colors available.
  
09 VINDUM Rug, high pile $149 Use 

with STOPP anti-slip rug underlay, 
sold separately. 100% polypropylene 
pile. Synthetic latex backing. 

W5'7"×L7'7". 503.449.86
  
10 RÅDVIKEN Armchair $199 Stained, 

clear lacquered rattan, paper 
and powder-coated steel. RA. 
W31⅛×D28¾×H32¼". 502.954.72

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

Let the light through – or block it out – with a 

layered curtain solution.

01 REGOLIT  
Pendant lamp

$499

03 SKOGSALM 
Twin duvet cover set

$3499
/2pcs

02 HILJA
Pair of curtains

$1299

04 BRÅTHULT Sleeper 
sectional, 3-seat

$449

53Living room seating

06

09

08

10

07 NYHAMN Sleeper sofa with  
pocket spring mattress

$299

With FRIHETEN you go from sofa to bed 
and back again in no time.

05 FRIHETEN 
Sleeper sectional, 3-seat  
with storage

$599/ea
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01 GLADOM Tray table $19.99 

 Powder-coated steel. RA. Ø17½, 

H20⅝". 304.119.91 

  

02 HOLMSUND Sleeper sofa 

$549 Polyester/cotton 

removable, washable cover. RA. 

W90½×D39×H37¾". Bed size 
55⅛×78¾". Orrsta light blue 
092.407.60

  

03 NEW DAGGRUTA Cushion cover 
$5.99/ea 100% cotton. 20×20". 
503.957.87

  

04 BLÅRIPS Twin duvet covet set 
$29.99/2pcs Includes twin duvet 

 cover and one pillowcase. Sateen-

woven lyocell/cotton. 603.375.46
  

05 BEGÄRLIG Vase $19.99 Glass. 

H11½". 303.097.81
  

06 NEW PEPPARKORN Vase $12.99 

Lacquered glass. H11". 203.926.53

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

Time for bed? Just pull the underframe 
upwards, fold down the backrest, and 
you're ready to hit the sack.

05

 MAJORNA Floor lamp $29.99* Paper and 

steel. Requires assembly. Ø11, H55". 
403.236.68  *In compliance with California 
Title 20 regulations, lighting prices and 
features may vary in the state of California. 
Please see your local IKEA store for details.

Turns heads, large and small

MAJORNA
 Floor lamp

$2999*

 Find lots more 
sofas, tables 

 and chairs at 
 IKEA-USA.com 
 and in store.

06 PEPPARKORN  
Vase

$1299

04 BLÅRIPS 
Twin duvet cover set

$2999
/2pcs

02 HOLMSUND 
Sleeper sofa

$549

03

01



01 BRÅTHULT Sleeper sectional, 3-seat 
 $429 100% polyester. Imported. 
	 RA.	Bed	size	55⅛×78¾".	

W83½×D30¾/58⅝×H27⅛".	
	 Vissle	red/orange	492.178.52
02 TUVALIE Throw $14.99 100% cotton. 

Imported.	W47×L71".	103.522.90
03 NEW	GLADOM	Tray table $19.99 
 Powder-coated steel. RA.  

Ø17½,	H20⅝".	304.119.91

04	 VIDEBÄK	Rug,	flatwoven	$149/ea	
	 Use	with	STOPP	FILT	rug	underlay,	sold	
	 separately.	Handwoven.	100%	Pure	New	 

Wool	surface.	100%	cotton	warp.	Imported.
	 W4'4"×L6'5".	103.908.62
05	 GURLI	Cushion	cover	$3.99	100%	cotton.	

Imported.	20×20".	Blue	402.811.40

 RA=Requires Assembly

Home #2

Limited space, 
unlimited you
Homes	are	unique.	Like	fingerprints.	And	big	
or	small,	every	home	has	room	to	be	you.	
Just	express	loves	and	meet	needs.

This	little	apartment	gets	its	soul	from	lively	
colors,	mixed	patterns	and	DIY	creations.	
We	put	cozy	seating	in	the	middle	of	it	all.	
It	helps	a	parent	and	child	grab	me-time	
between playtime, mealtime, bath time, 
playtime, bedtime and yep, more playtime.

57

Go	for	two	(or	more)	in	one.	This	sectional	
transforms	into	a	comfy	bed	with	room	for	
bedlinen	in	its	footrest.

03

02

01 BRÅTHULT Sleeper sectional,
3-seat

$429

04 VIDEBÄK  
Rug, flatwoven

$149/ea

05
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07 INGOLF Junior chair $49.99 Painted finish.  
RA. W16⅛×D17¾×H30⅛". 901.464.56

08 KAUSTBY Chair $49 Stained, clear 
 lacquered solid pine. RA. 

W17⅜×D18⅞×H40½". 102.428.38

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

03 PYSSLA Beads $5.99 Recommended   
for children 4 years and older. Polyethylene 

 plastic. 1 lb, 5 oz. 501.285.72
04 JÄRA Lamp shade $13.99 
 Viscose/rayon, linen, plastic and steel.   

RA. Ø17, H11". 003.283.66
05 NEW DITTE Fabric $2.99/yd 100% cotton. 

Imported. W55". 803.958.04
06 INGATORP Drop-leaf table $129 

Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. RA. 
L25⅝/48⅜×W30¾×H29½". 404.231.06

Need a place to eat pancakes and space to 
get creative? A do-it-all, extendable dining 
table can be a four-legged family member. 

Storage by the table makes it easier to tidy 
up and change activities. Glass doors let 
your passions be seen. And securing tall 
furniture to the wall prevents accidents.

05

08

06

07 INGOLF 
Junior chair

$4999

03 PYSSLA 
Beads

$599

02 BILLY Bookcase 
with glass-doors

$179

04 JÄRA Lamp  
shade

$139901 FÖRESLÅ Bowls

$1299
/set of 2

01 NEW FÖRESLÅ Bowls $12.99/set of 2 
 Includes: one (Ø5¾, H2¾") and one (Ø8, 

H3"). Color glazed stoneware. 103.752.82
02 BILLY Bookcase with glass-doors $179 

Foil finish and tempered glass. RA. 
W31½×D11¾×H79½". 803.856.16

 Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury.  
Furniture with included restraints must  
be secured to the wall according to the  
assembly instructions.



01 OLLSTA Lamp shade $7.99 Lamp 
base and cord set are sold separately. 
Polystyrene and polyester, linen,  
cotton, viscose/rayon and steel. 
Imported. RA. Ø11, H7". 303.262.00

  
02 DUKTIG Cupcake set $5.99/4pcs 

Includes three cupcakes with 
 removable parts and one slice of cake. 

Recommended for children 3 years 
and older. 100% polyester. Imported. 
303.807.77

  
03 STARTTID Key ring $2.99  

100% polyurethane and bronze-plated 
copper. Imported. H4¼". 204.106.33

  
04 NEW MORGONTE Plate/bowls 
 $9.99/set of 3 Dishwasher and 
 microwave safe. Feldspar porcelain. 

Includes: one bowl (Ø4"), one bowl 
(Ø5") and one plate (Ø6"). 503.982.67

  
05 NEW GRADVIS Plant pot $5.99 

Stoneware. Max Ø6" flowerpot. H6". 
404.140.79

  
06 MOPPE Mini storage chest $17.99 

Shown here painted. Birch plywood. 
W16½×D7×H12½". 402.163.57

  
07 MÅLA paper $4.99 Sizes: 11¾×8¼",  

15 white/4 oz, 45 assorted bright 
colors/4 oz, 45 white/3.5 oz,  
24 assorted bright colors/3.5 oz  
and 16½×11¾", 25 white/3.5 oz. 
Chlorine-free bleached paper. 
301.933.23

  
08 MÅLA Chalk $2/9pk Includes three 

white and six colors. Recommended 
for children 3 years and older. L3¼". 
402.377.55

  
09 FÄRGRIK Bowl $2.49/ea Dishwasher 

and microwave safe. Stoneware. Ø6¼". 
903.874.36

  
10 NEW VATTENMYNTA Fabric 

$5.99/yd 100% cotton. Imported. 
W59". 703.958.33

 Find a style you love. 
See more products 
at IKEA-USA.com or 
your local store.

For that inviting, 
unexpected look

Mixed, vivid colors – even painted 
on light woods. Hard materials with 
soft lines. Handmade touches. Bits 
of play, too. Here's a cheat sheet to 
help you bring it home.

09 FÄRGRIK Bowl

$249
/ea

01 OLLSTA 
Lamp shade

$799

06 MOPPE 
Mini storage chest

$1799

07 08

02

05

03

04 MORGONTE 
Plate/bowls

$999
/set of 3

10 VATTENMYNTA  
Fabric 

$599
/yd

6160
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09 BUSUNGE 
Extendable bed

$199

07

08

RA. W4×D8×H6". 303.816.06
08 LATTJO Twin duvet cover set $19.99/2pcs 

Includes twin duvet cover and one pillowcase. 
100% cotton. Imported. Fairy/light pink 
903.509.23

09 BUSUNGE Extendable bed $199 Bed base 
included. Mattress and bedlinens are sold 
separately. Painted and foil finish. RA. 
W42⅛×L50⅜–78×H39⅜". 702.743.41

 
 RA=Requires Assembly

01 MÅLA Paper $4.99 See page 60. 301.933.23
02 MÅLA Colored pencils $3.99/10pk Includes: 
 10 pencils in different colors and a pencil 

sharpener. Recommended for children 4 
 years and older. Solid pine. L5". 102.621.57

03 NEW DAGGRUTA Cushion cover $5.99 
 100% cotton. Imported. 20×20". 503.957.87

04 JÄTTESTOR Soft toy, elephant $17.99 

Recommended for children 12 months and 
older. 100% polyester. Polyester fiber filling. 

 Imported. L23½". 303.735.93

05 EKEDALEN Bench $89 Stained, clear lacquered 
ash veneer. RA. L43⅜×W14⅛×H17¾". 

403.407.62

06 BUSUNGE 2-drawer chest $139 Foil and 
painted finish. RA. W31½×D15¾×H29½". 

103.299.78  Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints must be 
secured to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions.    

07 FUBBLA Wall lamp $19.99  
Powder-coated steel. LED bulb included.  

Look under and around! A bench can be extra 
seating, a storage spot or a side table, too.

05 EKEDALEN 
Bench

$89

01 MÅLA  
Paper

$499

03 DAGGRUTA  
Cushion cover

$599

04

02

One day, you’ll miss checking for monsters. Until 
then, soft toy friends and a lamp by the bed can 
help soothe fears of sleeping alone.

A child's room can be 
comforting, private and 
playful – four walls or not. 

This generation doesn't 
believe in walls anyway.

06 BUSUNGE 
2-drawer chest

$139



05 FJÄLLA Storage box with lid $7.99/ea 
 Paper and steel. RA. L12¼×W11¾×H11¾". 

204.040.19
06 NYPONROS Full/queen duvet cover set 

$29.99/3pcs Includes full/queen duvet cover 
and two pillowcases. 100% cotton. Imported. 
001.891.53  Available in other sizes, prices 
vary.

 RA=Requires Assembly

01 PINNIG Rack with three hooks $17.99/ea 
 Powder-coated steel and zinc. RA. 

W31⅛×D6¾×H6¼". 003.297.90 
02 MALM 3-drawer chest $99/ea Stained, 

clear lacquered ash veneer. RA. 
W31½×D18⅞×H30¾". 803.604.56

 Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury.  
Furniture with included restraints must  
be secured to the wall according to the  
assembly instructions.

03 ALGOT 2-section shelving unit $112.50 
Powder-coated steel and polypropylene. 

 RA. W52×D16⅛×H77½". 892.794.90
04 NEW ARÖD Floor/reading lamp* $59.99 

Powder-coated steel and aluminum. RA. 
 H70¾". 103.891.18  *In compliance with 

California Title 20 regulations, lighting 
 prices and features may vary in the state 
 of California. Please see your local IKEA  

store for details.

Less clutter, more joy. Choose pieces  
that make you happy to use as décor.  
Sort, store and hide the rest. 

 Need some help getting your new sofa 
home? We're on it. We'll even arrange 
removal of your old one.  See page 281 
or IKEA-USA.com/services for details.

06

04 ARÖD Floor/
reading lamp

$5999*

65

05

Wake up rested even if your bedroom is 
the living room. Curtains (like these DIY 
ones) boost sleep, privacy and character.

03 ALGOT 2-section
shelving unit

$11250

64

Small children are curious. Keep them safe 
and prevent tip-over risk by securing to the 
wall any furniture taller than 29½".

01

02 MALM 3-drawer chest

$99/ea



steel. Imported. 18 gal. L16¼×W17×H25¼". 
701.189.68

08 FÖRSIKTIG Children’s stool $4.99 Plastic and  
rubber. W14⅝×D9½×H5⅛". 602.484.18

01 LÅDDAN Hook with suction cup $2.99 Plastic 
and synthetic rubber. Requires assembly. 
603.608.48 

02 ALGOT Storage combination $65 
Powder-coated steel. Requires assembly. 
W26×D16⅛×H77½". 899.326.87

03 VÅGSJÖN Hand towel $2.99/ea 100% cotton. 
Imported. W16×L28". 403.535.99

04 SILVERÅN Mirror cabinet $89 Foil finish  
and mirrored glass. Requires assembly. 
W23⅝×D5½×H26⅞". 102.679.99

05 SILVERÅN High cabinet with two doors 
$129 Foil finish. Requires assembly. 
W15¾×D9⅞×H67¾". 602.640.12  Secure It! 
Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture with included 
restraints must be secured to the wall  
according to the assembly instructions.

06 SILVERÅN/HAMNVIKEN Cabinet with sink  
$199 Bathroom faucet is sold separately.  
Foil finish and ceramic. Requires assembly. 
W24¾×D17¾×H35⅝". 490.203.89 

07 JÄLL Laundry bag with stand $5.99 Plastic and 
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01 LÅDDAN Hook 
with suction cup

$299

03 VÅGSJÖN 
Hand towel

$299
/ea

02 ALGOT Storage  
combination

$65 

05 SILVERÅN High cabinet  
with two doors

$129

08

04

07

06

Maximize a small bathroom with storage as 
high and low as possible. Make room for your 
laundry with an easy-to-carry, foldable bag.

Save yourself a bit of hassle and let  
us pick and arrange delivery of your  
new bathroom. See page 281 or  
IKEA-USA.com/services for details.
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secured to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions.

04 ANNAKAJSA Pair of blackout curtains $69.99 
100% polyester. Imported. RA. W57×L98" 
each panel. 703.952.58

05 SKUBBARE basket $7.99/ea 100% polyester. 
Imported. W14¼×D9¾×H15". 403.216.12

 
 RA=Requires Assembly

01 TRENSUM Mirror $4.99 Mirrored glass and 
 stainless steel. RA. Ø6¾, H13". 245.244.85 
02 NEW NJUTNING Vase and six scented sticks 

$5.99 Includes: six scented sticks (L9½") 
and one vase (H3¼"). Lavender bliss/lilac 
903.555.67

03 FABRIKÖR Glass-door cabinet $179 Steel and 
tempered glass. RA. W31⅞×D16½×H44½". 

003.631.71  Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints must be  
 

 If you've got it all home but it's not 
quite what you'd hoped for, our 365-day 
return policy has you covered. See page 
282 for details.

05

04

01

A lockable display cabinet shows off your 
prized possessions (away from peanut 
butter fingers).

02 NJUTNING Vase and 
six scented sticks

$599

03 FABRIKÖR Glass-door 
cabinet

$179

 ÄNGSLILJA Full/queen duvet cover set $34.99/3pcs Last 

 year’s price $39.99/3pcs Includes full/queen duvet cover 
 and two pillowcases. 100% cotton. Imported. Gray 
 903.186.45 White 003.185.41 Light blue 003.186.16

It's true. They're as 
soft as they look.

ÄNGSLILJA
Full/queen duvet cover set

$3499
/3pcs

Last year’s price $39.99/3pcs
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01 SVALNÄS Wall-mounted 
 storage combination $337 
 Powder-coated steel and bamboo. 
	 RA.	W51⅛×D13¾×H69¼".	

391.844.37

 
02 PANORERA Wall	clock	$19.99	

Seconds are shown when small lights 
placed around the clock face light 
up every five seconds. A UV sensor 
senses the brightness in the room, 
so the lights that show seconds shine 
stronger when it’s bright and shine 
weaker when it’s darker in order to 
save energy and to avoid disturbing 
lighting. Requires 5-AA batteries, 
sold separately. Quartz movement.
Plastic	and	glass.	Ø9½".	103.741.50

 
03 EKET Wall-mounted cabinet 
	 combination	$85	Foil	finish.	RA.	

W41¼×D9¾×H27½".	891.890.60

 
04 TJENA Storage box with lid 
	 $1.99/ea	Paper.	RA.	W7×L9¾×H6".	

703.982.14 
 
05 SVALNÄS Wall-mounted 
	 storage	combination	$276	

 Powder-coated steel and 
	 bamboo.	RA.	W59×D13¾×H69¼".	

691.844.50

 
06	 HOVSTA	Frame	$12.99	Foil	finish	and	

plastic.	RA.	Picture	W16¼×H20".	

303.729.61 
 
07	 EKBY	ALEX/EKBY	LERBERG	Shelf 

with	drawers	$55.99	Painted	

finish.	Max	load	44	lbs/drawer.	RA.	

W46⅞×D11⅜".	990.476.97 

 RA=Requires Assembly

70

07 EKBY ALEX/EKBY LERBERG 
Shelf with drawers

$5599

Bamboo is a durable natural material – a grass that 
grows up to three feet per day and doesn't need 
replanting, making it a sustainable choice.

03 EKET Wall-mounted 
cabinet combination

$85

05 SVALNÄS Wall-mounted 
storage combination

$276

01 SVALNÄS Wall-mounted 
storage combination

$337

06

02

04 TJENA Storage box  
with lid

$199
/ea

Living room 
storage

There are few things more 
rewarding than sorting out all the 
odds and ends that have been lying 
around for far too long. With the 
best pieces put on display and the 
clutter out of the way (for a while 
at least), it’s easier to make room 
for important things like winding 
down – or working, for that matter. 
Whatever your storage and work 
needs, we’ve got you covered. 

Find	more	at	IKEA-USA.com	
and	your	local	IKEA	store,	and	a	
selection here. 
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08 BILLY/OXBERG Bookcase $189  

Last year’s price $199 Stained ash 

 veneer. Max load 66 lbs/shelf. RA. 

W31½×D11¾×H79½". 591.553.30  

Lighting sold separately.

 Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 

Furniture with included restraints 

must be secured to the wall 

 according to the assembly 

instructions.  

72 Living room storage

01 STOCKHOLM 2017 Table lamp 

$49.99* Chrome-plated steel 

and tempered glass. RA. H13". 

403.455.90  *In compliance with 

California Title 20 regulations, 

lighting prices and features may vary 

in the state of California. Please see 

your local IKEA store for details.

 

02 URSHULT LED cabinet light 

 $24.99/ea Nickel-plated steel.  

RA. L11". 602.604.05 

 

03 BILLY Bookcase $282 Stained, 

 clear lacquered ash veneer. 

 Max load 31 lbs/shelf. RA. 

W47¼×D11×H93¼". 890.204.72  

Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 

Furniture with included restraints 

must be secured to the wall 

 according to the assembly 

instructions.

 

04 BATTING Boxes $19.99/set of 3 

Includes: two (6×10×5¾") and one 

(11×13¾×7"). Paper. 603.272.36 

 

05 CYLINDER Vases/bowl 

 $19.99/set of 3 Includes: one vase 

(Ø7, H8"), one vase (Ø5, H6") 

and one bowl (Ø9, H3"). Glass. 

801.750.91 

 

06 TJENA Storage box with lid 

 $1.99/ea Paper. RA. W7×L9¾×H6". 

103.954.21 

 

07 BILLY Bookcase $117 Foil 

 finish. Max load 66 lbs/shelf. RA. 

W94½×D11×H41¾". 090.178.26

 Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 

Furniture with included restraints 

must be secured to the wall 

 according to the assembly 

instructions.

 RA=Requires Assembly

It's all about the details! Like a dimmer switch that 

makes it easy to fine-tune the atmosphere.

01 STOCKHOLM 2017 
Table lamp

$4999*

07 BILLY 

Bookcase

$117

02

05

06

03 BILLY 
Bookcase

$282

04

Adjust the shelves to make space for your gems, lit up by 

integrated lighting and safely stored in plain sight.

 To prevent tip-over injury – 

secure pieces over 29½" tall  

to the wall.

From Gillis' napkin to 
your home

In 1979, IKEA launched the first 

ever BILLY bookcase, designed by 

Gillis Lundgren (1929-2016). More 

than employee number four, Gillis 

was the man behind lots of great 

IKEA products and innovations 

(not least the idea of the flat pack). 

He drew the original BILLY 

sketch on a napkin, on the spur 

of the moment. Since then the 

bookcase system has been subject 

to almost 40 years of product 

development. New versions     

con tinuously add to the series, 

but at the end of the day BILLY is 

still the same as when Gillis once 

put the pen to that napkin of his: 

functional, flexible, affordable  

and timeless.

 

08 BILLY/OXBERG
Bookcase

$189
Last year’s price $199
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Nike Karlsson, 
Designer

"When I designed FABRIKÖR I was 
inspired by industrial furniture 
from the early 20th century, 
especially the medical cabinets. 
It's sturdy and breathes quality – 
and it’s perfect for displaying your 
favorite things.”

74 Living room storage

 Like what you see 
but looking for 
something a bit 
different? Find 
more in store or 

 at IKEA-USA.com.

Made of enameled steel, CITRONSYRA works just as 
great outdoors as indoors.

A glass-door cabinet is perfect for showing off all things lovely – 
and for keeping them dust free.

01 KVARNVIK Storage boxes 
 $17.99/set of 3 Includes: one 
	 (Ø5¾,	H3½"),	one	(Ø8⅝,	H4¾")	and	

one	(Ø11⅜,	H5¾").	Paper	and	steel.	

303.970.75 
 
02 NEW CITRONSYRA Plant	pot	$5.99	

Enameled steel. Max Ø6" flowerpot. 
H5½". 403.873.87

 
03 BOLLEBYGD Display box $14.99 

Powder-coated	steel	and	plastic.	RA.	

W9¾×H14¼". 603.866.26
 
04 FABRIKÖR Glass-door cabinet* $179 

Powder-coated	steel	and	tempered	

glass.	RA.	W31⅞×D16½×H44½".	

204.005.73
 
05 FABRIKÖR Glass-door cabinet* $179 

Powder-coated	steel	and	tempered	

glass. RA. W22½×D18½×H59". 
004.090.32 

 
06 MALSJÖ Glass-door cabinet* $349 

Stained, clear lacquered ash 
 veneer and tempered glass. RA. 

W23⅝×D15¾×H73¼".	303.034.87  
Lighting sold separately.

 
07 EKBY HEMNES/EKBY HÅLL Wall shelf 

$25.99 Stained, clear lacquered 
solid	pine.	RA.	W31⅛×D7½×H9⅞".	

990.477.15 

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure	It!	Prevent	tip-over	injury.	
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.  

01 KVARNVIK 
Storage boxes

$1799
/set of 3

02 CITRONSYRA 
Plant pot

$599

03 BOLLEBYGD 
Display box

$1499

04 FABRIKÖR 
Glass-door cabinet

$179

05 FABRIKÖR 
Glass-door cabinet

$179

06 MALSJÖ 
Glass-door cabinet

$349

07 EKBY HEMNES/EKBY HÅLL 
Wall shelf

$2599
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01 LACK Wall shelf $7.99/ea 
 Painted finish. Max load 7 lbs. RA. 

L11¾×D10¼". 701.036.22 
 
02 IDEBO Cable management bag $6.99 

Polypropylene plastic and brass. RA. 
W7×D15×H11". 903.364.04 

 
03 SJÖPENNA Table lamp $14.99* 

Polypropylene plastic and solid
 birch. RA. H12". 103.238.77  
 *In compliance with California Title 

20 regulations, lighting prices and 
features may vary in the state of 
California. Please see your local  
IKEA store for details.

 
04 LACK TV unit $15.99  

Max load 66 lbs. Painted finish. RA. 
W35⅜×D10¼×H17¾". 502.432.99 

 
05 KNALLBÅGE Hanging organizer 
 for accessories $5.99 
 100% polyester. Imported. 

L35¾×W11¾". 003.786.48 
 
06 BESTÅ TV unit $259 Foil finish and 

tempered glass. Max load 110 lbs. 
 RA. W70⅞×D15¾×H18⅞". 

Lappviken/Sindvik black-brown 
 clear glass 091.889.79 
 
07 BATTING Basket $14.99 Paper. 

W10¾×D13¾×H7". 403.272.37 
 
08 BYÅS TV unit $129 High-gloss 
 painted finish. Max load 110 lbs. RA. 

W63×D16½×H17¾". 802.277.97 

 RA=Requires Assembly

76 Living room storage

No more lost remotes (or glasses, 
or favorite crossword pens).

Hide cables, sockets and 
extension cords inside the bag.

05 KNALLBÅGE Hanging 
organizer for accessories

$599

01 LACK Wall shelf

$799
/ea

02 IDEBO Cable 
management bag

$699

04 LACK TV unit

$1599

06 BESTÅ  
TV unit 

$259

08 BYÅS TV unit

$129

03 SJÖPENNA  
Table lamp

$1499*

07
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01 ENEBY Bluetooth speaker $89 
 Mount the speaker on the wall or 

place it standing using ENEBY wall 
bracket or ENEBY speaker stand, 

 sold separately. Dimensioned to 
 fit KALLAX shelving unit. Plastic, 

polyester and aluminum. 
W12×D4×H12". 404.014.73

  
02 IDEBO Cable management bag 
 $6.99 Polypropylene plastic and 

lacquered brass buttons. RA. 
W7×D15×H11". 103.364.03

  
03 LÖRBY USB charger with clamp 

$12.99 You can charge up to three 
 devices at the same time as the 

charger has three individual USB 
ports. Polycarbonate plastic and ABS 

 plastic. RA. L4×W1×H1". 103.887.03
  
04 TRÅDFRI Gateway $29.99 

Polycarbonate plastic and ABS 
	 plastic.	RA.	Ø4⅜,	H1¾".	003.378.13

  
05 ENEBY Bluetooth speaker $49 
 Mount the speaker on the wall or 

place it standing using ENEBY wall 
bracket or ENEBY speaker stand, 

 sold separately. Plastic, polyester and 
aluminum. W8×D3×H8". 003.576.36

  
06 TRÅDFRI Dimming kit $19.99 
 You can dim your lighting wirelessly 

and easily adapt the lighting based 
on activity. ABS plastic. Ø2, H½". 
503.569.60

  
07 NORDMÄRKE Wireless charger 

$17.99 If your phone supports 
 wireless charging, place it on the 

charging pad. Qi-certified and 
 compatible with Qi-certified  

smartphones and devices. 
Polycarbonate plastic, synthetic 

 rubber and birch. RA. Ø3, H1". 
903.819.86

The portable ENEBY speaker has everything you need for 
a clear, powerful sound experience and connects with all 
Bluetooth® wireless technology enabled products.

79Living room storage

With the TRÅDFRI gateway, the free app and our 
smart LED bulbs, it’s easy to set timers, dim and 
brighten and create pre-set lighting moods. 

Boost your mood

There's more to a home than 
furniture (even if it's a good 
place to start). Less tangible 
components, like light and sound, 
are first-rate mood boosters that 
can make the difference between 
a gray Monday and a great one. 

To help you personalize your 
lighting, we've created an 
expandable range made up of 
smart LED bulbs and panels. At 
the heart of the system is the 
TRÅDFRI gateway that allows 
you to control your light using 
a free app. The latest function, 
coming true thanks to third-party 
integration, enables controlling 
the lights via external voice 
steering devices. So, just speak 
up and change the mood of the 
room.   

And this is just the beginning. 
We plan to add even more new 
functions and features to our 
smart home solutions, which 
means that the gateway you 
already own has the potential to 
get even smarter. 

02

05 ENEBY 
Bluetooth speaker

$49
03 LÖRBY USB charger  

with clamp

$1299

04 TRÅDFRI 
Gateway

$2999

07 NORDMÄRKE  
Wireless charger

$1799

01 ENEBY 
Bluetooth speaker

$89

06 TRÅDFRI 
Dimming kit

$1999
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01 BESTÅ TV unit with drawers* $299 
 Foil finish, chrome-plated steel and tempered 
 glass. Max load 110 lbs. RA. 

W70⅞×D15¾×H29⅛". Black-brown/
Lappviken/Stallarp black-brown clear glass 
492.762.57

02 BESTÅ Storage combination with glass doors* 
$640 Foil finish and tempered glass. RA. 
W47¼×D15¾×H75⅝". White Selsviken/high-
gloss/light gray-green clear glass 392.077.64

03 BESTÅ Storage combination with doors* $210 

BESTÅ We believe in the power of versatility. It's no wonder that our 
reliable media storage, BESTÅ, has evolved to satisfy more 
than entertainment needs. This modular all-star is simple to 
customize, so it's perfect for all types of organizing, displaying 
and even works as a buffet table. 

We’ve made doors in a wide 
range of finishes so BESTÅ 
can adapt to any home.

Pick the legs that fit 
your style. Or none 
at all.

No knobs, no handles. Just 
minimal, clean design.

01 BESTÅ 
TV unit with drawers

$299

05 BESTÅ TV storage combination 
with glass doors

$444

02

03

04

 Foil finish, painted finish, chrome-plated 
steel and powder-coated steel. RA. 
W47¼×D15¾×H29⅛". White/Vassviken/
Sularp white 892.669.49

04 BESTÅ Storage combination with doors 
and drawers* $450 Foil finish, clear 
lacquered ash and ash veneer. RA. 
W70⅞×D15¾/16½×H50⅜". White Kallviken 
dark gray concrete effect/Inviken ash veneer/
Lappviken white 892.777.40

05 BESTÅ TV storage combination with glass 

doors* $444 Foil finish and 
 tempered glass. Max load 110 lbs. RA. 

W94½×D7⅞/15¾×H65⅜". White Lappviken/
light gray clear glass 192.016.83

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury.  
Furniture with included restraints  
must be secured to the wall according  
to the assembly instructions.
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The myth of 
minimalism

Are you stressed out by your 
stuff? You’re not alone. Our 
Life at Home Report shows that 
having “too much stuff” is the 
single biggest cause of stress at 
home. But paring down too much 
actually might cause more anxiety 
than relief. We’re supposed to 
want to live with fewer things, 
but our belongings represent our 
memories, hopes and dreams. 
(Does selling that guitar mean 
you’re admitting that you’ll really 
never be a musician?)

The items that are emotionally 
meaningful to us, even if they 
aren’t practical, do bring us 
happiness. So, it’s helpful to 
think about prioritizing and using 
storage solutions rather than just 
minimizing and tossing things 
out. Professor Russell Belk, a 
leading expert in the meaning 
of possessions, tells us that this 
is about a healthier behavior 
than immediately letting things 
go. We can temporarily try out 
living without them, which helps 
us reconsider and only move on 
when we feel ready – in a year or 
two, or, in the case of that guitar, 
never!

Read more from our annual  
Life at Home Report:  
lifeathome.IKEA.com
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Personalize your KALLAX with organizers that add to 
function and form.

Different shapes, sizes and colors – and with or without legs. 
With LIXHULT it's easy to create a storage solution like no other.

01 KALLAX Shelf unit $67.99 Painted 
finish. RA. W30⅜×D15⅜×H57⅞". 

802.758.87  Secure It! Prevent  
tip-over injury. Furniture with 

 included restraints must be secured 
to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions.

 
02 KALLAX Shelf divider $15 Foil 

and painted finish. RA. 13×13". 

603.460.70
  
03 KALLAX Hanging organizer for 
 accessories $15/ea Polyester/cotton. 

Imported. L22×W14¼". 603.450.75 
 
04 FORSÅ Work lamp $24.99 LED bulb 

included. Powder-coated steel. RA. 
H14". 903.580.28 

 
05 IKEA PS Cabinet $99 
 Powder-coated steel. Max load 
 132 lbs. RA. W46⅞×D15¾×H24¾". 

502.923.17

 
06 LACK Wall shelf unit $59.99 Painted 

finish. Max load 7 lbs/shelf. RA. 

W11¾×D11×H74¾". 602.821.86

 
07 LANKMOJ Boxes $9.99/set of 3 

Includes: two boxes (8¼×5¾×2") 

and one box (12⅝×9×2½"). Paper. 

004.022.62 
 
08 LIXHULT Storage combination $95 

 Powder-coated steel. RA. 
W37⅜×D13¾×H32¼". 792.763.88  

Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions. 

 RA=Requires Assembly

01 KALLAX 
Shelf unit

$6799

02 03

05 IKEA PS 
Cabinet

$99

06 LACK Wall 
shelf unit

$5999

08 LIXHULT Storage 
combination

$95

04

07
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01 ARV BRÖLLOP Cake stand with lid 
$12.99/ea Dishwasher safe. Glass. 
Ø11, H9". 401.255.50 

 
02 OTTAVA Pendant lamp $39.99 Glass 

and aluminum. Hardwire. RA. Ø12". 
503.943.73

 
03 LIATORP Sideboard* $399 Painted 

finish and tempered glass. RA. 
W57⅛×D18⅞×H34¼". 404.180.20  

 
04 GABBIG Basket $9.99 Stained 

and clear lacquered rattan. 
W9¾×D11½×H6". 703.220.64

 
05 NEW FJÄLLA Storage box with lid 

$3.99 Paper and powder-coated 
 steel. RA. L10¼×W7×H6". 

103.991.98 
 
06 BRUSALI High cabinet with doors* 

$135 Foil and painted finish. RA. 
W31½×D18⅞×H74¾". 403.022.89

 
07 VARDAGEN Serving bowl $9.99/ea 

Dishwasher and microwave safe. 
Stoneware. Ø9½, H3½". 802.892.19 

 
08 LIATORP Bookcase* $249 Painted 
 finish. Max load 77 lbs/shelf. RA. 

W37¾×D14⅝×H84¼". 004.180.22  
Lighting sold separately.  

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.

 Peace of mind is an essential 
part of our designs. That's 
why we've included a tip-over 
restraint and hardware for 
securing pieces over 29½" high 
to the wall. 

Everyone is entitled to a slice of country living. LIATORP, 
with its well-wrought details and rustic feel, gets you 
there in no time.

06 BRUSALI High cabinet 
with doors

$135

04 GABBIG 
Basket

$999

07 VARDAGEN 
Serving bowl

$999
/ea

03 LIATORP 
Sideboard

$399

01

02

08 LIATORP Bookcase

$249

05 FJÄLLA Storage 
box with lid

$399
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01 FJÄLLBO TV unit $149  
Stained, clear lacquered solid  
pine, powder-coated steel.  
Max load 117 lbs/shelf. RA. 
W59×D14⅛×H21¼". 903.392.90 

 
02 BRUSALI TV unit $69.99 Foil 
 and painted finish. Max load 44 lbs/

shelf. RA. W47¼×D14⅛×H24⅜". 

103.022.95  Baskets sold separately.
 
03 FJÄLLBO Shelf unit $69.99 
 Stained, clear lacquered solid 
 pine, powder-coated steel. 

Max load 37 lbs/shelf. RA. 

W19⅝×D14⅛×H53½". 703.421.99  

Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.

 
04 PLEJA Wire basket with handle 
 $14.99 Powder-coated steel and 

cork. RA. L14¼×W10¾×H6". 

203.480.47 
 
05 BRANÄS Basket $12.99/ea Clear 

 lacquered rattan and solid wood. RA. 
W12½×D13½×H12½". 001.384.32 

 
06 FLÅDIS Basket $12.99 Seagrass. 

Ø9⅞, H12⅝". 603.221.73 
 
07 ÅRSTID Table lamp $17.99
 100% polyester. Imported. RA. H22". 

803.213.80  In compliance with 
California Title 20 regulations, 

 lighting prices and features may vary 
in the state of California. Please see 

your local IKEA store for details.
 
08 NEW HEMNES TV unit $199 Stained, 

clear lacquered solid pine. Max load 
110 lbs. RA. W58¼×D18½×H22½". 

104.135.28 

 RA=Requires Assembly

86

A TV bench with an open back makes it easy to 
arrange cords and access power sockets. 

 Just let us know what product 
you'd like, and we'll pick and 
arrange delivery of it. See page 
281 or IKEA-USA.com/services 
for details.

02 BRUSALI  
TV unit

$6999

06 FLÅDIS 
Basket

$1299

03 FJÄLLBO 
Shelf unit

$6999

07

05

04

08 HEMNES TV unit

$199
01 FJÄLLBO TV unit

$149



01 HEMNES Twin daybed frame with three 

drawers $329 Includes slatted bed base. 

Mattresses sold separately. Painted finish.  

RA. 303.493.29

02 HEMNES Bookcase* $149 Stained, clear 

 lacquered solid pine. RA. 

W35⅜×D14⅝×H77½". 604.135.02

03 HEMNES 5-drawer chest* $199 

Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. RA. 

W22⅞×D15¾×H51⅝". 203.604.16

When notes of traditional Scandinavian design meet modern 

sensibility, a classic is born. So over the past 20 years, we’ve 

been refining timeless pieces for the entire home that are 

built to last — and love — for years to come.

It’s a double bed and 

storage to boot. Talk 

about multifunctional.

Sturdy and tough, 

this solid wood ages 

brilliantly over time.
01 HEMNES Twin daybed 

frame with three drawers

$329
05 HEMNES TV unit

$199

02

03

04

HEMNES 04 HEMNES Glass-door cabinet with three 

 drawers* $399 Stained, clear lacquered 

 solid pine and tempered glass. RA. 

W35⅜×D14⅝×H77½". 504.135.07

05 HEMNES TV unit* $199 Stained, 

 clear lacquered solid pine. Max load 110 lbs. 

RA. W58¼×D18½×H22½". 104.135.28

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 

with included restraints must be secured 

to the wall according to the assembly 

instructions. 

 Spend more time snoozing in your bed, 

not building it. You can leave that part 

 for us to arrange. See page 281 or  

IKEA-USA.com/services for details.
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01 HÄLLAN Storage combination 
 with doors $95 Includes 10-year 
 limited warranty. See page 283 for 

details. Powder-coated steel. RA. 
W17¾×D18½×H55⅞". 592.494.09  
Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.  

 
02 SKARSTA Sit/stand desk $249 
 Crank handle can be mounted 
 on right or left side. Painted 
 finish and powder-coated steel. 

RA. L47¼×W27½×H27½–47¼". 
490.849.65 

 
03 LÅNGFJÄLL Swivel chair $129 

Includes 10-year limited warranty. 
See page 283 for details.  
100% polyester and powder-
coated aluminum. Imported. RA. 
Seat W20⅞×D16⅛×H16⅞–20⅞". 
Gunnared beige/white 892.522.97 

 
04 NILSERIK Standing support 
 $59.99 100% polyester cover 
 and polypropylene. Imported.  

RA. Seat Ø13¾", H20⅛–28".  
White/Vissle gray 303.097.24 

 
05 HATTEFJÄLL Swivel chair  

with armrests $249 Includes  
10-year limited warranty.  
See page 283 for details.  
100% polyester and powder-coated 
aluminum. Imported. RA.  
Seat W19⅝×D15¾×H16⅛–20½". 
Gunnared light brown-pink/white 
392.521.29 

 
06 ALEX Drawer unit $129 Painted foil 

finish. RA. W26⅜×D18⅞×H26". 
401.962.41

 
07 YPPERLIG LED table lamp $49.99 

Built-in LED light source. Powder-
coated aluminum. RA. H17". 
003.499.05 

 
08 TJENA Desk organizer $4.99 Paper. 

W7×D9¾×H6¾". 303.982.25

 RA=Requires Assembly 

The crank handle makes it easy to adjust the height 
of SKARSTA desk (and work those arms).

HATTEFJÄLL – tested for office use and built to 
outlast years of tilting and height adjusting. 

01

02 SKARSTA 
Sit/stand desk

$249

03 LÅNGFJÄLL 
Swivel chair

$129

04 NILSERIK 
Standing support

$5999

05 HATTEFJÄLL Swivel chair 
with armrests

$249

06 ALEX  
Drawer unit 

$129

07 YPPERLIG 
LED table lamp

$4999

08
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01 ARKELSTORP Desk $199 Stained, 
clear lacquered solid pine. RA. 
W55⅛×D27½×H29⅛". 103.541.28

 
02 KULLABERG Swivel chair 
 $59.99 Molded eucalyptus plywood 

and powder-coated steel. RA.  
Seat W16½×D15⅜×H17⅜–21⅝". 

903.255.18 
 
03 PLEJA Desk organizer $9.99 
 Powder-coated steel and cork. RA. 

W10¼×D13½×H3¼". 003.480.48

  
04 MÅLARNA Chalkboard organizer 
 $29.99 Painted finish. RA. 

W35½×H23½". 503.803.47

 
05 FJÄLLBO Laptop table $59.99 
 Stained, clear lacquered solid 
 pine, powder-coated steel. RA. 

W39⅜×D14⅛×H29½". 303.397.35

 
06 FULLFÖLJA Rolls of tape $4.99/4pk 

Paper and plastic. W½×L16'4½". 

403.373.02 
 
07 FULLFÖLJA Notebooks $4.99/3pk 

Paper. W7×L10". 004.022.81

 
08 NEW JOFRID Throw $29.99 

 Cotton/linen. Imported.  
W59×L79". 603.957.44

 RA=Requires Assembly

92 Workspace

01 ARKELSTORP Desk

$199

02

05 FJÄLLBO Laptop table

$5999

08 JOFRID 
Throw

$2999

06

04 MÅLARNA 
Chalkboard organizer

$2999

07 FULLFÖLJA 
Notebooks

$499
/3pk

03 PLEJA 
Desk organizer

$999
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01 LINNMON Table top $29.99 Painted 
finish. L47¼×W23⅝". 703.537.34 

 
02 ADILS Leg $4/ea Powder-coated 

steel. RA. H27½". Beige 803.537.43  
Black 702.179.73 

 
03 MOLTE Desk chair $14.99 
 Plastic and powder-coated steel. RA.
 Seat W15⅜×D14⅛×H15–20⅛". 

503.085.87

 
04 JANSJÖ LED USB lamp $5.99 Built-in 

LED light source. Plastic and painted 

steel. 702.912.32 
 
05 SKÅDIS Pegboard $9.99 Painted 
 finish. RA. W14¼×H22". 503.208.05 
 
06 SKÅDIS Accessories  

Powder-coated steel. White  
Container $2/ea W3×H3¼". 

203.207.98   
Clips $2/2pk W¾×H3¼".00321614  
Hooks $3/5pk H2¼". 20320802

 RA=Requires Assembly

04

05 SKÅDIS 
Pegboard

$999

06

JANSJÖ 
LED USB lamp

$599

 MICKE Desk $49.99/ea Foil finish and powder-coated  
steel. Requires assembly. W28¾×D19⅝×H29½".  
Black-brown 202.447.47  White 302.130.76

Yup. You've got room  
for a home office.

 Want to see more  
home office 

solutions? Find 
more in store or at  
IKEA-USA.com.

MICKE
Desk

$4999
/ea

02

03 MOLTE 
Desk chair

$1499

There's nothing saying that all four table legs have to be in the 

same color – you decide!

01

LINNMON/ADILS Table

$4599



9701 FADO Table lamp $24.99*/ea  Glass and 
 polypropylene plastic. Requires assembly. H9". 

903.563.12  *In compliance with California 
Title 20 regulations, lighting prices and 

 features may vary in the state of California. 
Please see your local IKEA store for details.

02 MALSJÖ Glass-door cabinet $399/ea 
 Stained, clear lacquered ash veneer and 

tempered glass. Max load 77 lbs/shelf. 
Requires assembly. W40½×D18½×H55½". 
603.034.81  Secure It! Prevent tip-over  
injury. Furniture with included restraints  
must be secured to the wall according to  
the assembly instructions.  

Home #3

Where more  
is more
Welcome to a home jam-packed with 
carefully selected finds. Treasures like 

the stack of top hats (from the favorite         
flea-market) and the lucky badminton 

shuttle in a bell jar, all tell their unique    
story of the couple living here. 

To say that there's plenty to discover is 
an understatement, still every inch of this 
vibrant apartment is well thought-out. The 
recipe for success? Clever ways of storing, 
organizing and – above all – displaying.

02 MALSJÖ Glass-door cabinet

$399/ea

01 FADO Table lamp

$2499*
/ea
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01 STOCKHOLM Ottoman $299 Grain leather  

with fur cover. W23⅝×D20⅛×H16⅛".  
Delikat white/black 601.031.99

02 FÄRLÖV Sofa $899 Removable, washable 
velvet cover (polyester and viscose/rayon). 
Imported. RA. W85⅞×D41¾×H34⅝". 
Djuparp dark gray 891.926.56

03 JANSJÖ LED floor/reading lamp $24.99 
 Built-in LED light source. Painted aluminum 

and steel. RA. H65". 803.735.43

04 MURBINKA Cushion cover $6.99 Ramie/
cotton. Imported. 20×20". 203.957.98

05 STOCKHOLM Coffee table $249 
Clear lacquered walnut veneer. RA. 
L70⅞×W23¼×H15¾". 702.397.10

06 VÄGMÅLLA Throw $17.99 Polyester/acrylic. 
Imported. W47×L63". 203.522.80

07 STRANDMON Ottoman $99 Fixed velvet cover 
 (polyester and viscose/rayon). Imported. RA. 

W23⅝×D15¾×H17⅜". Djuparp dark green 
903.600.12

Home #3Home #3

Cozy, comfy, flexible seating for when 
there's a whole bunch of you, when you're 
a few – or just you.

08 STRANDMON  
Wing chair

$279
01

03

05

07

02 FÄRLÖV Sofa

$899

06 VÄGMÅLLA 
Throw

$1799

04

08 STRANDMON Wing chair $279 Velvet 
fixed cover (polyester and viscose/rayon). 
Imported. RA. W32¼×D37¾×H39¾". 
Djuparp dark green 903.598.48

 

 RA=Requires Assembly
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01 HEKTAR Work lamp with wireless charging 
 $59.99 Powder-coated steel and aluminum. 

RA. Ø7". 403.234.37  In compliance with 
California Title 20 regulations, lighting 

 prices and features may vary in the state of 
California. Please see your local IKEA store 

 for details.
02 ALEX Desk $149 Painted foil finish and 
 powder-coated steel. RA. 

W51⅝×D23⅝×29⅞". 902.607.10

03 FJÄLLBERGET Conference chair $199 
 100% polyester cover. Imported. RA. 
 Seat W16½×D15¾×H16⅞–22". Black stained 

ash veneer/Gunnared dark gray 403.964.19

04 STOCKHOLM Bowl $19.99 Stainless steel. H4". 
603.113.39

05 TOBIAS Chair $79 Chrome-plated steel and 
plastic. RA. W21⅝×D22×H32¼". 803.496.71

06 HEMNES Bookcase $149/ea Stained, clear 
 lacquered solid pine. Max load 66 lbs/shelf. 

A flexible workspace with all the essentials 

(and non-essentials).    
Open storage – great for the things you 

use often and want close at hand.

01

07

02 ALEX Desk

$149

06 HEMNES Bookcase

$149/ea

05 TOBIAS 

Chair

$79

04 STOCKHOLM 

Bowl

$1999

03

RA. W35⅜×D14⅝×77½". 203.717.64   
Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 
with included restraints must be secured 

to the wall according to the assembly 

instructions.
07 AGEN Armchair $79.99 Clear lacquered 

bamboo and rattan. W22⅞×D22×H31⅛". 

500.583.76

 RA=Requires Assembly
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01 FADO Table lamp $24.99* Glass and 
polypropylene plastic. RA. Ø10, H9". 
603.563.23  *In compliance with 
California Title 20 regulations, lighting 
prices and features may vary in the 
state of California. Please see your local 
IKEA store for details.

  
02 BEGÅVNING Glass dome with base 

$9.99 Stainless steel and glass. H7". 
703.439.38

  
03 KRUSTAD Mug $4.99 Dishwasher and 

microwave safe. Feldspar porcelain. 
 14 oz. 803.395.11
  
04 KRUSTAD Side plate $4.99 Dishwasher 

and microwave safe. Feldspar porcelain. 
 Ø6". 803.395.06
  
05 KRUSTAD Plate $6.99 Dishwasher and 

microwave safe. Feldspar porcelain.
Ø10". 903.395.01

  
06 KRUSTAD Bowl $4.99 Dishwasher and 

microwave safe. Feldspar porcelain. 
 Ø5½". 403.395.08
  
07 NEW DAGDRÖM Decorative balls 
 $12.99/set of 3 Includes: 3 decoration 

balls (H2, 3 and 4"). Lacquered glass. 
604.002.22

  
08 SANELA Cushion cover $9.99  

100% cotton velvet. Imported. 20×20". 
603.701.64

  
09 NJUTNING Scented candle in glass 

$7.99 Burning time approx. 40 hours. 
Glass and scented paraffin/vegetable 
wax. H4". Blossoming bergamot/gray 
903.505.36  Remember! Never leave a 
burning candle unattended.

  
10 NEW PANORERA Clock $12.99 Plastic 

and glass. Ø6". 503.946.79

 RA=Requires Assembly

For that 
handpicked, 
precious look

Golden brass, smoked glass and lush 
velvet. Round shapes and deep, rich 
colors. Here's a quick guide to help 
you bring home the look.

10 PANORERA 
Clock

$1299

02 BEGÅVNING  
Glass dome 
with base

$999

03 KRUSTAD 
Mug

$499

05

06

09

04

07 DAGDRÖM 
Decorative balls

$1299
/set of 3

08

 We have lots more  
to choose from!  
See more at  
IKEA-USA.com or in 
your local store.

01 FADO 
Table lamp

$2499*
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01 EKEDALEN Extendable table $229 
 Stained, clear lacquered ash veneer. RA. 

L47¼-70⅞×W31½×H29½". 403.408.04

02 GAMMAN Flatware set $24.99/20pcs 
 Includes four of each: Fork, knife, spoon, 
 teaspoon and dessert/salad fork. Dishwasher 

safe. Stainless steel. 103.849.55

03 FLIMRA Wine glass $2.99/ea Dishwasher safe.

Glass. 8 oz. 002.865.02

04 EIDSÅ Mirror $14.99/ea Mirrored glass.  
RA. W18⅞×H23⅝". 603.251.00

05 LIATORP Bookcase with glass doors $399/ea 

 Painted finish and tempered glass. Max load 

 77 lbs/shelf. RA. W37¾×D15×H84¼". 

992.757.12  Secure It! Prevent tip-over 
 injury. Furniture with included restraints 
 must be secured to the wall according to 

 the assembly instructions.  
06 FOTO Pendant lamp $24.99/ea Lacquered 
 aluminum. RA. Ø15". 903.916.69  In 
 compliance with California Title 20 regulations, 

lighting prices and features may vary in the 

state of California. Please see your local  
IKEA store for details.

07 STEFAN Chair $25/ea Stained, clear lacquered 

 solid pine. RA. W16½×D19¼×H35⅜". 

002.110.88

 RA=Requires Assembly

07 STEFAN Chair

$25/ea

03 FLIMRA 
Wine glass

$299
/ea01

05 LIATORP Bookcase 
with glass-doors

$399/ea

No need to go for identical chairs around 

the dinner table – your favorites make a 
one-of-a-kind combo.

02 GAMMAN 
Flatware set

$2499
/20pcs

105

06

04 EIDSÅ Mirror

$1499
/ea

A large dining table is great, but sometimes two smaller ones – easily turned 

into a long or a square one – are a better fit. Let the occasion decide.
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02 FJANTIG Hooks

$599
/3pk

01 BEGÄRLIG Vase $19.99 Mouth-blown glass. 
Ø7½, H11½". 303.097.81

02 FJANTIG Hooks $5.99/3pk Reinforced 
 polypropylene. RA. H4¾". 603.471.02
03 SONGE Mirror $99 Mirrored glass and foil 

finish. W35⅞×H51⅛". 103.369.50

04 EKBY JÄRPEN/EKBY VALTER Wall shelf 
 $20.99/ea Max load 22 lbs. Clear 
 lacquered ash veneer and solid birch. 

W31⅛×D7½×H10¼". 390.075.00

05 PINNIG Coat rack with shoe storage bench* 
$89 Powder-coated steel and painted finish. 
RA. W35⅜×D14⅝×H76". 203.297.89  

06 FJÄLLA Storage box with lid $5.99/ea 
Paper and steel. RA. W9¾×L14¼×H7¾". 

003.956.76
07 HEMNES Storage unit* $169 Stained, clear 
 lacquered solid pine. RA. W39×D14⅝×H51⅛". 

303.822.10  

Home #3Home #3

Give it up for the hallway! Full of things you 
need and things you don't need, and the 
place where you – almost always – find  
your keys.   

07 HEMNES 
Storage unit*

$169

05 PINNIG Coat rack with 
shoe storage bench*

$89

03 SONGE Mirror

$99

04 EKBY JÄRPEN/ 
EKBY VALTER 
Wall shelf

$2099
/ea

01

06

08 LOHALS Rug, flatwoven $29.99 Use 
with STOPP FILT anti-slip rug underlay, 
sold separately. 100% jute. Imported. 
W2'7"×L4'11". 203.074.81

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 
with included restraints must be secured 
to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions. 

08 LOHALS 
Rug, flatwoven

$2999
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Don't ever run out of topics. Make space 
for cooking tools that are just as great 
conversation starters.

All set up for a chatting and chopping 
session around the kitchen island.

01 SEKTION kitchen with LERHYTTAN 
black stained doors, drawer fronts, 
glass doors and MAXIMERA 

 soft-closing drawers $5029 SEKTION 
cabinet frames in white melamine 
foil. LERHYTTAN doors/drawer fronts 
in stained, clear lacquered solid ash/
ash veneer and glass doors in 

 tempered glass. MAXIMERA drawers 
in powder-coated steel and melamine 

 foil. Shown with ENERYDA black 
 handles/knobs in powder-coated 
 aluminum and EKBACKEN white 
 marble effect countertop. RA.
02 HEKTAR Pendant lamp $29.99/ea 

Powder-coated steel. Hardwire. RA. 
Ø9". 203.903.76

03 NEW VADHOLMA Kitchen island with 
rack $548 Countertop with top layer 

 of oak. Powder-coated steel. RA. 
W49⅝×D31⅛×H88⅝". 592.762.28

04 RÅSKOG Bar stool $34.99/ea 
Powder-coated steel. RA. 
W17⅜×D17⅜×H24¾". 303.522.46

05 VADHOLMA Wine shelf $69/ea 
Stained and clear lacquered ash 
veneer. RA. W15×D14⅜×H15". 
503.743.46

 RA=Requires Assembly

01 SEKTION/LERHYTTAN Kitchen 
What’s included in the price?  
See page 285.

$5029

For appliances add

$3471

Cabinet installation, prices             
vary by location

$2324

For more information or additional 
services, see page 281.

108

 Need some help getting started? We’ll plan 

and arrange the measuring of your kitchen 

to get you on the right track. See page 281 

or IKEA-USA.com/services for details.

02 HEKTAR Pendant lamp

$2999
/ea

03 VADHOLMA Kitchen island 

with rack

$548

01

05 VADHOLMA  
Wine shelf

$69/ea

04



03 NEW SPRÄNGÖRT King duvet cover set 
$79.99/3pcs Includes king duvet cover and 
two king pillowcases. 100% cotton. Imported. 
403.903.04 

04 HEMNES King bed frame $349 Mattress and 
mattress base sold separately. Stained, clear 
lacquered solid pine. RA. 090.078.46

05 TORRILD Rug, low pile $49.99 Use with  
STOPP FILT anti-slip rug underlay, sold 
separately. 100% polypropylene pile. 
Synthetic latex backing. Imported. 
W4'4"×L6'5". 303.908.61

 RA=Requires Assembly

01 FABRIKÖR Glass-door cabinet $179 
 Max load 22 lbs/shelf. Powder-coated steel 

and tempered glass. RA. W22½×D18½×H59". 
202.422.77  Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints must be 

 secured to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions.  

02 JÄRA Lamp shade $4.99 Lamp base and cord 
set are sold separately. Polyester, plastic and 
steel. RA. Ø10, H7". 703.283.58

Put your collection of fab bags on display. 
They deserve the attention.

Mix and match it till you make it. Textiles 
– whether bold or traditional or both – get 
you there in no time.

05

04 HEMNES 
King bed frame

$349

03 SPRÄNGÖRT 
King duvet cover set

$7999
/3pcs

 Ready for a new mattress? 
 We will arrange to deliver your new one 

and to take your old one off your hands. 
See page 281 or IKEA-USA.com/services 
for details.

111110

02

01 FABRIKÖR 
Glass-door cabinet

$179
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05 HEMNES 3-drawer chest* $179 

Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. RA. 

W42½×D19⅝×H37¾". 303.604.11

06 HEMNES Open wardrobe* $199/ea 

Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. RA. 

W47¼×D19⅝×H77½". 603.814.07  

07 HEMNES Mirror $99 Mirrored glass and 

stained, clear lacquered solid pine. 

W29⅛×H65". 101.212.52

01 KARAFF Carafe $1.49 Dishwasher safe. Glass.  

H7¾". 34 oz. 003.429.75

02 DYRGRIP Glass $3.99 Dishwasher safe.

Crystalline. H4". 12 oz. 403.093.04

03 HEMNES Nightstand $69.99 Stained, 

clear lacquered solid pine. RA. 

W18⅛×D13¾×H27½". 901.212.34

04 HEMNES Mirror $49.99 Mirrored glass 

and stained, clear lacquered solid pine. 

W23⅝×H35⅜". 001.228.22 

Go ahead and show off all your pretty 

outfits. Because who says playing dress-up 

is just for kids? 

Always wanted your own vanity? All it 

takes is a dresser, a mirror and good 

lighting.

01 KARAFF 
Carafe

$149

03 HEMNES 
Nightstand

$6999

07

04

06 HEMNES Open wardrobe

$199/ea

05 HEMNES 

3-drawer chest

$179

02

 RA=Requires Assembly

 

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 

with included restraints must be secured 

to the wall according to the assembly 

instructions. 
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01 KARMSUND Table mirror $19.99 

 Powder-coated steel and mirrored glass.  

RA. W10⅝×H16⅞". 002.949.79
02 FULLTALIG Candlesticks $12.99/set of 3 

Includes: three candlesticks (H4", H5¾" 
 and H8"). Candles sold separately. 
 Powder-coated aluminum and plastic. 

403.421.34  Remember! Never leave a 

 burning candle unattended.

 prices and features may vary in the state of 
California. Please see your local IKEA store  
for details.

06 INGATORP Extendable table $349 
 Stained, clear lacquered ash veneer.  

RA. Ø43¼/L61×H29⅛". 802.170.72 

 RA=Requires Assembly

03 ALEX Drawer unit on casters $129/ea 
Painted foil finish. RA. W26⅜×D18⅞×H26". 
502.649.27

04 AINA Pair of curtains $59.99 100% linen. 
 Imported. RA. W57×L98" each panel. 

902.809.11
05 SJÖPENNA Pendant lamp $29.99 Plastic. 

RA. Ø17". 203.630.85  In compliance with 
California Title 20 regulations, lighting 

Home #3

 MALM Queen bed frame $229/ea Includes LURÖY 
 slatted bed base. Mattress sold separately. Painted  

finish. RA. 290.094.82

Sleep simply

MALM
Queen bed frame

$229/ea

Let the sunshine in (or block out light and 

sound). Layered curtains make it easy to 
change the atmosphere.

01

02

06 INGATORP 

Extendable table

$349

03 ALEX Drawer unit 

on casters

$129/ea

05

04



11701 KRAMIG Soft toy $4.99 Recommended for  
all ages. 100% polyester. Polyester fiber  
filling. Imported. L11¾". 902.213.18

02 VEBERÖD Room divider $149 Clear  
lacquered steel. Requires assembly. 
W33½×D17¾×H70⅞". 703.433.25

03 ALSEDA Stool $29.99 Banana fibers.  
Ø23⅝, H7⅛". 200.339.19

02 VEBERÖD 
Room divider

$149

01 KRAMIG 
Soft toy

$499

03

Home #4  

Resourceful 
and loving it
As the world spins faster, many of us want 

to live lives that are better for both body and 
planet, in sync with nature and mindful of its 

resources. 

Here's a creative city home that's all about 
making conscious choices for a healthier 
and more sustainable way of living. Veggies 
are home-grown, resources are (re)used 

wisely, and there are thrifty DIY solutions for          

co-living and co-working. A resourceful home 
that's always close to nature, even in an 

urban jungle.
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01 PLEJA Wire basket with handle $14.99 

Powder-coated steel and cork. RA. 

L14¼×W10¾×H6". 203.480.47

02 KNODD Bin with lid $19.99 Powder-coated 

steel. RA. Ø16¼, H20". 11 gal. 903.153.12

03 HELMER Drawer unit $39.99/ea Powder-

coated steel. RA. W11×D16¾×H27⅛". 

203.419.70

04 KULLABERG Swivel chair $59.99/ea Molded 

eucalyptus plywood and powder-coated steel. 

RA. Seat W16½×D15⅜"×H17⅜–21⅝". 

103.203.41

05 FOTO Pendant lamp $24.99/ea* Painted 

aluminum. RA. Ø15". 903.646.04  

 *In compliance with California Title 20 

regulations, lighting prices and features 

 

 may vary in the state of California. Please 

 see your local IKEA store for details.

06 ODDVALD Trestle $15/ea Painted solid pine. 

RA. W16½×D27½×H27½". 101.189.71

07 NEW BROR Cart $99 Pine plywood 

and powder-coated steel. RA. 

L33½×W21⅝×H34⅝". 603.338.50

 

 RA=Requires Assembly

Balancing work and play  

on trestles and carts

02

01 PLEJA Wire basket 
with handle

$1499

04 KULLABERG  
Swivel chair

$5999
/ea

07 BROR Cart

$99

03

05

06

 Carts are easy to roll around, but may still 

be a little bulky to bring home on the bus. 

That’s why we can arrange delivery! See 

page 281 or IKEA-USA.com/services for 

details.
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 duvet cover and one pillowcase. 100% cotton. 
Imported. 903.902.45

04 NEW BRYTÄRT Plant pot $1.99 Earthenware. 
Max Ø4¼" flowerpot. H4¾". 503.856.32

05 TARVA Twin daybed frame $179 Mattresses 
sold separately. Solid pine. RA. 803.363.86

06 NEW FRANSINE Cushion cover $14.99 
 Wool, acrylic and cotton. Imported. 20×20". 

503.957.73

01 YPPERLIG Nesting tables $59.99/set of 3 
 Clear lacquered solid beech. RA. Includes one 

of each: 21⅝×15⅜×23⅝", 15¾×15¾×16½" 

and 15¾×10×9½". 803.453.76

02 TIBAST Pair of curtains $39.99
 100% polyester. Imported. RA. 
 W57×L98" each panel. 503.967.58
03 NEW VATTENMYNTA Twin duvet cover set 

$14.99/2pcs (Two sets shown) Includes twin 

07 TÅNUM Rug, flatwoven $6.99 Use with 
 STOPP anti-slip rug underlay, sold separately. 

100% cotton warp. Cotton and mixed 
 fiber weft. Imported. W2'0"×L2'11". 

302.126.75

 RA=Requires Assembly

Home #4

Inspired by traditional Swedish handicraft, each TÅNUM 
rag rug is handwoven with leftover fabric scraps from our 
bedlinen production. Now just as then, it's a resourceful 
(and beautiful) way to make sure nothing goes to waste.

05 TARVA Twin 
daybed frame

$179

01 YPPERLIG  
Nesting tables

$5999
/set of 3

02

07 TÅNUM Rug, 
flatwoven

$699

06 FRANSINE 
Cushion cover

$1499

04 BRYTÄRT  
Plant pot

$199

03 VATTENMYNTA 
Twin duvet cover set

$1499
/2pcs
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01 IVAR Storage combination $127 Solid pine and 
powder-coated steel. RA. 892.806.72  Secure 
It! Prevent tip-over injury. Secure to wall using 
fasteners suitable for the walls in your home.

02 KUGGIS Box with lid $4.99/ea Recycled PET 
plastic. W10¼×D13¾×H3¼". 502.823.04

03 SORTERA Recycling bin with lid $9.99/ea 
Polypropylene. W15¼×D21¾×H11". 10 gal. 
102.558.97

04 IVAR Hooks for side unit $4/3pk 
 Powder-coated steel. W¾×D1¼×H2¾". 

803.815.95
05 INGEFÄRA Plant pot with saucer, outdoor 

$4.99 Red clay. Max Ø6" flowerpot. H7¾". 
302.580.41

06 SOCKER Plant pot, in/outdoor $12.99 
Galvanized steel. Max Ø9½" flowerpot. 

 H9½". 301.556.70

07 SOCKER Watering can, indoor/outdoor $5.99 
Galvanized steel. H9". 88 oz. 701.556.73

08 TOREBY Door mat $14.99 100% polyester 
surface. Synthetic rubber backing. Imported. 
W2'×L2'11". 003.827.73

 RA=Requires Assembly

A chance to design your own ecosystem

Stepping in trash isn't so bad once it's been 
recycled. Here's a resourceful door mat 
made from recycled PET bottles (about six 
of them).

08 TOREBY 
Door mat

$1499

03 SORTERA Recycling 
bin with lid

$999
/ea

04 IVAR Hooks 
for side unit

$4/3pk

01 IVAR Storage  
combination 

$127

02

To get the kids to help with the recycling, first 
make sure it's safe. Always secure tall pieces 
like this storage unit to the wall.

 Make your neighbors 
green with envy! 
Come browse our wide 
selection of plants, pots 
and growing accessories 
on IKEA-USA.com and in 
your local store.

07 SOCKER Watering  
can, indoor/outdoor

$599

05 INGEFÄRA Plant  
pot with saucer,  
outdoor

$499

06
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Even the kitchen is made from  
a green recipe

06 EGENTLIG Coffee/tea  
maker

$1999

08 VARDAGEN  
Apron

$999

It's the inside that counts. These earth-friendly 
kitchen fronts are made from recycled wood and 
recycled PET bottles.

05

01 SEKTION Kitchen with KUNGSBACKA 
anthracite drawer fronts and 
MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers 
$1661 SEKTION cabinet frames in 
white melamine foil. KUNGSBACKA 
drawer fronts in recycled PET-foil 
finish. MAXIMERA drawers in 
powder-coated steel and melamine 
foil. Shown with BORGHAMN black 
handles in powder-coated steel and 
SÄLJAN black mineral effect laminate 
countertop. Requires assembly. 

02 BEKVÄM Stepladder, 3-steps $39.99 
Solid beech. Requires assembly. 
H24¾". 901.904.11 

03 FASCINERA Chopping board 
$12.99 Solid mango. L20½×W8¾". 
603.934.86

04 IKEA 365+ Chef’s knife $17.99 
Stainless molybdenum/vanadium-
steel. Knife blade L6". 702.835.24

05 VARDAGEN Bowl $7.99 Dishwasher 
safe. Glass. Ø10". 702.892.48

06 EGENTLIG Coffee/tea maker 
$19.99 Double-walled, keeps liquid 
warm longer. Heat resistant glass, 
polypropylene and stainless steel.

 30 oz. 903.589.76
07 PÅTÅR Ground coffee, dark roast 

$5.99 1 lb 2 oz. 103.242.40
08 VARDAGEN Apron $9.99 Adjustable 

neck-band. Cotton/linen. Imported. 
L36". 502.926.28

01 SEKTION/KUNGSBACKA Kitchen 
What’s included in the price?  
See page 285.

$1661

For appliances add

$2746

Cabinet installation, prices             
vary by location

$969
For more information or additional 
services, see page 281.

Coffee grounds are excellent fertilizer for your 
plants, and with a coffee press no filter ever has to 
go in the trash. That's a zero waste cup of coffee.

01

02 BEKVÄM Stepladder, 
3-steps

$3999

03 FASCINERA  
Chopping board

$1299

04

07
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01 SNIDAD Basket $27.99 Clear lacquered 
rattan. Ø21¼, H15¼". 303.949.44

  
02 NEW EGENDOM Mug $4.99 Enameled 

steel. 12 oz. 603.909.06
  
03 ISPIGG Cushion cover $5.99 
 100% cotton. Imported. 20×20". 

504.024.53 
  
04 NEW EGENDOM Plate $3.99 Enameled 

steel. Ø9". 803.910.14
  
05 NEW EGENDOM Bowl $3.99 Enameled 

steel. Ø6¾". 103.910.17
  
06 NEW KALASMAT Serving bowl $2.99 

Dishwasher and microwave safe. 
Stoneware. Ø7". 103.909.04

  
07 NEW KALASMAT Serving plate $4.99 

Dishwasher safe. Stoneware. L13×W6". 
803.909.05

  
08 RYET LED bulb E26 99¢ Not dimmable. 

Polycarbonate plastic. 400 lumen. Light 
color: warm white (2700 Kelvin). LED 
life approx. 15,000 hours. Globe opal 
304.284.92

  
09 NEW KANELSTÅNG Plant stand $14.99 

Rattan and powder-coated steel. Ø11, 
H11½". 503.873.82

  
10 NEW IKEA 365+ Jar with lid $7.99 

Glass and silicone rubber. Ø7, H8". 
 112 oz. 792.768.21
  
11 NEW IKEA 365+ Jar with lid $5.99 

Glass, clear lacquered bamboo and 
 silicone rubber. Ø6, H6". 34 oz. 

992.767.97
  
12 NEW IKEA 365+ Jar with lid $5.99 

Glass and silicone rubber. Ø6, H7". 
 57 oz. 892.767.88

For that natural, 
organic look

Warm, earthy color tones. Natural 
woods and rattan. Rustic textiles and 
crafty pottery, glass and enameled 
metalware. That’s how you pin down 
this look at home.

02 EGENDOM Mug

$499

04

03

06

07

08

05

01 SNIDAD Basket

$2799

09 KANELSTÅNG Plant stand

$1499

10

 Want more options 
for this look? Check 
out IKEA-USA.com 
or your local store. 

12

11 IKEA 365+  
Jar, round

$599
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05 BITTERGURKA Hanging planter $12.99/ea 

Powder-coated steel and bamboo. RA. Max  

Ø4" flowerpot. H14½". 902.857.82

06 KORKEN Jar with lid $3.99/ea Jar is airtight 

and suitable for preserving food. Glass. Ø4¾, 

H7". 34 oz. 902.279.85

07 KORKEN Jar with lid $4.99/ea Jar is airtight 

and suitable for preserving food. Glass. Ø4⅞, 

H8". 1.9 qt. 702.279.86

01 KUNGSFORS Suspension rail with shelf/

wall grid $81.95 Stainless steel. RA.  

W25¼×D12⅝×H31½" 192.543.32

02 VARDAGEN Dish towel $3.99/ea 100% linen. 

Imported. W20×L28". 802.926.36

03 BRANKIS Basket $14.99 Clear lacquered 

solid wood and steel. W14¼×D10¾×H9". 

503.221.02

04 RAJTAN Spice jars $2.79/4pk Glass and 

plastic. H3". 5 oz. 400.647.02

08 OMAR 1-section shelving unit $49.98 

Galvanized steel. RA. W36¼×D14⅛×H71¼". 

698.290.83  Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 

Secure to wall using fasteners suitable for the 

walls in your home.

 

 RA=Requires Assembly

 

03 BRANKIS Basket

$1499

05 BITTERGURKA  
Hanging planter

$1299
/ea

04 RAJTAN Spice jars

$279
/4pk

02

With reusable jars and containers, you can buy dry 

goods in bulk and avoid a ton of wasteful supermarket 

packaging. It looks a lot yummier, too.

07

08 OMAR 1-section 
shelving unit

$4998

06 KORKEN Jar  
with lid

$399
/ea

Home #4Home #4

01 KUNGSFORS  
Suspension rail with  
shelf/wall grid

$8195
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08 HINDÖ Shelf unit, indoor/outdoor $50/ea  
Powder-coated and galvanized steel. RA. 
W30¾×D14⅝×H32¼". 502.902.81  Secure 
It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture with 
included restraints must be secured to the 

 wall according to the assembly instructions.  
 
 RA=Requires Assembly

01 NEW OTTAVA Pendant lamp $39.99 Glass 

and painted aluminum. Hardwire. RA. Ø12". 

803.647.89

02 GAMLARED Table $89 Stained, clear lacquered 

solid pine. RA. Ø33½, H29½". 303.712.40

03 KULLABERG Stool $49 Molded eucalyptus 

plywood and powder-coated steel. RA. 
 Seat Ø13⅜, H18½–27⅛". 503.636.49

04 AGAM Junior chair $49.99 Painted finish. RA. 

W16⅛×D16⅞×H31⅛". 702.535.41

05 SENAP Plant pot with saucer $4.99 

Earthenware. Max Ø4¾" flowerpot, H5½". 

903.588.15

06 SOCKER Greenhouse $19.99 Powder-coated 

steel and plastic. RA. W17¾×D8¾×H13¾". 

701.866.03
07 LILLABO Toy figures $4.99/5pk Recommended 

for ages 18 months and older. ABS plastic. 

602.426.14

Home #4

The best tasting food is the food 
you've grown together

06

03
04 AGAM Junior chair

$4999

08 HINDÖ Shelf unit, 
indoor/outdoor

$50/ea

07 LILLABO  
Toy figures

$499
/5pk

05

02

A small greenhouse lets you pre-grow herbs and 
veggies indoors before placing them in larger pots 
outside. Get some help from the kids, and they'll 

develop green thumbs for the rest of their lives.

01 OTTAVA 
Pendant lamp

$3999
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01 MULIG Clothes rack $9.99 Powder-coated 
steel. RA. W39×D18⅛×H59½". 601.794.34

02 SKURAR Hanging planter, indoor/outdoor 
$5.99 Powder-coated steel. Max Ø4¾" 
flowerpot. H7¾". 901.860.94

03 FLISAT Wall storage $12.99 Tinted, clear 
lacquered solid pine. RA. W27½×D3½×H6¼". 
002.907.78

04 NEW GULVED Twin/full bedspread $59.99 
 Cotton/linen cover. Polypropylene/polyester 

lining. Imported. 203.929.07

05 UTÅKER Twin stackable beds $149/2pk 
Mattresses sold separately. Solid pine. RA. 
303.604.87

06 KOLLUND Rug, flatwoven $299 Use with 
STOPP FILT rug underlay, sold separately. 
Handmade. 100% Pure New Wool surface. 

 100% cotton warp. Imported. W5'7"×L7'10". 
203.745.69

 RA=Requires Assembly

Home #4Home #4

An open rack to air out clothes worn only once or 
twice helps save laundry (and water and electricity), 
while also making your clothes last longer.

02 SKURAR 
Hanging planter, 
indoor/outdoor

$599

01 MULIG Clothes rack

$999

 This bed may not be heavy, but we  
can still arrange delivery for you. 
See page 281 or IKEA-USA.com/services 
for details.

03 FLISAT Wall  
storage

$1299

05 UTÅKER Twin stackable beds

$149/2pk
06

04 GULVED Twin/full 
bedspread

$5999

With a stackable bed like UTÅKER, you can go from nighttime 
double to daytime sofa in no time. Made in durable natural 
wood yet light to carry, it's quick and easy for one person to 
rearrange. 
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03 DJUNGELSKOG Twin duvet cover set 
$24.99/2pcs Includes twin duvet cover and 
one pillowcase. 100% cotton. Imported. 
803.937.15

04 FLISAT Toy storage with casters $29.99 Solid 
pine and plastic. RA. L17⅜×W15⅜×H12¼". 

102.984.20

 RA=Requires Assembly

01 LJUSA LED flashlight, hand-powered $6.99 
Recommended for ages 3 years and older. 

 ABS plastic. L6¾". 301.908.57

02 SUNDVIK Extendable bed frame with slatted 
bed base, white $169 Includes LURÖY 
slatted bed base. Mattress sold separately. 
Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. RA. 
W42½×L50–77½×H31½". 690.460.72

Home #4

With a hand-cranked flashlight, learning 

about renewable energy is child's play.

04 FLISAT Toy storage  
with casters 

$2999

01 LJUSA LED Flashlight,  
hand-powered

$699

 IKEA 365+ Food container with lid, square $1.99  
 Dishwasher, freezer and microwave safe. Snap and 
 lock lid prevents leakage and protects the contents 

 from frost damage  Polypropylene and silicone rubber. 
L6×W6×H2¾". 25 oz. 492.691.05

Freezer safe. If it gets that far.

IKEA 365+
Food container with lid, square

$199
 Come play! Lots more 

conscious toys and 

children’s furniture on 

IKEA-USA.com and in 

your local store.

03 DJUNGELSKOG Twin 
duvet cover set

$2499
/2pcs

02
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01 DYRGRIP White wine glass $3.99/ea 

Dishwasher safe. Crystalline. 14 oz. 

803.093.02

  

02 NEW MOPSIG Flatware set 

$4.99/16pcs Includes four of each: 

Fork, knife, spoon and teaspoon.  

Stainless steel. 003.430.03

  

03 STEFAN Chair $25/ea Stained,  

clear lacquered solid pine. RA. 

W16½×D19¼×H35⅜". 002.110.88

  

04 NEW AINA Fabric $8.99/yd 

 100% linen. Imported. W59". 

403.958.01

  

05 GOTHEM Cord set $20/ea Bulb sold 

separately. Nickel-plated steel. 

Hardwire. RA. L5'3". 503.266.47    

  

06 LERHAMN Table $99 Stained, 

clear lacquered solid pine. RA. 

L46½×W29⅛×H28¾". 602.594.21

  

07 LERHAMN Chair $39/ea Stained, 

clear lacquered solid pine. Polyester/

cotton cover. Imported. RA. 

W16½×D19¼×H33½". Black-brown/

Vittaryd beige 802.686.41 

 RA=Requires Assembly

136

03 STEFAN Chair

$25/ea

From the cheerful clinking of glasses 
to kids who won't eat their veggies 
(unless there's dessert first), the 
dining table is where it all happens; 
we laugh and cry, eat and drink, 
play board games and arm wrestle 
(finally settling that veggie/dessert 
issue). 
 
We've got all kind of tables, chairs 
and dinnerware - all ready for 
many years of service. Here's a 
small sample; you'll find the whole 
enchilada on IKEA-USA.com and in 
your local store.

Dining

01

02 MOPSIG Flatware set

$499
/16pcs

07 LERHAMN Chair

$39/ea

05 GOTHEM Cord set

$20/ea

06
04 AINA Fabric

$899
/yd
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01 SÖNDRUM Wall clock $14.99
 Powder-coated steel and glass. 

Ø13¾". 503.919.11
  
02 RANARP Pendant lamp $39.99 Bulb 

sold separately. Powder-coated steel. 
Hardwire. RA. Ø15". 103.909.75

  
03 INGATORP Extendable table 

$329 Painted finish. RA. 
L61/84⅝×W34¼×H29⅛". 

702.214.23
  
04 HENRIKSDAL Chair with long  

cover $89/ea Solid beech.  
100% cotton cover. Imported. RA. 
W21¼×D22×H38". White/Blekinge 
white 698.621.81

  
05 INGATORP Armchair $119/ea 

Painted solid birch. Polyester cover. 
Imported. RA. W22½×D24¾×H39". 

White/Nordvalla beige 703.698.05
  
06 FANTASTISK Paper napkins 

$2.49/100pk 3-ply paper. 
L15¾×W15¾". 500.357.52

  
07 ARV Bowl $2.99/ea Dishwasher and 

microwave safe. Earthenware. Ø6". 
001.878.56

  
08 ARV Plate $3.99/ea Dishwasher and 

microwave safe. Earthenware. Ø11". 
201.878.60

  
09 ARV Side plate $2.99/ea Dishwasher 

and microwave safe. Earthenware.   
Ø9". 401.878.64

  
10 NEW TILLBRINGARE Pitcher 

$3.99/ea Dishwasher safe. Glass. 
H10". 57 oz. 903.624.07

 RA=Requires Assembly

138

04 HENRIKSDAL Chair  

with long cover

$89/ea

02 RANARP 

Pendant lamp

$3999

01

03 INGATORP 

Extendable table

$329

06 FANTASTISK Paper napkins

$249
/100pk

08 ARV Plate

$399
/ea

07

10 TILLBRINGARE 

Pitcher

$399
/ea

09

05

With chairs this comfortable (extra 
thick and soft cushions, high-backs and 
supportive armrests), you'd almost think 
you're in the living room. And you'll 
definitely stay for dessert.

 You carry the paper napkins,  

we can arrange delivery of  

the heavy table. See page 281 

 or IKEA-USA.com/services 

 for details.

The good news: you get to draw on the napkin 
yourself. The even better news: you have 100 
attempts per pack to get it right.
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01 MELODI Pendant lamp $9.99 Bulb 
sold separately. Plastic. RA. Ø11", 
H10". 603.865.32  

  
02 TÄRENDÖ/ADDE Table and four 

chairs $89 Powder-coated 
 steel and melamine foil. RA. 

L43¼×W26⅜×H29⅛". 790.106.90

  
03 TINGBY Table $199 Painted finish. 

RA. L70⅞×W35⅜×H29⅛". 

403.489.23
  
04 TERJE Folding chair $24.99 Stained, 

clear lacquered solid beech. 
W17⅜×D20⅛×H30⅜". 402.256.77

  
05 AVSIKTLIG Rug, low pile $49.99 Use 

with STOPP anti-slip rug underlay, 
sold separately. 100% polypropylene 
pile. Latex backing. Imported. 
W4'4"×L6'5". 503.480.60

  
06 VARDAGEN Carafe with lid $2.99 

Dishwasher safe. Glass and silicone 
rubber. Ø3½", H9¾". 34 oz. 
502.919.21

  
07 LIXHULT Cabinet $40 Powder-coated 

steel. RA. W13¾×D13¾×H32¼". 
503.286.70  *Secure It! Prevent  
tip-over injury. Furniture with 
included restraints must be  
secured to the wall according  
to the assembly instructions.  

  
08 SVALKA White wine glasses 

$4.99/6pk Dishwasher safe. Glass. 
H7". 8 oz. 000.151.34

  
09 TEKLA Dish towel 79¢/ea 

 100% cotton. Imported. W20×L26". 
101.009.09

 RA=Requires Assembly

Break expectations, 
not your budget

02 TÄRENDÖ/ADDE  
Table and four chairs

$89

03 TINGBY Table

$199

01

05 AVSIKTLIG Rug, low pile

$4999

06 VARDAGEN 
Carafe with lid

$299

09 TEKLA Dish towel

79¢
/ea

08 SVALKA White 
wine glasses

$499
/6pk

07 LIXHULT 
Cabinet

$40

04
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01 BACKIG Bowl $1.99/ea Extra 

resistant to chipping. Dishwasher 

and microwave safe. Tempered glass. 

5½×5½". 103.394.30

  

02 BACKIG Side plate $1.99/ea Extra 

resistant to chipping. Dishwasher and 

microwave safe. Tempered glass. 

7×7". 903.394.26

  

03 BACKIG Plate $2.99/ea Extra 

resistant to chipping. Dishwasher 

and microwave safe. Tempered glass.  

9¾×9¾". 603.394.23

  

04 NEW FRANKLIN Bar stool 

with backrest, foldable $29.99 

Stained, lacquered oak veneer 

and powder-coated steel. RA. 

W19⅝×D17⅜×H37⅜". 504.064.65

  

05 NISSE Folding chair $14.99

 Powder-coated steel and 

polypropylene plastic. 

W17¾×D18½×H29⅞". 301.150.66

  

06 SVENBERTIL Armchair $69 

Stained, clear lacquered oak 

veneer and chrome-plated steel. 

RA. W20⅞×D19⅝×H33⅛". Black/

Dietmar chrome-plated 191.976.95

  

07 INGOLF Stool $39.99 Stained, 

clear lacquered solid pine. RA. 

W15⅜×D11¾×H17¾". 402.485.27

 RA=Requires Assembly

 Everything  

isn't black and 

white. See our 

entire palette at  

IKEA-USA.com and 

in your local store.

03 BACKIG Plate

$299
/ea

01

02

07

05 NISSE Folding chair

$1499

 MARTIN Chair $19/ea Last year’s price $25/ea Melamine 

 foil, wood veneer and powder-coated steel. Requires 

 assembly. W19¼×D20½×H33⅞". 092.195.27

So your guests brought guests?

06 SVENBERTIL 
Armchair

$69

04 FRANKLIN Bar stool  
with backrest, foldable

$2999

MARTIN
Chair

$19/ea
Last year’s price $25/ea
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Knut Hagberg & 
Marianne Hagberg, 
Designers

“The idea behind LISABO was to 
create a table with the distinct 
feeling of wood, a floating 
expression and durable, easy to 
assemble construction. The matte 
lacquer and slanted edges give it a 
natural, handcrafted look.”
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01 DYRGRIP Glass $3.99/ea Dishwasher 
safe. Crystalline. H4". 12 oz. 
403.093.04

  
02 BRÖNDEN Rug, low pile $299 

Use with STOPP FILT anti-slip 
rug underlay, sold separately. 
Handwoven. 100% Pure New 
Wool surface. 100% cotton 
warp. Imported. W5'7"×L7'10". 
303.745.64

  
03 LEIFARNE Chair $49/ea Stackable. 

Reinforced polypropylene, 
aluminum and steel.  RA. 
W20½×D19⅝×H34¼". Pink/

Broringe chrome-plated 992.194.72  
Light blue/Broringe black 291.977.08  
White/Broringe white 691.977.11

  
04 HEKTAR Pendant lamp $29.99 Bulb 

sold separately. Powder-coated 
steel. Hardwire. RA. Ø9" H10¼". 

203.903.76  
  
05 VOLFGANG Chair $89/ea Cotton, 

polyester and polyurethane. 
Steel and polyamide. RA. 
W19⅝×D17¾×H35⅜". 

 Chrome-plated/Bomstad black 
204.023.55

  
06 MÖRBYLÅNGA Table $399 Top layer 

of solid oak over painted finish. RA. 
L55⅛×W33½×H29⅛". 503.862.45

  
07 ODGER Chair $89/ea 
 Wood plastic composite. RA. 

W17¾×D20⅛×H31⅞". 003.600.02

  
08 LISABO Table $149 Clear lacquered 

ash veneer and solid birch. RA. 
L55⅛×W30¾×H29⅛". 702.943.39

  
09 ÅDUM Rug, high pile $89.99 Use 
 with STOPP anti-slip rug underlay, 

sold separately. 100% polypropylene 
pile. Latex backing. Imported. 
W5'7"×L7'10". 103.540.29

 RA=Requires Assembly

03 LEIFARNE 
Chair

$49/ea

05 VOLFGANG 
Chair

$89/ea

02 BRÖNDEN Rug, 
low pile

$299

01 DYRGRIP Glass

$399
/ea

Now you can make an earth-friendly choice sitting 
down. The ODGER chair is 30 percent wood, a 
renewable source, and at least 55 percent of its 
remaining materials are recycled plastic.

09 ÅDUM Rug, 
W5'7"×L7'10"

$8999

07 ODGER Chair

$89/ea 08

04

06 MÖRBYLÅNGA 
Table

$399
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01 ÖVERSIKT Glasses $6.99/6pk 
Dishwasher safe. Glass/paint. H4". 
11 oz. 903.625.01

  
02 NEW DJUNGELSKOG Soft toy 

$2.99/ea Polyester. Imported. L5½". 
Assorted designs 804.028.47

  
03 IKEA 365+ Dish towels $5.99/2pk 

Two loops make them easy to 
hang up. 100% cotton. Imported. 
W20×L28". 802.578.12

  
04 ÖVERSIKT Mug $3.99/ea Dishwasher 

and microwave safe. Stoneware. 
17 oz. Striped 903.538.70

  
05 ÖVERSIKT Mug $3.99/ea Dishwasher 

and microwave safe. Stoneware. 
17 oz. Dotted 903.538.65

  
06 OFANTLIGT Plate $6.99/ea 

Dishwasher and microwave safe. 
Feldspar porcelain. Ø11". 603.190.24

  
07 OFANTLIGT Side plate $4.99/ea 
 Dishwasher and microwave 

safe. Feldspar porcelain. Ø8¾". 
003.190.17

  
08 OFANTLIGT Bowl $4.99/ea 

Dishwasher and microwave safe. 
Feldspar porcelain. Ø5". 103.190.26

  
09 EKEDALEN Chair $49/ea 

Painted solid wood. Polyester/
cotton cover. Imported. RA. 
L16⅞×W20⅛×D37⅜". White/Orrsta 

light gray 103.411.12
  
10 BLÅMES High chair with tray $59.99 

Painted solid wood/plastic. RA. 
W20⅛×D21¼×H36⅝". 101.690.03

  
11 EKEDALEN Extendable table 

$229 Painted ash veneer. RA. 
L47¼/70⅞×W31½×H29½". 

703.408.07
  
12 BERTIL Chair pad $4.99/ea Acrylic/

polyester cover. Polyurethane foam 
filling. Imported. Ø13". 602.651.39

 RA=Requires Assembly

05 ÖVERSIKT 
Mug

$399
/ea

04

08

07

06 OFANTLIGT Plate

$699
/ea

Pacing toward forest 
positive 

We love wood. It’s beautiful, 
durable, renewable, recyclable 
and we use lots of it, so our 
forestry practices simply must be 
extra good. Due to our volume of 
production, we’re in a position to 
make a real difference.

Here’s how we’re making it 
happen: We have a bold goal of 
being “forest positive” by 2020 – 
meaning we’re committed to the 
growth of more wood than we use 
for our own products. This allows 
us to help make more sustainably 
sourced wood available to others 
and create sustainability in the 
industry beyond just our own 
needs. Working long-term with 
partners, we have helped increase 
FSC®-certified forests by around  
35 million hectares (about the size 
of Germany). And, we’re more 
than three quarters of the way 
to the use of only FSC®-certified 
or recycled wood, pacing quickly 
toward our goal of 100%.  
To learn more, visit:  
IKEA-USA.com/peopleandplanet

03 IKEA 365+ 
Dish towels

$599
/2pk

02 DJUNGELSKOG  
Soft toy

$299
/ea

11 EKEDALEN  
Extendable table

$229

10

09 EKEDALEN Chair

$49/ea

01 ÖVERSIKT  
Glasses

$699
/6pk

An extendable table is a treat for growing families 
(and their guests). EKEDALEN also has a durable, 
scratch-resistant surface, ready for all kinds of action 
on top of dining. 

12
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01 GLATTIS Tray $19.99 Stainless 
steel and nickel-plated brass. Ø15". 
703.501.13

  
02 EGENTLIG Coffee/tea maker 
 $19.99 Double-walled, keeps the 

liquid warm longer. Dishwasher safe. 
Heat-resistant glass, polypropylene 
and stainless steel. H8". 30 oz. 
903.589.76

  
03 STELNA Mug 79¢/ea Dishwasher and 

microwave safe. Tempered glass.
 8 oz. 702.589.11
  
04 RIKLIG Teapot $14.99 Microwave 

safe. Heat-resistant glass, stainless 
steel and plastic. 1.6 qt. 901.500.71

  
05 EGENTID Black chai tea with ginger 

and elderberries $4.99 Organic. 
 4.4 oz. 204.126.89  
 Available Fall 2018.
  
06 ÖVERST Metal coffee filter 

$9.99/3pcs Dishwasher safe. 
Reusable. Stainless steel. 
903.602.34

  
07 FASCINERA Chopping board 

$7.99 Solid mango. L11×W7½". 
403.934.87

  
08 IKEA 365+ Mug $3.99/ea Dishwasher 

and microwave safe. Tempered glass. 
H4". 12 oz. 902.797.24

Is sustainability your cup of tea (or coffee)? Ours are UTZ certified for 
sustainable farming and good working conditions. Track your package's 
exact origin on www.utz.org/IKEA.

02

01 GLATTIS Tray

$1999

03 STELNA Mug

79¢/ea

04 RIKLIG Teapot 

$1499

05

 TILLREDA $49 Portable induction cooktop. 
 W11¾×D15⅛". 103.437.76

Small kitchens of the world, rejoice!

TILLREDA Portable  
induction cooktop

$49

07

06 ÖVERST Metal filter
coffee set

$999
/3pcs

08



01 OFANTLIGT Mug $4.99 
 Dishwasher and microwave  

safe. Feldspar porcelain.  
10.5 oz. 003.190.22

02 OMLOPP LED Spotlight $8.99 
 Built-in LED source. Plastic, steel 

and aluminum. RA. Ø2⅝, H⅜". 
902.883.42

03 NEW INSJÖN Kitchen faucet with 
pull-out spout $159 Chrome-plated 
brass. RA. H16⅞". 703.418.78

04 NEW HAVSEN Apron front sink 
 $186 Ceramic. RA. L25×D19". 

792.537.25  LILLVIKEN sink strainer 
with stopper is included in the price, 
but packaged separately.

05 SEKTION kitchen with BODBYN  
off-white doors, drawer fronts,  
glass-doors and MAXIMERA  
soft-closing drawers $6405 SEKTION 
cabinet frames in white melamine 
foil. BODBYN doors/drawer fronts in 
painted finish and tempered glass 
doors. MAXIMERA drawers in  
powder-coated steel and melamine 
foil. Shown with SKÄRHAMN handles 
in chrome-plated/powder-coated zinc 
and EKBACKEN white marble  
effect laminate countertop. RA.

 RA=Requires Assembly

150 Kitchen

05 SEKTION/BODBYN Kitchen 
What’s included in the price?  
See page 285.

$6405

For appliances add

$2846

Cabinet installation, prices             
vary by location

$2856

For more information or additional 
services, see page 281.
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Heating up a frozen pizza or 
prepping a truffle souffle – we all 
have different ideas of what makes 
a perfect kitchen. Having developed 
kitchens for almost 50 years, we 
cater to all kinds of chefs and offer 
a full smorgasbord of kitchens, 
cookware, and storage solutions 
(even food!).

This is just a small taste of what 
we've got cooking. The full menu 
is on IKEA-USA.com and at the 
IKEA store.

Kitchen

 From idea to finished kitchen, 

we can help arrange measuring, 

planning, delivery and 

installation. 

03

04 HAVSEN  

Apron front sink

$186

02 OMLOPP 

LED spotlight

$899

01 OFANTLIGT Mug

$499

05



 To get a real flavor of our many 

kitchens and cookware, come 

to the IKEA store where you can 

touch, feel (and in the case of 

food, even taste) what we have 

to offer.

01 KONUNGSLIG 

Champagne flutes

$799
/2pk

03 OFANTLIGT Side plate

$499
/ea

05 VARDAGEN  
Jar with lid

$599

02 VARIERA 

Shelf insert

$499

04

07 TORNVIKEN  

Open cabinet

$75

06

01 KONUNGSLIG Champagne flutes 

$7.99/2pk Dishwasher safe. Glass. 

 9 oz. 503.429.87

  

02 VARIERA Shelf insert $4.99 

Powder-coated steel. RA. 

W12⅝×D5⅛×H6¼". 801.366.22

  

03 OFANTLIGT Side plate $4.99/ea 

 Dishwasher and microwave 

 safe. Feldspar porcelain. Ø8¾". 

003.190.17

  

04 KAFFEREP Cookies with almonds 

$1.99 6 oz. 003.847.29

  

05 VARDAGEN Jar with lid $5.99 

 Glass and silicone rubber. Ø5¾, 

H7¼". 64 oz. 002.919.28

  

06 NEW TORNVIKEN Box $17/ea 

Includes 10-year limited warranty. 

 See page 283 for details. Acrylic 

and polyester painted finish. RA. 

W9×D14⅝×H15". 803.590.33

  

07 NEW TORNVIKEN Open cabinet $75 

 Includes 10-year limited warranty. 

 See page 283 for details. Acrylic 

and polyester painted finish.RA. 

W9×D14⅜×H30". 103.590.36

 RA=Requires Assembly

153Kitchen152 Kitchen
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03 VILDKAPRIFOL Oven mitt $4.99/ea 
 Linen/cotton. Polyester filling. 

Imported. L11". 003.700.01
  
04 NEW KUNGSFORS Container $9.99 

Stainless steel. H10⅜". 003.349.18

  
05 NEW KUNGSFORS Hooks 
 $1.99/3pk Stainless steel. 
 D4×H3¼". 703.796.92
  
06 VILDKAPRIFOL Dish towels 

$7.99/2pk With loop for easy 
hanging. Linen/cotton. Imported. 
W20×L28". 903.656.27

  
07 IKEA 365+ Frying pan $29.99 Oven 

safe. Includes 5-year limited 
 warranty. See page 283 for details. 

 Stainless steel/aluminum/Teflon® 
Professional coating. Ø11". 
103.298.98

  
08 SJÖRAPPORT Cured cold smoked 

salmon, frozen $7.99 ASC certified. 
7.05 oz. 703.603.34

  
09 GRUNDVATTNET Colander $4.99 

Dishwasher safe. Polypropylene 
plastic and synthetic rubber. 
L18×W6×H4". 903.142.80

  
10 VARIERA Box with handle 

$19.99 Clear lacquered bamboo. 
L13×W9½×H6". 702.260.53

Kitchen

03 VILDKAPRIFOL  
Oven mitt

$499
/ea

 You focus on the menu. We'll 

 get your new kitchen assembled 

and installed. See page 281 or 

IKEA-USA.com/services for 

details.

01 SEKTION Kitchen with KALLARP  
high-gloss gray-turquoise doors, 
drawer fronts and MAXIMERA  
soft-closing drawers $4207  
Includes a 25-year limited warranty. 
See page 283 for details. SEKTION 

cabinet frames in white melamine 
foil. KALLARP doors/drawer fronts 
in high-gloss foil finish. MAXIMERA 
drawers in powder-coated steel 
and melamine foil. Shown with 
ÖSTERNÄS handles in tanned 

 leather/stainless steel and  
KARLBY walnut countertop.  
Requires assembly.

  
02 IKEA 365+ Pot with lid $39.99 

Includes 15-year limited warranty. 
 See page 283 for details. Dishwasher 

 and oven safe. Heat-resistant glass 
lid. Stainless steel with aluminum 
core. 5.3 qt. 102.567.50

 

01 SEKTION/KALLARP Kitchen 
What’s included in the price?  
See page 285.

$4207

For appliances add

$3191

Cabinet installation, prices              
vary by location

$2867

For more information or additional 
services, see page 281.

05

02 IKEA 365+ 
Pot with lid

$3999

04 KUNGSFORS 
Container

$999

09 GRUNDVATTNET  
Colander

$499

01

KUNGSFORS is a flexible storage solution that fits kitchens 
of all sizes. With rails and hooks, you always have your 
cookware close at hand - like any master chef would. 

What's cooking? 

A kitchen within 

reach

10 VARIERA Box  

with handle

$1999

08

07 IKEA 365+ 
Frying pan

$2999

06
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01 IKEA 365+ 
Chef’s knife 

$1999

02 APTITLIG 
Butcher block

$1999

03 VARIERA 
Recycling bin

$999

04 RISATORP 
Cart

$5999

05 GRUNDVATTNET 
Mat

$399
09 ÖSTERNÄS 

Leather handles

$1499
/2pk

01 IKEA 365+ Chef’s knife $19.99 

Includes 15-year limited warranty. 

See page 283 for details. Stainless 

molybdenum/vanadium-steel. Knife 

blade L8". 102.835.22

  

02 APTITLIG Butcher block $19.99 

 Easy-to-grip slanted edges allow 

for easy turning to use both sides. 

Bamboo. L17¾×W14¼". Thickness 

1¼". 002.334.29

  

03 VARIERA Recycling bin $9.99 

Reinforced recycled polypropylene 

plastic. RA. L15⅛×W9¼×H12¾". 
 6 gallon. 302.046.23

  

04 RISATORP Cart $59.99 

 Powder-coated steel and 

 clear lacquered solid birch. RA. 

L22½×W15⅜×H33⅞". 202.816.31
  

05 GRUNDVATTNET Mat $3.99 

Dishwasher safe. Polyethylene. 

W10¼×L12⅝". 103.142.84
  

06 IKEA 365+ HJÄLTE Wok turner $4.99 
Dishwasher safe. Gentle to pots 

and pans with non-stick surface. 

Polyamide plastic, silicone rubber and 

stainless steel. L13". 501.494.66

  

07 IKEA 365+ HJÄLTE Turner $4.99 
Dishwasher safe. Gentle to pots 

and pans with non-stick surface. 

Polyamide plastic, silicone rubber and 

stainless steel. L13". 001.494.59

  

08 IKEA 365+ HJÄLTE Tongs $4.99 

Dishwasher safe. Gentle to pots 

and pans with non-stick surface. 

Polyamide plastic and stainless 

steel. L14". 801.494.60

  

09 ÖSTERNÄS Leather handles 

$14.99/2pk Tanned leather and 

stainless steel. Hole spacing 5 1/16". 
403.488.95

 RA=Requires Assembly

07 IKEA 365+ HJÄLTE  
Turner

$499

06

08

There's nothing quite like a sharp, well-

balanced chef's knife of high quality. With a 

15-year limited warranty, this shiny workhorse 

in stainless steel will keep you chopping and 

slicing for many meals to come.
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01 ANTAGEN Dish brush 49¢ 
 Scraper edge makes it easy to 
 remove stubborn food. Plastic. 

Dishwasher safe. L10". 202.339.61
  
02 ÄLMAREN Kitchen faucet with 
 pull-out spout $119 Includes 10-year 

limited warranty. See page 284 for 
details. Metallized brass. Requires 

 assembly. H14¼". 803.416.51
  
03 NYSKÖLJD Dish drying mat $1.99 

Polyester. Imported. L17¼×W14¼". 
503.872.59

  
04 FABULÖS Glass $3.99/ea Handmade.

Glass. 10 oz. 603.545.88
  
05 TIMVISARE Dish towels $5.99/2pk 

100% yarn dyed cotton retains 
colors wash after wash. Imported. 
W20×L28". 103.717.88

  
06 Veggie balls with tomato and 
 spinach ragout and ancient grains.  
 $3.99  Vegetables will change 

seasonally.
  
07 ALLEMANSRÄTTEN Vegetable balls, 

frozen $7.99/ea 2.2 lbs. 403.464.34

In our restaurants, we aim to offer 

wallet friendly, affordable meals that 

are good for both you and the planet. 

That's why we create sustainable and 

nutritious options for you to choose 

from. Take this veggie ball dish, for 

example. Our veggie balls  

are made with nutrient-dense 

ingredients like chickpeas, green peas, 

carrots, kale, and more. Not to mention 

that their carbon footprint is about  

15 times less than that of meatballs. 

The end result? A softer impact on  

the environment and a better dish  

for you, bursting with fresh and 

comforting flavors.

At the IKEA restaurant, 
food goes way 
beyond delicious

The market with 
a Swedish twist

06 Veggie balls with  
tomato, spinach ragout  
and ancient grains

$399 

05 TIMVISARE Dish towels

$599
/2pk

03 NYSKÖLJD  
Dish drying mat

$199

04

07 ALLEMANSRÄTTEN 
Vegetable balls, frozen

$799
/ea

If you love the meal you had in the 

restaurant, swing by the IKEA Swedish 

Food Market. You’ll find lots of tasty 

Swedish-inspired food products to 

bring home (including those tasty 

veggie balls!). Just don’t forget a pit 

stop at the IKEA Bistro for a quick  

bite when you’re done.

Same splashy feeling, less wasted water. All IKEA 
kitchen faucets come with an aerator that reduces 
flow while maintaining pressure. 

01 ANTAGEN 
Dish brush

49¢

02 ÄLMAREN Kitchen faucet 
with pull-out spout 

$119



01 IKEA 365+ Wine glass $1.99/ea 

 Dishwasher safe. Tempered glass. 10 oz. 

702.783.63

02 IKEA 365+ Bowl, angled $5.99/ea Dishwasher 

and microwave safe. Feldspar porcelain. Ø9". 

902.797.00

03 IKEA 365+ Serving bowl, rounded sides 

$12.99/ea Dishwasher and microwave safe. 

Feldspar porcelain. Ø9”. 802.796.87

04 IKEA 365+ Food container with lid $1.49/ea 

 Round-shaped lock lid. Dishwasher, freezer 

The name sums it up: these are the kitchen heroes that 

will see you through it all. From the everyday 

to holidays, these hard-working essentials are built 

to last.

This food container 

moves effortlessly 

from the fridge to 

the oven, and back 

to its lid (which 

doubles as a trivet).

From plates and bowls to 

wine glasses and food storage 

containers, we've designed 

lots of our 365+ products to be 

stackable (and space saving).

Made from tempered 

heat-resistant glass, 

they work just as 

well for hot tea as 

they do for iced.

We designed our food 

container lids to suit a 

variety of needs. Some are 

oven proof, some double 

as a trivet, and some are 

stackable (they're even 

sold separately to mix 

and match).

01 IKEA 365+ Wine glass

$199
/ea

05 IKEA 365+ Food  

container with lid

$599
/ea

02

03

04

06

161160

IKEA
  365+ and microwave safe. BPA-free plastic.  

Ø5½, H2¼". 15 oz. 392.691.01

05 IKEA 365+ Food container with lid $5.99/ea 

 Square-shaped bamboo lid. Container is 

dishwasher, freezer, microwave and oven safe. 

Heat resistant glass. L6×W6×H5". 41 oz. 

292.691.11 

06 IKEA 365+ Food container with lid $7.99/ea 

Rectangular bamboo lid. Heat resistant glass. 

L8×W6×H5". 61 oz. 492.690.68  Also 

available With lock lid $5.99/ea 292.690.74

 Like what you see but 

looking for something a 

bit different? We've got 

plenty more to choose 

from! See more at 

 IKEA-USA.com or your 

IKEA store.



 Oh, we have so 
much more to show 
you! See our fully 
loaded, 68-page 
Kitchen Brochure 
on IKEA-USA.com,

 or pick up a copy at 
your local store.
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 01 KAVALKAD Frying pan $3.99 
Aluminum with Teflon® Classic 

 non-stick coating. Handwash only. 
Ø9". 002.677.06

  
02 ANNONS Cookware set $12.99/5pcs 

Includes: Saucepan .9 qt, saucepan 
with lid 1.7 qt and pot with lid 2.8 qt. 
Stainless steel, plastic and glass. 
Suitable for use on induction cooktop. 
Dishwasher safe. RA. 902.074.02

  
03 SUNNERSTA Cart $29.99 Powder-

coated steel and polypropylene 
plastic. RA. L22×W13×H38¼". 
703.037.20

  
04 GRÖNSAKSBULLAR Vegetable balls, 

frozen $7.99 Includes no animal 
ingredients. 2 lbs 3 oz. 903.096.60 

  
05 FÖLJSAM Oven dish $2.99 

Dishwasher, microwave and 
oven safe. Heat-resistant glass. 
L9¾×W9¾×H2¼". 503.112.69

 RA=Requires Assembly

03 SUNNERSTA  
Cart

$2999

Kitchen

06 KNOXHULT Kitchen. Melamine foil. 
Requires Assembly. 

 Wall cabinet with door $39 
W15×D12×H30". 903.722.65

 Wall cabinet with doors $34 
W30×D12×H12½". 103.722.69

 Wall cabinet with door $49/ea 
W24×D12×H30". 503.722.67

 Base cabinet with drawers $119
 Countertop included. 

W15⅜×D24×H36". 403.722.63

 Corner base cabinet $119 Countertop 
included. W48⅜×D24×H36". 

703.722.71 Base cabinet with doors/
drawer $129 Countertop included. 
W48⅜×D24×H36". 603.722.62

06 KNOXHULT Kitchen
 What’s included in the price?  

Four wall cabinets with doors, one 
base cabinet with drawers, one 
corner base cabinet, one base 
cabinet with doors/drawer, FYNDIG 
sink, LAGAN faucet and BAGGANÄS 
handles/knobs.

$632

For appliances add

$1193

Cabinet installation, prices             
vary by location

$351
For more information or additional 
services, see page 281.

The vital 
ingredients 
are fewer than 
you think

02 ANNONS Cookware set

$1299
/5pcs

01 KAVALKAD  
Frying pan

$399

You don't need a big kitchen to cook well. You're all set with a few 
essential kitchen modules from our affordable KNOXHULT system, 
a small selection of durable pots and pans (and maybe some 
veggie balls in the freezer, just to be safe).

06 KNOXHULT Kitchen

$632

04

05 FÖLJSAM  
Oven dish

$299
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A greener lunch  
is in the bag 

Can you help save the world 
while packing your lunch? We’re 
excited to offer a new alternative 
to the same old plastic zipper 
bag. ISTAD is our version, 
based on renewable materials 
from the sugar cane industry. 
The shift to renewables for this 
item alone is expected to save 
about 75,000 barrels of oil and 
supports our sustainability efforts 
while significantly reducing CO2 
levels. And although plastic from 
renewable materials costs more to 
produce than conventional plastic, 
it won’t show on the price tag. 
That’s because we believe that 
everyone, not just a few, should 
be able to afford to make more 
sustainable choices.

164 Secondary storage

01 SKÅDIS Pegboard $16.99 Painted 
finish. RA. W30×H22". 103.216.18  
Shown with SKÅDIS Container 
$2/ea Powder-coated steel. 
W3×D3½×H3¼". 203.207.98 
SKÅDIS Shelf $4 Powder-coated 
steel. W11×D3½×H1¼". 003.207.99 
SKÅDIS Clip $2/2pk Powder-coated 
and galvanized steel. W¾×H3¼". 
003.216.14 SKÅDIS Hook $3/5pk 
Powder-coated steel. D1×H2¼". 
203.208.02

  
02 ALGOT Storage combination
 $97 Powder-coated steel and 
 polypropylene. RA. 

W35⅜×D24×H77⅛" 

392.793.03 
  
03 SORTERA Recycling bin with lid 

$12.99/ea Polypropylene. 
W15¼×D21¾×H17¾". 16 gal. 
702.558.99

  
04 KNÄCKEBRÖD DILL Crispbread with 

dill $2.49 5 oz. 302.644.00
  
05 ISTAD Plastic freezer bags 

$2.49/60pk Includes: 30 bags 
 (13 oz) and 30 bags (1 qt). Plastic 

of which 85% is renewable material 
from sugar cane. 203.392.84

  
06 HUTTEN 9-bottle wine rack $9.99/ea 
 Stackable up to three units. Solid 

wood. RA. W13×D11¾×H13⅜". 

700.324.51  When stacking units, 
Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture must be secured to the  
wall. 

  
07 OFTAST Deep plate/bowl 79¢/ea Last 

year’s price 99¢/ea Dishwasher and 
microwave safe.Tempered glass. 
Ø7¾". 003.189.42

  
08 NORRÅKER Bar table $149 Stained, 

clear lacquered solid birch. RA. 
L29⅛×W29⅛×H40⅛". 303.050.52

  
09 VARDAGEN Jar with lid $4.99/ea 

Glass and silicone rubber. Ø4¼". 
H11½". 61 oz. 602.919.30

  
10 NORRÅKER Bar stool with backrest 

$99 Stained, clear lacquered 
solid birch and birch veneer. RA. 
W16½×D18⅞×H39⅜". 003.014.99

  
11 HYLLIS Shelf unit, indoor/outdoor 

$14.99 Galvanized steel. RA. 
W23⅝×D10⅝×H55⅛". 002.785.78

 RA=Requires Assembly

02 ALGOT Storage
combination

$97

04 KNÄCKEBRÖD DILL  
Crispbread with dill

$249

03

06 HUTTEN 9-bottle wine rack

$999
/ea

11 HYLLIS Shelf  
unit, indoor/outdoor

$1499

08

09

10 NORRÅKER Bar  
stool with backrest

$99

01

05

07 OFTAST 
Deep plate/bowl 

79¢
/ea

Last year’s price 99¢/ea
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01 KNODD Bin with lid $14.99
 Powder-coated steel. RA. Ø13½, 

H12½". Holds 4 gal. 603.122.49
  
02 BEKVÄM Step stool $19.99 Stained, 

clear lacquered solid wood. RA. 
W16⅞×D15⅜×H19⅝". 301.788.79

  
03 SOCKERBIT Box with lid $4.99 

Polypropylene. W15×D9¾×H6". 

403.160.69
  
04 SOCKERBIT Box with lid $3.99/ea 

Polypropylene. W7½×D10¼×H6". 

603.160.68

  
05 OUMBÄRLIG stock pot with lid $39.99 

Stainless steel with aluminum core. 
10.6 qt. 002.864.13

 RA=Requires Assembly

05 OUMBÄRLIG Stockpot 
with lid

$3999

04 SOCKERBIT Box with lid, 
W7½×D10¼×H6"

$399
/ea

03

01 KNODD Bin with lid

$1499

 HEJNE Shelf unit $35 Softwood. Requires assembly. 

W30¾×D12¼×H67⅜". 390.314.11

Holds everything. And  
we mean everything.

HEJNE
Shelf unit

$35

02 BEKVÄM Step stool

$1999

 Store more! 
 Many more storage 

solutions at your 
local store and on  
IKEA-USA.com

We all love our big (and yes, bulky) pots, pans and 
bins! And with an extra shelf unit away from the 
kitchen, they also find a proper home.
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01 MORUM Rug, flatwoven, in/outdoor 
$99/ea 100% polypropylene 
pile. Latex backing. Imported. 
W6'7"×L9'10". 801.982.95

  
02 PEKANNÖT Plant pot $24.99/ea 
 Rattan and plastic. Max Ø9½" 

flowerpot. H13¾". 401.866.28
  
 03 LOBBÄK Rug, flatwoven, in/outdoor 

$89.99/ea 100% polypropylene. 
Imported. W6'7"×L8'2". 603.207.15

  
04 SALTHOLMEN Table, outdoor $29 

Powder-coated steel. Ø25⅝, H28". 

803.118.33
  
05 SALTHOLMEN Chair, outdoor $25/ea 
 Foldable. Powder-coated steel. 

W16½×D18⅛×H32⅝". 803.118.28

  
06 MULLBACKA Floor lamp, in/outdoor 

$99 Aluminum and plastic. RA. 
 Shade Ø14". H61". 803.422.93 
  
07 MULLBACKA LED Table lamp, outdoor 

$59.99/ea Built-in LED light source. 
Bamboo and plastic. RA. Base Ø6". 
H9". 803.423.06

  
08 IKEA PS VÅGÖ Chair, outdoor $29.99 

Plastic. W29⅛×D36¼×H28". 

101.746.41
  
09 NEW SOLLERÖN Corner sofa, 

outdoor $820 Includes FRÖSÖN/
DUVHOLMEN white cushions. 
100% polyester cover. Polyester/
polyurethane filling. Powder-
coated steel and plastic. Imported. 
RA. W56¾/89×D33½×H34⅝". 

203.736.21 
  
10 GODAFTON LED Block candles, 

indoor/outdoor $9.99/set of 3 
Includes one LED block candle of 
each: (Ø2¾, H4"), (Ø2¾, H5½"), 
(Ø3, H6"). ABS plastic. RA. 
503.555.74

 RA=Requires Assembly

03

07 MULLBACKA LED table  
lamp, outdoor

$5999
/ea

04 SALTHOLMEN  
Table, outdoor

$29

01 MORUM Rug, flatwoven,  
in/outdoor, W6'7"×L9'10"

$99/ea

10 GODAFTON LED Block 
candles, indoor/outdoor

$999
/set of 3

02

06

08 IKEA PS VÅGÖ  
Chair, outdoor

$2999

05

Step into the great 
outdoors

09 SOLLERÖN Corner  
sofa, outdoor

$820
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01 BRYTÄRT Plant pot $2.99/ea 
Earthenware. Max Ø4¾" flowerpot. 
603.855.61

  
02 INGEFÄRA Plant pot with saucer 

$4.99 Red clay. Max Ø6" flowerpot. 
302.580.41

  
03 NEW ODDRUN Throw $14.99 
 100% cotton. Imported. W51×L67". 

303.957.93
  
04 BITTERGURKA Watering can $12.99 

Powder-coated stainless steel and 
bamboo. H11¾". 68 oz. 303.680.68

  
05 SATSUMAS Plant stand with five plant 

pots $39.99 Powder-coated steel and 
bamboo. RA. Ø4¾". W14¼×H49¼". 
102.581.55  Secure It! Prevent  
tip-over injury. Furniture with 
included restraints must be  
secured to the wall according to  
the assembly instructions. 

  
06 SATSUMAS Plant stand $49.99 

Powder-coated steel and bamboo. 
RA. L33×W11×H27½". 902.581.56

  
07 NEW BRYTÄRT Plant pot $3.99 

Earthenware. Max Ø6" flowerpot. 
803.855.60

02 INGEFÄRA Plant pot 
with saucer

$499

04

01

03 ODDRUN 
Throw

$1499

05 SATSUMAS Plant stand 
with five plant pots

$3999

06 07 BRYTÄRT Plant pot

$399

Bamboo isn't just a super strong material; it's a 
sustainability superhero. It grows extremely fast, 
uses little water, and doesn't need irrigation or 
fertilizer.

 Go green! Lots 
more pots, stands 
and plants on  
IKEA-USA.com and  
in your local store.

 FEJKA Artificial potted plant $4.99/ea Polyethylene.  
Ø3½, H8¾". 903.751.55

Faux plant. Real joy.

FEJKA
Artificial potted plant

$499
/ea



17301 BESTÅ Storage combination with doors $480 
Foil finish. RA. W47¼×D15¾×H75⅝". 

 Black-brown/Valviken gray-turquoise 
391.367.43  Secure It! Prevent tip-over 

 injury. Furniture with included restraints must 
be secured to the wall according to the 

 assembly instructions.  
02 NORRÅKER Table $279 Stained, clear 
 lacquered solid birch. RA. 

L86⅝×W31½×H29⅛". 802.908.16

03 NEW RÅSKOG Cart $29.99 
 Powder-coated steel. RA. 

L13¾×W17¾×H30¾". 304.017.89

04 HEMMAHOS Rug $24.99 100% nylon pile. 
Rubber backing. Imported. W39⅜×L63". 

603.566.91 
05 JANINGE Chair $49/ea Reinforced 
 polypropylene. W19⅝×D18⅛×H29⅞". 

002.460.78
06 LOBBÄK Rug flatwoven, indoor/outdoor 

$89.99 Use with STOPP FILT anti-slip rug 
 underlay, sold separately. 100% polypropyl-

ene. Imported. W6'7"×L8'2". 603.207.15

 
 RA=Requires Assembly

Home #5

Full house
The baby needs to be fed, the kids want 
to paint, the teen craves privacy and the 
parents want to read (but really should be 
catching up on work). When you’re a big 
family, it’s all about creating space. Space 
for yourself and space to be together, often 
at the same time (and in the same room). 

In this activity-packed home, you'll find 

lots of smart solutions for inclusive living, 
sharing and caring. For a family that's 
always close, even when they're doing their 
own thing.  

02 NORRÅKER Table

$279

05 JANINGE  
Chair

$49/ea

01

04

06

03 RÅSKOG  
Cart

$2999



175Home #5174 Home #5

A big dining table makes for everyone's 
activity central – all before dinner is served 
in the play kitchen.

11 MÅLA Paintbrushes $2.99/set of 6 Includes 
six synthetic fiber brushes: three with round 
tips and three with flat tips. Recommended for 
3 years and older. Solid birch and polyester. 
Imported. 101.933.19

 RA=Requires Assembly

05 NORRÅKER Chair $69/ea Stained, clear 
lacquered solid birch and birch veneer. 

	 RA.	W16⅛×D19⅝×H31⅞".	402.753.42
06	 DUKTIG	Play	kitchen	$79.99	Recommended	

for children 3 years and older. Requires 
 4-AA batteries, sold separately. Birch 
 plywood and polypropylene plastic. RA. 

W28⅜×D15¾×H42⅞".	603.199.72		
 Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 

with included restraints must be secured 

to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions. 

07	 MÄSTERBY	Step	stool	$39.99	Polypropylene.	
W16⅞×D15¾×H19⅝".	403.320.74

08-	 KRUSTAD	series	Dishwasher	and
10 microwave safe. Feldspar porcelain.  

08	Side	plate	$4.99	Ø6".	803.395.06 
09	Bowl	$4.99	Ø5½".	403.395.08 
10	Plate	$6.99	Ø10".	903.395.01

01	 SLIPSTEN Wall clock $9.99 Requires 1-AA  
battery,	sold	separately.	ABS	plastic.	Ø13¾".	
803.587.74

02	 GRADVIS	Vase	$9.99	Stoneware.	H9½".	
203.411.02

03 NEW	LANGUR Padded seat cover for high 
chair $8 Nylon and polyester. Imported. 
W8⅝×D8¼×H15¾".	603.526.50

04 NEW	LANGUR	Junior/high chair $109 
 Powder-coated steel, aluminum and plastic. 

RA.	W22×D24×H34¼".	792.525.99

02

05 NORRÅKER  
Chair

$69/ea

01

06 DUKTIG Play kitchen

$7999

07 MÄSTERBY 
Step stool

$3999

04 LANGUR 
Junior/high chair

$109

03

10

08

09

11 MÅLA 
Paintbrushes

$299
/set of 6
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Toys at the bottom, crime novels up top. 

With easy access for big and small,  

it's a family room for the whole family.

01 EKET Cabinet $15 Foil finish. Max load 

	 11	lbs/shelf.	RA.	W13¾×D9⅞×H13¾".	

603.345.57

02 PALLRA 3-drawer mini chest $14.99/ea 

	 Paper.	RA.	W12¼×D10¼×H12¼".	502.724.80

03 EKET Cabinet with four compartments 

$55 Foil finish. Max load 15 lbs/shelf. RA. 

W27½×D13¾×H27½".	103.339.56

04 VIGDIS Cushion cover $6.99/ea 100% ramie. 

Imported.	20×20".	303.756.10

05 DJUNGELSKOG Soft toy, orangutan $14.99 

Recommended	for	children	18	months	and	

older.	100%	polyester.	Imported.	L26".	

104.028.41

06 VIMLE Sofa with chaise $799 

 Polyester/cotton removable, washable cover. 

Imported.	RA.	W99¼×D38⅝/64⅝×H31½".	

Orrsta black-blue 092.070.20

 RA=Requires Assembly

01 EKET Cabinet

$15

02 PALLRA 3-drawer 
mini chest

$1499
/ea

04

03

05 DJUNGELSKOG 
Soft toy, orangutan

$1499 06 VIMLE Sofa with chaise

$799

 This is just one of our 

many sofa combinations 

with lots of flexibility. 

See what makes 

 your family jump at 

 IKEA-USA.com or 

 your local IKEA store.
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Being together begins with a space of your 
own. And ends with everyone cuddling on 
the sofa.

01 HANNALILL Pair of curtains $24.99 
 100% cotton. Imported. W57×L98" each 
 panel. 704.108.81
02 VALLENTUNA Modular loveseat with storage 

$710 Polyester/cotton removable, washable 
cover. Imported. RA. 692.770.29

03 ODDRUN Throw $14.99 100% cotton. 
Imported. W51×L67". 303.957.93

04 STORUMAN Floor lamp $17.99 Paper and 
steel. RA. H22". 003.236.89  In compliance 
with California Title 20 regulations, lighting 

prices and features may vary in the state of 
California. Please see your local IKEA store for 
details.

05 YPPERLIG Coffee table $49.99 
 Clear lacquered birch and steel. 
	 RA.	Ø19⅝,	H15¾".	903.465.92

06 BESTÅ Storage combination with 
doors and drawers $270 Foil finish. 
W47¼×D15¾×H29⅛".	Black-brown/Valviken	

dark	blue	192.060.82  Secure It! Prevent 
	 tip-over	injury.	Furniture	with	included	

 RA=Requires Assembly restraints must be secured to the wall 
 according to the assembly instructions.  
07 GRANBODA Nesting tables $59.99/set of 3 
	 Sizes:	(L19×W13×H18"),	(L19×W14⅝×H19")	

and	(L19×W15¾×H19⅝").	Powder-coated	

steel and plastic. RA. 503.511.75
08 NEW STRANDMON Children’s armchair $99 

Recommended for children 3 years and 
 older. 100% polyester cover. Imported. RA. 

W22×D24¼×H27¾".	Vissle	gray	403.925.48

04

03 ODDRUN 
Throw

$1499

05 YPPERLIG 
Coffee table

$4999

02

08 STRANDMON 
Children’s armchair

$9907 GRANBODA 
Nesting tables

$5999
/set of 3

06 BESTÅ Storage combination
with doors and drawers

$270

Whether reading, drawing or (really) commanding 
a	spaceship,	here's	a	small	armchair	that	makes	

kids	feel	big.

01
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03 HÄLLAN Storage combination with doors* 
$405 Includes 10-year limited warranty. See 
page 283 for details. Powder-coated steel. RA. 
W53⅛×D18½×H75⅝". 392.766.82   

 

 RA=Requires Assembly
 
 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 

with included restraints must be secured 
to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions.  

01 KVISSLE Wall magazine rack $14.99 

 Powder-coated steel. RA. L18×W13½". 

901.980.30

02 MACKAPÄR Storage unit $69.99/ea Painted 

finish. RA. W39⅜×D13¾×H20⅛". 103.347.53

 For safety, make sure you secure any tall 
pieces like this locker to the wall. 

Just like in school, the hallway can get hectic. 
Get organized with hooks, cubbies and 
lockers for each family member (secret notes 
and padlocks optional). Shoe storage that 
doubles as a bench doesn't hurt either.

01 KVISSLE Wall  
magazine rack

$1499

Holds the things 
that you hold dear

 FJÄLLBO Shelf unit* $69.99 Stained, clear lacquered 

 solid pine and powder-coated steel. Max load 37 lbs/shelf. 

 Requires assembly. W19⅝×D14⅛×H53½". 703.421.99

FJÄLLBO
Shelf unit

$6999

03 HÄLLAN Storage  
combination with doors

$405

02 MACKAPÄR Storage unit

$6999
/ea
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Living in the jungle together is fun,  

as long as you can retreat to a kingdom  

of your own. 

01 NEW DJUNGELSKOG Storage bag $7.99/ea 

 100% polyester and plastic. Imported. 

W16¼×H17". 003.938.23

02 KURA Twin reversible bed $199 Remember! 

Never allow a child under 6 years on the upper 

bunk. Mattress sold separately. Bed base 

 included. Clear lacquered solid pine and foil 

finish. RA. W41⅜×L78⅜×H45⅝". 802.538.14
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03 FLISAT Children’s table $49.99 TROFAST 

boxes are sold separately. Tinted, lacquered 

solid pine and painted plywood. RA. 

L32⅝×W22⅞×H18⅞". 502.984.18

04 DJUNGELSKOG Rug, flatwoven $14.99 

Polyester and rubber. Imported. Ø3'3". 

203.937.61 

05 FLISAT Children’s stool $17.99/ea Tinted, clear 

lacquered solid pine. RA. W9½×D9½×H11". 

402.735.93

06 NEW URSKOG Rug, flatwoven $39.99 

Polyester and rubber. Imported. W4'4"×L5'3". 

003.939.03

 

 RA=Requires Assembly

 These loft beds are easy to put together 

- but you may still rather play with your 

kids. That's why we can arrange an 

assembly service. See page 281 or 

 IKEA-USA.com/services for details.

01 DJUNGELSKOG 
Storage bag

$799
/ea

03 FLISAT  
Children’s table

$4999

02

05

06

04
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08 SLÄKT Storage seat section $89 Polyester 
and nylon. Imported. RA. W24×D24×H14". 
303.629.57

09 STUVA/FRITIDS 6-drawer dresser*  
 $181/ea Foil and painted finish. RA. 

W47¼×D19⅝×H25¼". 192.768.24

 RA=Requires Assembly
 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 

with included restraints must be secured 
to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions.  

01 NEW KURA Bed tent with curtain $40 
Recommended for children 3 years and older. 
100% polyester. Imported. RA. 403.938.35

02 NEW DJUNGELSKOG Soft toy, lion $19.99 
100% polyester. Imported. L27½". 
304.028.35

03 STUVA/FRITIDS Twin loft bed with four 
 drawers/two doors $489 Remember! Never 
 allow a child under 6 years on the upper bunk. 

Mattress sold separately. Foil and painted 
 finish. RA. W41½×L77½×H71⅝". 192.621.91

04 NEW DJUNGELSKOG Rug, low pile $17.99 
100% nylon pile. Rubber backing. Imported. 
W4'4"×L3'3". 603.937.64

05 STUVA/FRITIDS 6-drawer chest* $177 Foil 
and painted finish. RA. W23⅝×D19⅝×H50⅜". 

492.527.27  
06 SLÄKT Twin bed frame with slatted bed base 

$99 Mattress sold separately. Foil and painted 
finish. RA. W41⅜×L77½×H31½". 592.277.75

07 SLÄKT Storage box $69.99 Foil and painted 
finish. RA. W24⅜×L24⅜×H13¾". 803.629.74

As a teen, you need all the space you can get. Under this bed, you'll find it – 
on wheels. Choose from a nightstand (with storage in it) and an ottoman (with 
even more storage in it) and create your own combo of one, two or three.

06 SLÄKT Bed frame with  
slatted bed base

$99

09

05 STUVA/FRITIDS  
6-drawer chest

$177

08

07

03 STUVA/FRITIDS  
Twin loft bed with four
drawers/two doors

$489

01 KURA Bed tent  
with curtain

$40

04 DJUNGELSKOG  
Rug, low pile

$1799

02
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Just because they give you the smallest 
room, it doesn't mean it can't be the coolest.

01 KRUX LED wall lamp $34.99 LED bulb 
 included. Plastic and rubber. Ø5, H11". 

003.254.57
02 NEW URSKOG Twin duvet cover set 

$24.99/2pcs Includes twin duvet cover 
 and pillowcase. 100% cotton. Imported. 

703.938.72
03 SALTRÖD Mirror with shelf and hooks 
 $59.99 Painted finish and mirrored glass. 
	 RA.	W19⅝×H26¾".	003.050.77

04 MICKE Desk $89.99 Foil finish and  
powder-coated steel. RA. 
W41⅜×D19⅝×H29½".	802.130.74

05 LÅNGFJÄLL Swivel chair $159 Includes 
 10-year limited warranty. See page 283 for 

details. 100% polyester. Imported. RA. 
	 Seat	W20⅞×D16⅛×H16⅞–20⅞".	

 Gunnared blue/white 892.523.82
06 VAJERT Rail with four hooks, indoor/outdoor 

$9.99 Powder-coated steel and synthetic 
	 rubber.	RA.	W22⅝×D4½×H2⅜".	703.501.51

07 KLUNKA Laundry bag $9.99 100% polyester. 
	 Imported.	Ø14¼,	H23½".	16	gallon.	

103.643.73

 RA=Requires Assembly

03 SALTRÖD Mirror with 
shelf and hooks

$5999

07 KLUNKA 
Laundry bag

$999

06

04 MICKE Desk

$8999

05

01 KRUX LED 
wall lamp

$3499

Rails and hooks are great for storing stuff on the wall. Like this 
hamper right under your basketball hoop - all you need to do is 
dunk the laundry (though it may not wash itself).

02 URSKOG Twin duvet cover set

$2499
/2pcs

 Check out  
IKEA-USA.com for more 
ways to make your room 
awesome (or have your 
parents take you to the 
store, get a hot dog out 
of it).
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09 DYNAN Shelf unit with towel rail $19.99 

 Powder-coated steel. RA. 

W15¾×D10⅝×H42½". 003.181.69  Secure 

It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture with 

included restraints must be secured to the wall 

according to the assembly instructions. 

10 NEW SAXBORGA Jars with lids and tray 

 $14.99/set of 5 Glass and cork. 403.918.79
11 TORKIS Laundry basket $12.99 Powder-

coated steel and polyester. Imported. RA. 

W14×D18½×H26½". 24 gal. 903.199.75
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When everyone can reach their things,  

even the busiest room in the home  

can be big on function (patience and  

two sinks also help). 

01 EGGEGRUND Shower curtain $4.99 
 100% PEVA. Imported. 71×71". 103.391.09
02 LILLÅNGEN Mirror cabinet with two doors 

$69.99 Mirrored glass and foil finish. RA. 
 W23⅝×D8¼×H25¼". 202.051.71
03 ENSEN Bath faucet with strainer 

 $49.99/ea Chrome-plated brass. Requires 
 installation. H4¾". 202.813.82
04 LILLÅNGEN Cabinet with sink $199/ea 

Bathroom faucet is sold separately. RA. 

W23⅝×D16⅛×H34¼". 391.880.44

05 VILTO Step stool $19.99 Clear lacquered solid 
birch. RA. W15¾×D12⅝×H9⅞". 603.444.53

06 DYNAN Wall shelf $14.99/ea Powder-coated 
steel. RA. W15¾×D5⅞×H15¾". 603.236.48

07 ÖSTANÅ Wall lamp $17.99 Steel, plastic 
and glass. Hardwire. RA. W2×D5⅞×H7". 
702.285.80  

08 DYNAN Cabinet with door $29.99/ea 
 Powder-coated steel. RA. 

W15¾×D10⅝×H21¼". 503.181.76

01 EGGEGRUND  
Shower curtain

$499

02

05

03

11 TORKIS Laundry 
basket 

$1299

With storage both high and low, the 

little ones can easily get to their towels 

and rubber duckies, while the grown-
ups' fancy lotions remain safely out of 

bounds. 

06

08 DYNAN Cabinet with door

$2999
/ea

10 SAXBORGA Jars  
with lids and tray 

$1499
/set of 5

07

04 LILLÅNGEN Cabinet with sink

$199/ea

09

 RA=Requires Assembly
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With a busy family life, a calming bedroom 
is all the more important. At least until those 
little 3am visitors come snuggling up.

01 LEJONGAP Pair of curtains $39.99 100% linen.   
Imported. W57×L98" each panel. 103.781.72

02 MAJGULL Pair of blackout curtains $34.99  
100% polyester. Imported. W57×L98" each 

panel. 703.410.34
03 DRÖMSYN Wall lamp $9.99* Polypropylene. 

RA. W12¼×H8¼". 303.303.58 
04 PUDERVIVA Full/queen duvet cover set 

$89.99/3pcs Includes full/queen duvet cover 
and two pillowcases. 100% linen. Imported. 
703.984.31

05 NORDLI Queen bed frame with storage $399 
Includes slatted bed base. Mattress sold 

 separately. Painted finish. RA. 003.498.49
06 NEW NYMÅNE Wall lamp with swing arm  

$34.99* Powder-coated steel and aluminum. 
RA. 003.570.09  

07 PAX/REINSVOLL Wardrobe $1020 Foil finish. 
RA. W78¾×D23⅝×H93⅛". White/gray-green 

492.758.18  Secure It! See  page 277. 
08 NEW POÄNG Rocking chair $199 

100% polyester cover. Imported. RA. 

W26¾×D37×H37⅜". Birch veneer/Lysed gray 

592.444.16
09 LIERSKOGEN Nightstand $39.99
 Powder-coated steel and painted finish. RA. 

Ø16½, H29⅛". 403.308.62

 RA=Requires Assembly
 *In compliance with California Title 20 

regulations, lighting prices and features may 
vary in the state of California. Please see your 
local IKEA store for details.

08

07 PAX/REINSVOLL 
Wardrobe

$1020

05 NORDLI Queen bed  
frame with storage

$399

01 LEJONGAP 
Pair of curtains

$3999

Blackout curtains do a sweet job of blocking out daylight and muffling 

street noise. With a second layer of curtains facing the room, you 
also get the exact look that you want.

04

03

02

09 LIERSKOGEN  
Nightstand

$3999

06 NYMÅNE Wall lamp
with swing arm

$3499*

 The best designs are 
your own. Make them a 
reality with the  
PAX Wardrobe Planner 
on IKEA-USA.com/
PAXplanner
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	 W29⅛×L53⅞×H33⅛".	All	IKEA	cribs	use	a	
standard	US	crib	mattress	(W27½×L52").	
502.485.41

04	 SNIGLAR	Changing	table	$34.99	Solid	beech.	
RA.	L28⅜×W20⅞×H34¼".	501.975.89 
Secure	It!	Prevent	tip-over	injury.	Furniture	
with	included	restraints	must	be	secured	
to	the	wall	according	to	the	assembly	
instructions.		

	 RA=Requires	Assembly

01	 DRÖMLAND	Crib	duvet	cover	set	$14.99/2pcs	
Includes	crib	duvet	cover	and	one	pillowcase.	

	 Cotton/lyocell.	Imported.	303.195.63
02	 STJÄRNBILD	Baby	blanket	$5.99	
	 100%	polyester.	Imported.	35×35".	

703.197.21
03	 SNIGLAR	Crib	$79.99	Bed	base	can	be	placed	

at	two	different	heights,	and	one	bed	side	can	
be	removed	when	child	is	able	to	safely	climb	
into	and	out	of	bed.	Conversion	kit	

	 included.	Untreated	solid	beech.	RA.

	 PLUFSIG	Folding	gym	mat	$29.99	Last year’s price $34.99 

Recommended	for	children	18	months	and	older.	
100%	polyester	and	polyethylene	foam.	Imported.	
W30¾×L72⅞".	902.789.27

Play hard. Land softly.

03 SNIGLAR 
Crib

$7999

02

01 DRÖMLAND
Crib duvet cover set

$1499
/2pcs

04 SNIGLAR  
Changing table 

$3499

 We have plenty 
 more cribs, changing 

tables and other safe 
and thoroughly tested 
baby products at 

 IKEA-USA.com and 
 your local store.

PLUFSIG
Folding gym mat

$2999
Last	year’s	price	$34.99
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01 GONATT Crib $199 Mattress and 
bedlinens are sold separately. 
Painted solid wood. RA. 
W29½×L53½×H43¾". 902.579.58 

 
02 GOSIG GOLDEN Soft toy, dog/golden 

retriever $9.99/ea Recommended for 
all ages. 100% polyester. Polyester 
fiber filling. Imported. L15¾". 
801.327.99

 
03 HIMMELSK Rug $49.99 100% nylon 

surface. Synthetic rubber backing. 
Imported. W4'4"×L5'3". 503.567.76

 
04 KLÄMMIG Towel with hood $7.99 

100% cotton. Imported. 32×32". 
403.730.74

 
05 SUNDVIK Wardrobe $199 Stained, 

clear lacquered solid pine finish. RA. 
W31½×D19⅝×H67⅜". 304.013.41  
Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.  

 
06 SUNDVIK Crib $139 Mattress and 

bedlinens are sold separately. 
Stained, clear lacquered solid 
beech. RA. W29⅞×L54⅜×H34⅝". 

302.485.75  
 
07 SUNDVIK Changing table/chest $169 

Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. 
RA. W31⅛×D20⅛/34¼×H39/42½". 

603.813.51  Secure It! Prevent  
tip-over injury. Furniture with   
included restraints must be secured 
to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions.  

 
08 KLÄMMIG Crib duvet cover set 

$12.99/2pcs Includes crib duvet 
 cover and one pillowcase. 
 100% cotton. Imported. Red 

103.729.95  Turquoise 903.729.96
 
09 SOLBO Table lamp, owl $16.99 
 LED bulb included. Polycarbonate 

plastic. RA. H9". 003.286.82
 
 RA=Requires Assembly
 All IKEA cribs use a standard  

US crib mattress (W27½×L52").
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06 SUNDVIK Crib

$139

05

07

01 GONATT Crib

$199

08 KLÄMMIG Crib 
duvet cover set

$1299
/2pcs

08

09 SOLBO Table  
lamp, owl

$1699

04 KLÄMMIG Towel  
with hood

$799

03

With adjustable base heights, removable sides and drawers 
for extra storage, this flexible crib will keep the soft toy 
slumber party going for many years.

02

 There's nothing like knowing 
your little ones are safe, so 
make sure that you secure any 
furniture taller than 23½" to 
the wall. To make it easy for 
you, we're including a tip-over 
restraint and hardware.

Whether you're bringing home your 
baby for the first time or negotiating 
with your 12-year-old for the 100th,  
children are the most precious 
people in the world! 

That's why we're all about making 
children's products that are safe 
and supportive of children's 
development and growth. All based 
on 20 years of knowledge and 
research.

Here are some of our current 
favorites, plenty more at 
IKEA-USA.com and your   
local store.

Children's room
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01 NEW DJUNGELSKOG Cushion  
$6.99/ea 100% cotton cover. 
Recycled polyester filling. Imported. 
20×20". 803.937.44 

 
02 NEW DJUNGELSKOG Twin duvet  

cover set $14.99/2pcs Includes twin 
duvet cover and one pillowcase. 
100% cotton. Imported. 103.937.33

 
03 NEW STUVA/FRITIDS Bench with toy 

storage $79 Foil and painted 
	 finish.	RA.	W35⅜×D19⅝×H19⅝".	

492.526.33
 
04 MAMMUT Children’s chair, indoor/

outdoor $14.99 Polypropylene. RA. 
W15⅜×D14⅛×H26⅜".	403.653.66

 
05 NEW DJUNGELSKOG Soft toy,  

panda $14.99 100% polyester. 
Imported. L18½". 504.028.44

 
06 SUNDVIK Extendable twin bed frame 

with slatted bed base $169 Mattress 
and bedlinens are sold separately. 
Stained, clear lacquered solid pine. 
RA.	W42½×L50–77½×H31½".	 
White 690.460.72

 RA=Requires Assembly

 We design our products with 

great care, but please make sure 

that you secure any tall pieces 

like this wardrobe to the wall in 

order to prevent tip-over injury.

With an extendable bed that grows with your child, you can stretch out 
the years and let your little one sleep like a baby from toddler to teen.

06 SUNDVIK Extendable twin bed 

frame with slatted bed base

$169

05

09 MINNEN Extendable twin bed 
frame with slatted bed base

$119

07

10

02 DJUNGELSKOG Twin 

duvet cover set

$1499
/2pcs

01

07 DRÖMMINGE Wall lamp $6.99/ea 
Polypropylene. RA. L12½×W9". 
003.479.11  In compliance with 
California Title 20 regulations, 
lighting prices and features may vary 
in the state of California. Please see 
your local IKEA store for details.

 
08 NEW STUVA/FRITIDS Wardrobe 

$125 Foil and painted finish. RA. 
W23⅝×D19⅝×H50⅜".	192.528.04  
Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.  

 
09 MINNEN Extendable twin bed frame 

with slatted bed base $119 Mattress 
and bedlinens are sold separately. 
Solid pine and powder-coated steel. 
RA.	W40⅛×L49¼–76¾×H36¼".	

591.246.21
 
10 LILLABO Train set $6.99/3pcs 

Includes: one modern locomotive, 
one steam locomotive and one  
cargo car. Recommended for   
children 3 years and older. Solid 
beech and plastic. 603.200.94

 RA=Requires Assembly

04 MAMMUT 
Children’s chair

$1499

08 STUVA/FRITIDS Wardrobe

$12503 STUVA/FRITIDS  

Bench with toy storage

$79
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01 MÅLA Drawing paper roll 
 $4.99/ea Chlorine-free bleached 
 paper. W17¾"×L98'. 803.240.72
 
02 DRÖMHEM Wall lamp 

$7.99 Polypropylene. RA. 
W8¼×D4×H10¾". 703.315.82

 In compliance with California Title 
20 regulations, lighting prices and 
features may vary in the state of 
California. Please see your local 

 IKEA store for details.
 
03 FLISAT Children’s desk $79.99 

Height adjustable. Tinted, lacquered 
solid pine, and painted finish. RA. 
W36¼×D26⅜×H20⅞/24⅜/28⅜". 

202.735.94
 
04 FLISAT Child’s bench $29.99 Height 

adjustable. Tinted, lacquered  
solid pine, and painted finish. RA. 
W21⅝×D15×H12⅝/15⅜/17¾". 

802.907.79
 
05 TROFAST Storage combination 
 $103.99 Clear, lacquered 
 solid pine and plastic. RA. 

W37×D17⅜×H35⅞". 891.020.95  

Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.

 
06 LÄTT Children’s table and two chairs 

$29.99 Solid pine and foil finish. RA. 
Table L24¾×W18⅞×H17¾". 

 Chair seat 11×11×11". 501.784.11
 
07 LATTJO Rug, low pile $24.99 

100% nylon pile. Rubber backing. 
Imported. W47¼×L63". 503.578.08

 
08 DUKTIG Toy cookware set 

$9.99/5pcs Recommended for 
 children 3 years and older. Stainless 

steel. 001.301.67
 
09 MÅLA Paint set $7.99/10pcs
 Includes: eight bottles in 
 different colors, a mixing tray and 

color chart. Recommended for 
 children 3 years and older. Plastic. 

1¾ oz/ea. 901.934.95

 RA=Requires Assembly

03 FLISAT Children’s  
desk, height adjustable

$7999

04

02

01 MÅLA Drawing paper roll

$499
/ea

     Ready to play? We’ve got 
plenty more toys and children's 
furniture to choose from! See 
them all at IKEA-USA.com or 
your IKEA store.
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Play it safe 

When kids are getting creative 
anything can happen, from 
a self-portrait scribbled on a 
bedroom wall to a little nibble on 
a particularly delicious-looking 
blue crayon. But never fear, 
because our MÅLA series of art 
supplies are designed to be super 
safe and easy-to-use so nothing 
stands in the way of play. They 
are washable with soap and warm 
water and, of course, non-toxic. 
We recheck them at least once 
every year in accredited lab 
facilities to ensure that we are 
meeting safety requirements. So, 
no matter how wild the miniature 
artists-in-residence at your home 
get while creating their next 
masterpiece, you’ll know the 
colors they’re using are as safe as 
they are bright and beautiful.

08 DUKTIG Toy 
cookware set

$999
/5pcs

05

07

09 MÅLA Paint set

$799
/10pcs 

06 LÄTT Children’s 
table and two chairs

$2999
/ea
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01 NEW URSKOG Cushion, lion $9.99 
100% cotton cover. Recycled 

 polyester filling. Imported. 
 20×20". 003.939.17
 
02 NEW URSKOG Twin duvet cover  

set $24.99/2pcs Includes twin  
duvet cover and one pillowcase.  
100% cotton. Imported.  
Zebra/stripe 303.938.88

 
03 SLÄKT Twin bed frame with pull-out 

bed and storage $249 Mattress and 
bedlinens are sold separately. RA. 
W41⅜×L77½×H31½". 192.394.50

 
04 FULLFÖLJA Rolls of tape $4.99/4pk 

Paper and plastic. W½"×L16'4½". 

403.373.02
 
05 STUVA/FÖLJA Wardrobe $158 

Foil and painted finish. RA. 
W23⅝×19⅝×H75⅝". 692.751.67  

Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.

 
06 JÄTTENDAL Shade $9.99 Polyester 

and steel. Imported. RA. Ø13, H9". 

203.512.66

 
07 SKÅDIS Pegboard $9.99/ea Painted 

finish. RA. W14¼×H22". 503.208.05

 SKÅDIS accessories sold separately.
 
08 MICKE Desk $99.99 Painted and foil
 finish and powder-coated steel. RA. 

W55⅞×D19⅝×H29½". 902.143.08

 
09 JULES Children’s desk chair $34.99 

Painted finish and powder-coated 
steel. RA. Seat 
W13¾×D12⅝×H14⅝–18⅞". 

392.077.16

 RA=Requires Assembly

03 SLÄKT Twin bed 
frame with pull-out
bed and storage

$249

Three more reasons your parents should let your 
friend sleep over: a pull-out bed and two drawers 
for bedlinen (and secret sleepover stuff).

02 URSKOG 
Twin duvet cover set

$2499
/2pcs

06 JÄTTENDAL 
Shade

$999

05 STUVA/FÖLJA 
Wardrobe

$158

01

04 FULLFÖLJA 
Rolls of tape

$499
/4pk

 Does that bed look a bit too 
heavy to carry home on your 
own? No worries, we'd be 

 happy to arrange delivery for 
you. See page 281 or 

 IKEA-USA.com/services for 
details.
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08 MICKE Desk 

$9999

09

07 SKÅDIS Pegboard

$999
/ea



 SLÄKT series includes LURÖY slatted bed base. Mattress 
 and bedlinen are sold separately. Requires assembly. 
	 Twin	bed	frame	$99	W41⅜×L77½".	592.277.75		
 For additional sleeping space and storage space, you can 
 combine the bed frame with SLÄKT Pull-out bed with storage 

$150	W41⅜×L77½".	092.394.55

Ready for the crash
202 Children’s room

01 PÅHL	Add-on	unit*	$20	Painted	
finish.	RA.	W25¼×D6¾×H15⅜".	
303.064.95 

 
02 KRUX	LED	work	lamp	$34.99	Built-in	

LED	light	source.	Plastic	and	rubber.	
RA.	H15".	203.254.75  

 
03	 ÖRFJÄLL	Children’s	desk	

chair	$39.99	100%	polyester	
cover. Imported. RA. Seat 
W15⅜×D13⅜×H14⅝-19⅝".		
Black/Vissle	black	103.270.69

 
04 PÅHL	Desk	with	add-on	unit*	$79.99	

Painted finish and powder-coated 
steel.	RA.	W50⅜×D22⅞".	
791.289.96

 
05 PÅHL	Desk	with	add-on	unit*	$69.99	

Painted finish and powder-coated 
steel.	RA.	W37×D22⅞".	191.289.61  

 
06	 VIMUND	Children’s	desk	chair	

$69.99	Powder-coated	steel	and	
100%	polyester.	Imported.	RA.	
Seat	W16⅛×14⅝×H15–20⅛".	
603.202.30

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall accord-
ing to the assembly instructions.  

VIMUND	is	a	junior	chair	that’s	as	comfy	as	the	
big ones over at office furniture. It swivels, tilts, 
has	a	footrest	and	adjustable	backrest	and	seat.	
Sit	like	a	pro	and	be	your	own	CEO.

01 PÅHL 
Add-on unit

$20

02 KRUX LED work lamp

$3499

05

04

06

03 ÖRFJÄLL Children’s 
desk chair

$3999

SLÄKT
Twin bed frame

$99



20501 ÅDUM Rug, high pile $89.99/ea Use with 
STOPP anti-slip rug underlay, sold 

 separately. 100% polypropylene pile. 
Imported. W5'7"×L7'10". 603.194.96

02 DIHULT Pouffe $79.99 Cotton/linen 
 removable, washable cover. Imported. 

L53⅛×W45⅝×H7⅞". Katorp natural 

503.405.49

03 FLOTTEBO Sleeper sofa $599/ea 
 100% polyester removable, washable 

cover. Imported. Requires assembly. 
W78¾×D47¼×H31⅛". Bed size 

L47¼×W78¾". Lysed dark gray  
692.273.03

Home #6

Open up to 
change
Life has at least one constant – change. Big 
choices, new interests, the latest apps. In 
this home, change is comfort and choice.

Lots of flexible, multifunctional furniture and 

solutions let everyone do what they want. 
The idea is to make it as easy as possible to 
spend time together and connect (yep, even 
on a screen sometimes). Because moments 
with loved ones matter. That never changes.

Put your tech to sleep and snooze away. 

FLOTTEBO sofa doubles as a comfy bed. It has 
storage under the seat, too.

02 DIHULT 
Pouffe

$7999

03 FLOTTEBO 
Sleeper sofa

$599/ea

01
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04 BJÄRNUM Folding hooks $9.99/3pk 
 Nickel-plated aluminum. W1¼×D3¼×H3¼". 

601.525.90 
05 TIDVATTEN Bowl $7.99 Glass. Ø10". 

103.359.98
06 DIHULT Pouffe $79.99/ea Cotton/linen 
 removable, washable cover. Imported. 

L53⅛×W45⅝×H7⅞". Katorp natural 

503.405.49

01 VENDLA Cushion cover $5.99 100% cotton. 
Imported. 20×20". 603.845.47 

02 SVARTÅSEN Laptop stand $24.99 
 Powder-coated steel and powder-coated 
 finish. RA. W23⅝×D19⅝×H18½–30⅜". 

402.427.66
03 STOCKHOLM 2017 Ottoman $139 
 Cotton/polyester cover. Imported. Ø19⅝, 

H16½". Sandbacka dark gray 603.446.22

 RA=Requires Assembly

01 VENDLA  
Cushion cover

$599

02 SVARTÅSEN 
Laptop stand

$2499
06 DIHULT Pouffe

$7999
/ea

03

 If you've got it all home, but it's not  
what you'd hoped for, our 365-day 
return policy has you covered.  
See page 282 for details.

Surround yourself with options, so you can 
tailor your comfort here and now. Relax.  
You can always change your mind.

In a flexible home, think dance floor. Using 
the walls helps keep the floor open for 
activities and movement. 

05

04
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You control your furniture, not the other way 

around. Movable pieces and smart ideas 

make it easier to go with the flow. 

01 BURVIK Side table $49.99 Powder-coated 

steel and layer-glued birch veneer. RA. Ø15, 

H17¾". Height including handle 30¾". 

703.403.84

02 LIXHULT Cabinet* $25 Powder-coated steel. 

RA. 13¾×13¾×13¾". 903.286.68  Shown 

with LIXHULT Cabinet* $40 Powder-coated 

steel. RA. W23⅝×D13¾×13¾". 703.286.69

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury.  

Furniture with included restraints must  

be secured to the wall according to the 

assembly instructions.

03 RIBBA Frame $9.99/ea Foil finish and plastic. 

RA. Picture 9×9". 003.784.03

04 ANTIFONI Floor/reading lamp $39.99*

 Chrome-plated steel. RA. H71". 703.047.29  

*In compliance with California Title 20 

 regulations, lighting prices and features 

 may vary in the state of California. Please 

 see your local IKEA store for details.

05 KALLAX Shelf unit $67.99 Casters and 

 interior fittings are sold separately. 

 

 

 Foil finish and ABS plastic. RA. 

W30⅜×D15×H57⅞". 403.469.24  

Shown with KALLAX Rail with two casters $20 

Powder-coated steel. RA. W1⅝×D18⅞×H4¾". 

002.886.57  KALLAX Shelf divider $15 Foil 

finish and ABS plastic. 13×13". 603.460.70  

ENEBY Bluetooth® speaker $89 Plastic, 

 polyester and aluminum. W12×D4×H12". 

404.014.73

 RA=Requires Assembly

FLOTTEBO sleeper sofa has built-in 

storage. Lift the strap, and there it is. 

Some secrets are good, right?

Roll and rearrange. For an even more 

versatile KALLAX, add casters – but only on 

units one or two rows tall. 

05 KALLAX 

Shelf unit

$6799

02

04

01 BURVIK 

Side table

$4999

03 RIBBA 

Frame

$999
/ea
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03 IKEA 365+ Serving plate

$1299
/ea

210

02 JANINGE Bar stool

$109/ea

01

Try out a change of thinking. Why not have 
an island as the dining table? Everyone can 
hang out, work, cook, eat and surf. 

No dead phones on this island. Just build in 
a wireless charger. It works in other kinds of 
furniture, too, for lifesaving across the home. 

01 SEKTION Kitchen with RINGHULT 
high-gloss white doors, drawer fronts 
and MAXIMERA soft-closing drawers 

 $3642 SEKTION cabinet frames 
in white melamine foil. RINGHULT 
doors/drawer fronts in high-gloss foil 
finish. MAXIMERA drawers in 

 powder-coated steel and 
 melamine foil. Shown with BILLSBRO 

white handles in powder-coated 
 aluminum and KASKER white quartz 

countertop. Custom countertop sold 
separately. Island legs not available 
from IKEA. RA. 

02 JANINGE Bar stool $109/ea 
Reinforced polypropylene plastic/

 powder-coated steel. RA.  
W15×D14⅛×H33⅛". 702.460.89

03 IKEA 365+ Serving plate 
 $12.99/ea Feldspar porcelain. 

L15×W8¾". 302.783.98

04 GRIPANDE Salad server set 
$5.99/2pcs Bamboo. L12¼". 

202.356.39
05 RÄLLEN Integrated wireless charger 
 $12.99 Polycarbonate plastic 
 and synthetic rubber. RA. Ø3". 

903.180.23

06 KRUSTADER Mini croustades $3.99 
1.9 oz. 602.658.51

 
 RA=Requires Assembly

01 SEKTION/RINGHULT Kitchen 
What’s included in the price?  
See page 285.

$3642

For appliances add

$3246

Cabinet installation, prices             
vary by location

$1290
For more information or additional 
services, see page 281.

06

04

05 RÄLLEN Integrated 
wireless charger

$1299
/ea
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Free space = efficient workflow. A clear 
worktop is ready for whatever. Drawers let 
you see everything and take what you want.

01 TERTIAL Work lamp $9.99/ea* Powder-coated 
steel. RA. Shade Ø7". 603.728.65  

 *In compliance with California Title 20 
 regulations, lighting prices and features may 

vary in the state of California. Please see your 
local IKEA store for details.

02 BOSJÖN Kitchen faucet $169 Metallized brass. 
Requires installation. H12½". 403.053.01

03 IKEA 365+ Pot with lid $29.99 Includes 
 15-year limited warranty. See page 283 for 
 

 details. Oven safe. Glass lid. Stainless steel 
with aluminum core. 3.2 qt. 702.567.52

04 IKEA 365+ Pot with lid $39.99 Includes 
 15-year limited warranty. See page 283 for 

details. Oven safe. Glass lid. Stainless steel 
with aluminum core. 5.3 qt. 102.567.50

05 KUNGSFORS Suspension rail with shelf/wall 
grid $452 Stained, lacquered ash veneer and 
stainless steel. RA. W72½×D12⅝×H63". 
292.543.41  

06 IKEA 365+ Oven dish $29.99/ea Dishwasher 
safe. Feldspar porcelain. L15×W10¼×H3". 
402.867.36

 RA=Requires Assembly
 

 

 

Organize in the open with a customizable 
wall of rails, shelves, and accessories. Then 
grab a bowl and get on with life.

There's no rule requiring high cabinets. We 
put in adjustable work lamps, so light can 
be directed for rinsing and chopping.

05 KUNGSFORS Suspension  

rail with shelf/wall grid  

$452
01 TERTIAL Work lamp

$999*
/ea

02

04

03

06 IKEA 365+ Oven dish

$2999
/ea

 Ready to plan your dream kitchen?  

Get started with our planning tool at 

IKEA-USA.com/kitchenplanner or book 

a planning appointment with an in-store 

specialist. 
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01 ISBERGET  
Tablet stand

$399

02

04 STOLPA Clock

$1499

Good night, noise. This clock has a touch-
sensor light and no tick-tock.

10 MALM Queen bed frame  
with four storage boxes

$37909

06

07

05 TRETUR Black-out  
roller blind

$5299
/ea

Get big comfort from little touches. Clamp 
lamps for reading. A tablet stand for binging. 

01 ISBERGET Tablet stand $3.99 Polystyrene 
plastic. W9⅞×D9⅞×H3½". 203.025.96

02 TRATTVIVA Bedspread $24.99 
 100% polyester. Imported. W91×L98". 

303.493.34
03 STORUMAN Floor lamp $17.99 Paper and 

steel. Requires assembly. H22". 003.236.89  
In compliance with California Title 20  
regulations, lighting prices and features  
may vary in the state of California. Please  
see your local IKEA store for details.

04 STOLPA Clock $14.99 Acrylic and ABS plastic. 
Ø5½". 204.003.80

05 NEW TRETUR Blackout roller blind $52.99/ea 
 Polyester/nylon. Imported. Aluminum. 

Requires assembly. W36×L76¾". 703.810.15
06 JANSJÖ LED wall/clamp spotlight $11.99/ea  

Steel and aluminum. Requires assembly. 
H16". 803.863.19

07 RÖDPLISTER Cushion $9.99 Cotton/linen 
 cover. 100% polyester filling. Imported. 

20×20". 403.774.68

08 BLÅVINDA Full/queen duvet cover set 
$49.99/3pcs Includes full/queen duvet 
and two pillowcases. 100% cotton percale. 
Imported. 303.280.44

09 TINGBY Side table on casters $39.99 Foil 
and painted finish. Requires assembly. 
L19⅝×W19⅝×H17¾". 003.494.44

10 MALM Queen bed frame with four storage  
boxes $379 Includes LURÖY slatted bed base.
Mattress sold separately. Painted finish. 
Requires assembly. 790.095.02 

 Short on time? Do 

 your shopping online, 

and we'll pick and 

arrange delivery of your 

new bedroom furniture. 

 See page 281 or 

 IKEA-USA.com/services 

for details. 

08

03 STORUMAN 
Floor lamp

$1799
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04 ELVARLI 2-section shelving unit* 

 $385/ea Powder-coated aluminum  

and painted finish. RA. 

W68⅞×D20×H87¼–137¾". 
691.581.54 

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury.  

Furniture with included restraints must  

be secured to the wall according to the  

assembly instructions.  

01 NEW FLODALEN Bath towel $12.99

 100% cotton. Imported. W28×L55". 
403.808.71

02 STORJORM Mirror with built-in light $99 

Mirrored glass and powder-coated steel. RA. 

W31½×H23⅝". 102.500.84
03 GODMORGON/ODENSVIK Sink cabinet 

with two drawers* $399 Bathroom faucet is 

sold separately. Foil finish and ceramic. RA. 

W40½×D19¼×H25¼". 591.848.65

04 ELVARLI 2-section
shelving unit*

$385/ea

02 STORJORM Mirror  
with built-in light 

$99

01 FLODALEN  
Bath towel

$1299

03

Hall, meet walk-in. You can make a custom 

closet with open storage and drawers, rails 

and shelves that click into place. 

It's hard to 
choose just one

VÅGSJÖN
Bath towel

$499
/ea

 VÅGSJÖN Bath towel $4.99/ea 100% cotton.  

Imported. W28×L55". Pale pink 803.536.39   
Dark gray 303.536.08  Turquoise 003.536.38   
Dark blue 503.536.07  White 803.509.85

 We've got plenty more 
to choose from! See 
more at IKEA-USA.com 
and your local store. 
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01 NYBODA Side table with reversible 
table top $29.99 Foil finish and 

 powder-coated steel. RA. 
L15¾×W15¾×H23⅝". 203.426.44

  
02 JORDRÖK Queen pillow, firmer 

$12.99/ea 100% cotton cover. Down/
feather filling. Imported. 302.696.19

  
03 HÖNSBÄR Queen comforter, warmer 

$69.99 100% cotton cover. Down/
feather filling. Imported. 102.716.99

  
04 JANSJÖ LED floor/reading lamp 

$24.99 Painted aluminum and steel. 
RA. H65". 903.859.13

  
05 KOPARDAL Queen bed frame $189  

Mattress base and mattress sold 
separately. Powder-coated steel. RA. 
791.579.36

  
06 MAJGULL Pair of blackout curtains 
 $34.99 100% polyester. Imported. 

RA. W57×L98" each panel. 
703.410.34  Other colors available.

  
07 BLÅVINDA Full/queen duvet cover set 

$49.99/3pcs Includes full/queen 
 duvet cover and two pillowcases. 
 100% cotton. Imported. 303.280.44 
  
08 VÅRELD Bedspread $24.99 
 100% cotton. Imported. W59×L98". 

003.464.45 
  
09 NEW HARORT Cushion $19.99
 Front/back are different for 
 alternating the look. 100% ramie 
 cover. Cotton and feather filling. 

Imported. W26×L16". 404.094.93

 RA=Requires Assembly

218

02 JORDRÖK 
Queen pillow, firmer

$1299
/ea

01 NYBODA Side table with 
reversible table top

$2999

03

08

04

07

05 KOPARDAL 
Queen bed frame

$189

06 MAJGULL Pair of 
blackout curtains

$3499

Bedroom

There's something comforting about 
the moment you crawl into bed. 
Turning off, reflecting, exhaling, 
recharging. Whether you're looking 
to improve your well-being or 
freshen up your style, we have lots 
of bedroom products for restful 
nights and happy days. 

These pages show a small selection. 
See more at IKEA-USA.com and 
your IKEA store (where you can 
touch all the soft things).

Dreaming about undisturbed sleep? Blackout 
curtains keep out moonlight, street light and 
sunlight (not snoring, sorry). 

Bedroom

09 HARORT 
Cushion

$1999



05 HYLLE Queen pillow, firmer 
 $19.99/ea Includes lyocell/cotton
 removable washable cover. 
 100% polyester fiber filling. 

Imported. 402.827.38
  
06 FYRESDAL Nightstand $49.99 

Powder-coated steel. RA. 
W17¾×D15×H28". 003.203.51

  
07 RANARP Work lamp $27.99* 
 Powder-coated steel. RA. H17". 

502.313.19
  
08 NEW JÄTTEVALLMO Full/queen 
 duvet cover set $39.99/3pcs Includes 

full/queen duvet cover and two 
pillowcases. 100% cotton. Imported. 
904.061.28

  
09 SONGESAND 3-drawer chest 
 $129 Foil finish. RA. 
	 W32¼×D19⅝×H31⅞".	303.667.62  
 Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 

Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.  

  
10 SONGESAND Queen bed frame $199 

Includes LURÖY slatted bed base. 
Mattress sold separately. Foil finish. 
RA. 592.410.69

 RA=Requires Assembly
 
 *In compliance with California Title 

20 regulations, lighting prices and 
features may vary in the state of 
California. Please see your local 

 IKEA store for details.

VIDGA makes curtain dreams doable. 
Layers on a window? One around a 
corner? On the ceiling with hooks? 
Panels as room dividers? Just twist 
and click to connect the rails. Then 
mount the fittings. Done! See the 
possibilities and find out more at 
IKEA-USA.com 

220 Bedroom

01 NEW MARJUN Pair of blackout 
 curtains $49.99 100% polyester. 

Imported. RA. W57×L98" each 
 panel. 702.984.22
  
02 FYRESDAL Twin daybed frame $199 

Mattresses sold separately. 
 Powder-coated steel. RA. 403.188.84
  
03 RANARP Floor/reading lamp $44.99* 

Powder-coated steel. RA. H60". 
003.313.83

  
04 HÖJET Rug, flatwoven $129 Use with 

STOPP FILT anti-slip rug underlay, 
sold separately. Handwoven. 

 100% Pure New Wool surface. 
 100% cotton weft. Imported. 

W4'4"×L6'5". 203.820.41

05 HYLLE Queen  
pillow, firmer 

$1999
/ea

04

0302 FYRESDAL Twin  
daybed frame                     

$199

This daybed becomes a double bed.
You can choose from a variety of daybed 
mattresses. Because comfort is unique, 
like you.

09

This bed has a sturdy frame and a classic design that 
never goes out of style. Hello, future family heirloom.

10 SONGESAND 
Queen bed frame

$199

06 FYRESDAL 
Nightstand

$4999

221Bedroom

08 JÄTTEVALLMO  
Full/queen 
duvet cover set  

$3999
/3pcs

07

01 MARJUN Pair of 
blackout curtains

$4999
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Embrace classic simplicity. This chest of drawers is rooted in Scandinavian 
craftsmanship tradition with solid birch, grain leather and fine details. 

03 BJÖRKSNÄS 
5-drawer chest

$249

06 GJÖRA 
Queen bed frame

$329

07

05 ÖSTERLO 
Table lamp

$1499*

01 ASKVOLL Full bed frame $189 
Includes LURÖY slatted bed base. 
Mattress sold separately. Foil finish. 
Requires assembly. 390.304.78 

  
02 NEW PUDERVIVA Full/queen duvet 
 cover set $89.99/3pcs Includes 
 full/queen duvet cover and two 
 pillowcases. 100% linen. Imported. 

703.984.31
  
03 NEW BJÖRKSNÄS 5-drawer chest 

$249 Solid birch and painted 
 finish. Requires assembly. 

W35⅜×D18½×H35⅜". 704.073.03  
Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall accord-
ing to the assembly instructions.  

  
04 LOHALS Rug, flatwoven $99 Use 
 with STOPP FILT anti-slip rug 
 underlay, sold separately. 100% jute. 

Imported. W5'3"×L7'7". 502.773.93

  
05 NEW ÖSTERLO Table lamp $14.99* 

Powder-coated steel and polyester. 
 Imported. Requires assembly.  H17". 

403.027.41  *In compliance with 
California Title 20 regulations, light-
ing prices and features may vary in 
the state of California. Please see 
your local IKEA store for details.

  
06 GJÖRA Queen bed frame $329 

Includes LURÖY slatted bed base. 
Mattress sold separately. Solid birch. 
Requires assembly. 691.299.96

  
07 NATTJASMIN Full/queen duvet cover 

set $49.99/3pcs Includes Full/queen
 duvet cover and two pillowcases. 
 Cotton/lyocell. Imported. 603.371.55
  
08 VÅRELD Bedspread $34.99 
 100% cotton. Imported.  

W91×L98". 403.840.20

 Do your shopping online, 
 and we'll pick and arrange 

delivery for whatever you 
 need. You can even order in 
 your pajamas. We won't know 

(or judge either). See page 281 
or IKEA-USA.com/services 

 for details.

This bedlinen is 100% linen with durable fibers that are naturally stain-
resistant, breathable and absorbent. It becomes softer with use, so keep 
sleeping! And if you skip the ironing, it'll have a modern, relaxed look. 

Natural touches for 
a relaxing retreat

08 VÅRELD Bedspread

$3499

01 ASKVOLL 
Full bed frame

$189

04 LOHALS Rug, 
flatwoven

$99

02 PUDERVIVA
Full/queen 
duvet cover set

$8999
/3pcs
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Pop quiz: Is this daybed a sofa, chaise, single bed  
or double bed? All the above! Plus it has bonus built-in storage. 

Towels, sheets, love letters. Put under-the-bed space to work with boxes.

This nightstand is as easy to move as it is to fill with your stuff. It's trickier 
if you store kettlebells in it, but, hey, challenges are opportunities (just 
don't hurt yourself). 

01 BRIMNES Twin daybed frame with 
two drawers $269 Mattresses sold 
separately. RA. 402.287.08

  
02 DVALA Twin duvet cover set 

$19.99/2pcs Includes twin duvet 
cover and one pillowcase. 

 100% cotton. Imported. 803.779.56
  
03 NESTTUN Queen bed frame $189 

Includes LURÖY slatted bed base. 
Mattress sold separately. 

 Powder-coated steel. RA. 891.580.30
  
04 BLÅRIPS Full/queen duvet cover set 

$39.99/3pcs Includes full/queen 
 duvet cover and two pillowcases. 
 Lyocell/cotton sateen weave. 

Imported. 103.375.44
  
05 GIMSE Underbed storage box 
 $9.99/ea Polypropylene plastic. 

W25⅝×D27½×H7½". 202.226.65

  
06 LAMPAN Table lamp $6.99* 

Polystyrene/polypropylene plastic. 
RA. H11". 303.564.09  

 *In compliance with California Title 
20 regulations, lighting prices and 
features may vary in the state of 
California. Please see your local  
IKEA store for details.

  
07 TINGBY Side table on casters 

$39.99 Foil and painted finish. RA. 
L19⅝×W19⅝×H17¾". 202.959.30

  
08 MALM Queen bed frame with four 

storage boxes $379 Includes 
LURÖY slatted bed base. Mattress 
sold separately. Painted finish. RA. 
390.095.04

  
09 KVISTBRO Storage table $49.99 

Painted finish and powder-coated 
steel. RA. Ø17⅜, H16½". 103.222.41

  
10 GURLI Cushion cover $3.99/ea 
 100% cotton. Imported. 20×20" 

White 302.811.50 Red 702.811.48 
Blue 402.811.40  Other colors 
available.

 RA=Requires Assembly

A place for dreams 
and all your things

01 BRIMNES Twin daybed 
frame with two drawers

$269

04 BLÅRIPS Full/queen 
duvet cover set

$3999
/3pcs

03 NESTTUN 
Queen bed frame

$189

05 GIMSE Underbed 
storage box

$999
/ea

09 KVISTBRO 
Storage table

$4999

06 LAMPAN 
Table lamp 

$699*

08 MALM Queen 
bed frame with 
four storage boxes

$379

07

02

10 GURLI  
Cushion cover

$399
/ea



01 VINDUM Rug, high pile $149 Use 
 with STOPP anti-slip rug underlay, 

sold separately. 100% polypropylene 
pile. Synthetic latex backing. 
W5'7"×L7'7". 403.449.82

  
02 VITTSJÖ Laptop stand $29.99 

Powder-coated steel and tempered 
	 glass.	RA.	W13¾×D21⅝×H25⅝".	

002.502.49
  
03 SMÅSTARR Twin duvet cover set 

$19.99/2pcs Includes twin duvet 
cover and one pillowcase. 

 100% cotton. Imported. 003.377.28
  
04 NEW NEIDEN Twin bed frame $69 

Includes LURÖY slatted bed base. 
Mattress sold separately. Solid pine. 
RA. 592.486.07

  
05 VÅRKRAGE Throw $4.99 
 100% polyester. Imported. 

W43×L67". 803.522.96

 RA=Requires Assembly

226 Bedroom

 We'll arrange delivery. You rest 
and relax. See page 281 or 

 IKEA-USA.com/services for 
details.

01 VINDUM Rug, high pile,   
W5'7"×L7'7"

$149
02 VITTSJÖ 

Laptop stand

$2999

05

We love playful dots, people and the planet. That’s why all our cotton 
comes from more sustainable sources. It’s recycled or grown with less 
water, fertilizers and pesticides while increasing farmers’ profit margins.  

03 SMÅSTARR 
Twin duvet 
cover set

$1999
/2pcs

 GRUSBLAD Full/queen comforter, warmer $39.99 
 Polyester/cotton cover. Polyester fiber filling.
 Imported. 502.717.63

The not-too-warm,  
not-too-cool comforter

GRUSBLAD
Full/queen comforter, warmer

$3999

04 NEIDEN 
Twin bed frame

$69
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01 MALM Queen high bed frame with four 
 storage boxes $379 Includes LURÖY slatted 

bed base. Mattress sold separately. Oak 
 veneer and printed and embossed painted 
 finish. RA. 490.274.04
02 MALM 6-drawer dresser* $199 
 Clear lacquered oak veneer. RA. 

W63×D18⅞×H30¾". 103.604.69

03 MALM 6-drawer chest* $179 Painted finish. 
RA. W31½×D19×H48⅜". 603.604.76

MALM It’s simple. It’s streamlined. And it’s so much more. Over the years 
MALM has become something of a legend by being the ultimate 
union of form and function. Its minimalist style suits any room, but 
the ample storage is what truly makes it a must-have piece.

Bed linens stay neatly 
tucked away in drawers 
on each side of the bed.

As a dressing table or a hallway 
catch-all, its spacious drawer 
and top make it just right for  
any space. 

04 MALM 

4-drawer chest

$149

01 MALM Queen high bed frame 

with four storage boxes

$379 03

05

02

Take your pick of 
finish to find the 
perfect look for 
your space.

04 MALM 4-drawer chest* $149 Painted finish. 
RA. W31½×D18⅞×H39⅜". 203.604.64

05 MALM Dressing table* $169 Painted finish and 
tempered glass. RA. W47¼×D16⅛×H30¾". 

102.036.10

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 
with included restraints must be secured 
to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions. 

 Two ways to get more from IKEA so you 

can do more for your home. For details 

on financing options see page 279. 
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03 MAUSUND 
Queen natural  
latex mattress,  
medium firm 

$899

02

Wake up recharged. This mattress has natural materials like natural 
latex, cotton and wool for supple comfort and a pleasant sleep 
climate. The textiles closest to your skin are made of 100% cotton 
from sustainable sources, too.

04 GLANSVIDE Full/Queen comforter, 
warmer $109 Outer fabric is sateen-
woven with a pronounced luster and 
extra soft feel. 100% cotton cover. 

 100% polyester filling. Imported. 
802.714.84

  
05 TUSSÖY Queen mattress topper $179 

Filled with memory foam that molds 
to your body, enables you to 

 relax more fully and gives a softer 
sleep surface. Imported. 3⅛" thick. 

402.981.45
  
06 GULDPALM Queen pillow, softer 

$39.99/ea 100% cotton cover. 
 Down/feather filling. Imported. 

603.199.6706 GULDPALM 
Queen pillow, softer

$3999
/ea

05 TUSSÖY Queen 
mattress topper 

$179

This formable pillow provides good support and breathes well 
because of its down and feather filling and 100% cotton cover. 
Thanks, nature!

01 NEW KÄLLKRASSE Queen comforter, 
 warmer $149 100% cotton cover. 
 Down/feather filling. Imported. 

904.208.22
  
02 NEW KORNVALLMO Queen pillow, 
 firmer $69.99/ea 100% cotton cover. 
 Down/feather filling. Imported. 

303.898.34
  
03 MAUSUND Queen natural latex 
 mattress, medium firm $899 Natural 

latex helps you to fully relax by 
contouring your body shape to 

 relieve pressure and provide precise 
 support. Imported. 7⅞" thick. 

903.860.93

Buying a new mattress shouldn't 
keep you up at night. So you have 
365 days to sleep on it. If you don't 
love it, exchange it. When you've 
found your match, you'll sleep 
peacefully with our free, 25-year 
mattress limited warranty. See page 
283 for full terms and conditions. 

 Buying a new mattress? We'll 
arrange delivery and have your 
old one taken off your hands. 
See page 281 or IKEA-USA.com/
services for details.

Find comfort that's 
soft, firm or right 

in-between

04 GLANSVIDE Full/Queen
comforter, warmer

$109

01 KÄLLKRASSE 
Queen comforter, warmer

$149

365
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01 MINNESUND Twin foam mattress, 
firm $90/ea You will get all-over 
support and comfort with the 

	 resilient	foam	mattress.	3⅞"	thick.	
303.158.76

  
02 MÅNVIVA Memory foam pillow 

$39.99 Polyester/cotton cover. 
Memory foam filling. Imported. 
L16×W20".	602.699.29

  
03 ROSENSTJÄRNA Queen pillow, firmer 

$14.99/ea 100% cotton cover. 
 100% polyester filling made from 

recycled PET-bottles. Imported. 
803.772.87

  
04 MORGEDAL Queen foam mattress, 

firm $299 High-resilience foam gives 
 support for each part of your body by 

closely following your movements. 
Imported.	7⅛"	thick.	302.773.89

  
05 RÖDTOPPA Full/queen comforter, 
 warmer $69.99 You stay comfy 

and	dry	thanks	to	the	mix	of	
lyocell that breathes and absorbs 
moisture, and the soft, fluffy 
polyester filling. Lyocell/cotton cover. 
Lyocell/polyester filling. Imported. 
602.715.45

  
06 HAUGESUND Queen spring 
 mattress, medium firm $299 The 

individually	wrapped	pocket	springs	
in HAUGESUND mattress move 

 independently and follow your body 
exactly.	Combined	with	the	soft	

 filling, you get support and comfort 
	 all	night.	Imported.	9⅞"	thick.	

803.074.16

06 HAUGESUND Queen 
spring mattress, medium firm

$299

01 MINNESUND Twin
foam mattress, firm

$90/ea

04 MORGEDAL Queen 
foam mattress, firm 

$299

05 RÖDTOPPA Full/queen 
comforter, warmer

$6999

Is sleep the new 
status symbol?

Sleep	shouldn’t	be	a	luxury,	
but the go-go-go nature of life 
today	can	make	it	feel	like	a	rare	
commodity. And it is valuable; 
sleep	quality	makes	a	big	
difference in how we roll with 
whatever the day throws at us. 

Senior professor and sleep 
scientist,	Torbjörn	Åkerstedt,	
shares three simple things to 
help	make	the	dream	of	good	
sleep a reality. 

Countdown	to	a	slowdown.	
Sixteen	hours	after	your	usual	
wake-up	time	is	an	optimum	
bedtime guideline. Start slowing 
down about two hours ahead; 
avoiding	work	and	screens.

Chill	out.	
59-63 degrees is just right  
for sleeping. 

Set it and forget it.
Use	an	alarm	clock	instead	of	 
your phone. Set it, turn it around 
and	don't	check	it	if	you	wake	in	
the night – it'll just stress you  
out,	making	it	harder	to	get	back	
to sleep. 

Sweet dreams!

03

This mattress delivers comfortable sleep with 
individually	wrapped	pocket	springs,	soft	fillings	
and stretch fabric. You never need to turn it either.

02 MÅNVIVA Memory  
foam pillow

$3999



01 SNOFSA Table clock $12.99  
Requires 1-AA battery required, sold 
separately. Powder-coated steel and 
glass. Ø4¼". 203.578.76

  
02 HANNALILL Pair of curtains $24.99 

100% cotton. Imported. RA. 
W57×L98"each panel. 304.108.83

  
03 ÅDUM Rug, high pile $59.99 Use with 

STOPP anti-slip rug underlay, sold 
separately. 100% polypropylene pile. 
Synthetic latex backing. Imported. 
W4'4"×L6'5". 501.637.73

  
04 KÄMPIG Hook $7.99/ea Aluminum. 

W1½×D4¼×H6". 503.471.31
  
05 RANARP Wall/clamp spotlight 

$19.99* Powder-coated steel. RA. 
D13". 202.313.25  *In compliance 
with California Title 20 regulations, 
lighting prices and features may vary 
in the state of California. Please see 
your local IKEA store for details.

  
06 TRÄDASTER Full/queen duvet cover 

set $12.99/3pcs Includes full/queen 
 duvet cover and two pillowcases.
 Polyester/cotton. Imported.
 003.951.10

 RA=Requires Assembly

234 Bedroom

 Find curtains  
and blinds in more 
colors and sizes. 
See more products 
at IKEA-USA.com or 
your local store.

01 SNOFSA 
Table clock

$1299

04 KÄMPIG Hook

$799
/ea

Aim it up, down, anywhere. This adjustable lamp 
can be mounted on a wall or clamped in place. 

05 RANARP Wall/clamp 
spotlight

$1999*

06 TRÄDASTER
Full/queen duvet 
cover set

$1299/3pcs

02 HANNALILL 
Pair of curtains 

$2499

BRIMNES
Queen bed frame with storage

$279

 BRIMNES Queen bed frame with storage $279 
 Includes LÜROY slatted bed base. Mattress sold 
	 separately.	Foil	finish.	Requires	assembly.	690.075.51

Our comfiest storage yet

03
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01 HEMNES Wardrobe with two sliding 
doors* $379 Stained, clear 

 lacquered solid pine. RA. 
W47¼×D23¼×H77½". 103.213.26

  
02 HÖJET Rug, flatwoven $149 

Handwoven. Use with STOPP 
FILT anti-slip rug underlay, sold 
separately. 100% Pure New 
Wool surface. 100% cotton 
weft. Imported. W5'7"×L7'10". 
603.820.44

  
03 KUBBIS Rack with seven hooks 

$14.99 Painted solid birch. RA. 
W41¼×D4×H3½". 003.742.64

  
04 NEW ARÖD Work lamp $39.99 

Powder-coated steel. RA. H20¾".  
904.072.41  In compliance with 
California Title 20 regulations, 
lighting prices and features may vary 
in the state of California. Please see 
your local IKEA store for details.

  
05 HEMNES 8-drawer dresser* $279 

Stained, clear lacquered solid 
	 pine.	RA.	W63×D19⅝×H37¾".	

103.229.72
  
06 HEMNES Mirror $49.99 Mirrored glass 

and stained, clear lacquered solid 
pine.	W23⅝×H35⅜".	001.228.22

  
07 HEMNES 3-drawer chest* $179 

Stained, clear lacquered solid 
pine.	RA.	W42½×D19⅝×H37¾".	

303.604.11
  
08 KARTOTEK Hook $4.99/ea 
 Powder-coated steel. RA. 

W2¾×D2×H7". 603.470.79

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.  

06

04

01 HEMNES Wardrobe 
with two sliding doors

$379
05 HEMNES 

8-drawer dresser

$279

07 HEMNES 
3-drawer chest

$179

Raise your hand if you've spent  
time searching for socks. Or shoes.  
We think time is precious and should 
be spent doing what you love. That's 
why we have wardrobes, chests of 
drawers, boxes and more to cut the 
clutter. And plenty of customizable 
storage for the bedroom, hallway, 
living room – or any spot really.

Browse our full storage selection of 
products at IKEA-USA.com and your 
local store. Your organized, future 
self thanks you.  

Clothes and 
shoe storage 

Roomy on the inside and on top, HEMNES is made 
from sustainably sourced solid pine. It's genuine 
and sturdy, just like your favorite jeans. 

08 KARTOTEK Hook

$499
/ea

 We design our products with 

great care, but tall furniture 

must still be secured to the wall 

to prevent tip-over injury.

02

03 KUBBIS Rack with
seven hooks

$1499

Clothes and shoe storage
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01 KVIKNE Wardrobe with two sliding 
 doors* $159 Foil finish. RA. 

W47¼×D22½×H74¾". 802.222.81
  
02 BRIMNES Dressing table* $99 

Foil finish and mirrored glass. RA. 
W27½×D16½×H30⅜". 702.904.59

  
03 MACKAPÄR Coat rack with shoe 
 storage unit* $59.99 Powder-coated 

steel. RA. W30¾×D12⅝×H76". 

303.347.52
  
04 MACKAPÄR Shoe/storage cabinet* 
 $69.99 Painted finish. RA. 

W31½×D13¾×H40⅛". 503.347.51

  
05 LANGESUND Mirror $29.99 Mirrored 

glass and powder-coated aluminum. 
Ø19⅝". 602.886.83

  
06 NORDLI 3-drawer chest* 

$149 Painted finish. RA. 
W31½×D18½×H29⅞". 792.395.17

  
07 NEW STUK Hanging shoe organizer 

with 16 pockets $5.99 Polyester/
polypropylene and steel. Imported. 
W20⅛×H55⅛". 403.756.81

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions. 

01 KVIKNE Wardrobe with 
two sliding doors

$159

06

05 LANGESUND 
Mirror

$2999

10 minutes to 
a safer home

We all want to live in an 

environment that is safe, yet 

we don't often think about the 

potential risks we may have in our 

homes. Taking steps to improve 

home safety can be as simple as 

installing smoke detectors and 

keeping an eye out for the potential 

risk of furniture tipping over. This 

is especially true if you are living 

with small children, who by nature 

are curious and creative in how 

they explore the world. Did you 

know that furniture taller than 

29½ inches must be attached to 

the wall to prevent tip-over risk? 

Take a few minutes to walk through 

your home today and ensure your 

furniture is secured properly. If you 

are missing an anchoring kit, stop 

by any IKEA store or order one 

online for free.

07 STUK Hanging  
shoe organizer 
with 16 pockets

$599

04 MACKAPÄR Shoe/
storage cabinet

$6999

Pockets are handy in clothes and at home. They add 
instant storage on a door, a hook, or in a closet.

03 MACKAPÄR Coat rack 
with shoe storage unit

$5999
02 BRIMNES 

Dressing table

$99

Clothes and shoe storageClothes and shoe storage
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01 BRIMNES Bookcase* $125 Foil finish. 

	 RA.	W23⅝×D13¾×H74¾".	903.012.25
02 BRIMNES	TV	unit*	$99	Foil	finish	
 tempered glass. Max load 66 lbs. RA. 

W70⅞×D16⅛×H20⅞".	504.098.74
03 BRIMNES Queen bed frame with storage and 

	 headboard	$399	Includes	LURÖY	slatted	bed	
base. Mattress sold separately. Foil finish. 

	 RA.	W62¼×L95¼×H43¾".	591.296.09

 RA=Requires Assembly

BRIMNES We've been fine-tuning our smart storage, BRIMNES, for 

a long time. Think flexible pieces perfect for customizing 

an entertainment center, displays for your most cherished 

things, and storage that makes life that much easier.

04 BRIMNES Cabinet with glass doors* 

$99	Foil	finish	and	tempered	glass.	RA.	
W30¾×D16⅛×H37⅜".	003.006.64

05 BRIMNES	Glass-door	cabinet*	$139	
 Foil finish and tempered glass. RA. 

W31½×D13¾×H74¾".	904.098.72
06	 BRIMNES	3-drawer	chest*	$129	Foil	finish	and	

tempered	glass.	RA.	W30¾×D18⅛×H37⅜".	
203.349.79

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 

 If you've got it all home but it's not 

quite what you'd hoped for, our 365-day 

return policy has you covered. See  

page 282 or IKEA-USA.com/returnpolicy 

for details.

Roomy drawers make space 

for everything from gaming 

accessories to remotes.
A combination of open and closed 

shelving gives you the option to 

show things off—or not.

03 BRIMNES Queen bed frame 

with storage and headboard

$399

01

02

04

05

06 BRIMNES 

3-drawer chest

$129

This bed makes the most 

of your space by providing 

storage in its headboard.

with included restraints must be secured 

to the wall according to the assembly 

instructions. 
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01 PAX Wardrobe* $730 Foil finish and 

stained, clear lacquered ash 

	 veneer.	RA.	W59×D23⅝×H93⅛".	

Black-brown/NEXUS black-brown 

191.194.81  Handles	and	lighting	are	

sold separately.

 

 PAX Wardrobe 

 Doors and frames $460 

 Interior	organizers	 $270

 

 Total wardrobe price: 

 
$730 

 

 Available services see page 281  

 or IKEA-USA.com/services for  

 details.

  

02 NEW KOMPLEMENT Insert with 

 compartments $20 Foil finish. 

100% polyester. Imported. RA. 

W15¾×D20⅞×H2".	504.040.27

  

03	 URSHULT	LED	cabinet	light	

	 $24.99/ea	Built-in	LED	light	source.

Nickel-plated	steel.	RA.	L11×H4".	

602.604.05

  

04 NEW KOMPLEMENT Pull-out mirror 

 with hooks $45 Powder-coated 

steel and aluminum. RA. 

W9⅞×D1⅜×H29½".	504.040.51

  

05 NEW KOMPLEMENT Box $12.99/2pcs 

100% polyester. Imported. RA. 

W9¾×D10½×H4¾".	404.057.77

  

06 NEW KOMPLEMENT Box $9.99/2pcs 

100% polyester. Imported. RA. 

W6×D10½×H4¾".	104.040.53

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 

Furniture with included restraints 

must be secured to the wall 

	 according	to	the	assembly	

instructions.  

07 MALM 6-drawer chest* $179 Stained, 

clear lacquered ash veneer.  RA. 

W31½×D18⅞×H48⅜".	103.604.74

  

08 SKUBB Shoe boxes $7.99/4pcs 

Polyester/polypropylene plastic. 

Imported.	W8¾×D13½×H6¼".	

403.002.85

  

09  VINTERGATA Pendant lamp 

 $29.99/ea Polyester, plastic and 

stainless	steel.	Imported.	Hardwire.

RA.	Ø17".	603.622.44

  

10 PAX Wardrobe* $919 Foil finish 

	 and	high-gloss	foil	finish.	RA.

W59×D26×H93⅛".	White/	

HOKKSUND	high-gloss	black-blue	

292.219.30  

 

 PAX Wardrobe 

 Doors and frames $499 

 Interior	organizers	 $420

 

 Total wardrobe price: 

 
$919 

 

 Available services see page 281  

 or IKEA-USA.com/services for  

 details.

 

01 PAX/NEXUS 
Wardrobe

$730

10 PAX/HOKKSUND 
Wardrobe

$919

03 URSHULT LED  
cabinet light

$2499
/ea

07 MALM 
6-drawer chest

$179

08 SKUBB 
Shoe boxes

$799
/4pcs

06

Clothes	and	shoe	storageClothes	and	shoe	storage

09

04 KOMPLEMENT Pull-out  
mirror with hooks

$45

PAX/KOMPLEMENT has a  

free 10-year limited warranty.  

See the Limited Warranty section or 

IKEA-USA.com/warranty for details.

05 KOMPLEMENT Box,  
W9¾×D10½×H4¾" 

$1299
/2pcs

02 KOMPLEMENT Insert 

with compartments

$20
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01 KOMPLEMENT Pull-out mirror with hooks 

 $45 Powder-coated aluminum, 

 powder-coated steel and mirrored glass.  

RA. W9⅞×D1⅜×H29½". 504.040.51

02 KOMPLEMENT Boxes $12.99/2pk 

 100% polyester. Imported. RA. 

W9¾×D10¾×H4¾". 404.057.77

03 KOMPLEMENT Pull-out storage bags $50 

Includes two storage bags. Foil finish and  

plastic edging. 100% polyester. Imported.  

RA. W19⅝×D22⅞×H18⅞". 404.060.55

PAX/
KOMPLEMENT

Whether you live for organizing or not, our 

beloved wardrobe system is a game changer. 

Why? Because you call the shots and design it 

completely to your needs and taste. The style, 

color, knobs, handles, hinged or sliding doors 

— it’s all up to you.

03

02

05

KOMPLEMENT interior 

organizers give you the 

freedom to place your 

drawers, clothing rails, 

shelves, and more, 

wherever you like.

It doesn't get more 

convenient than a 

mirror that lives right in 

your wardrobe.

Find your outfit just  

a bit faster with the  

help of discreet, 

integrated lighting.

04 KOMPLEMENT Storage 

with four compartments

$1799

01 KOMPLEMENT Pull-out  

mirror with hooks

$45

04 KOMPLEMENT Storage with four 

 compartments $17.99 100% polyester. 

Imported. RA. W9⅞×D20⅞×H2". 504.040.32

05 KOMPLEMENT Insert with compartments 

 $20 100% polyester. Imported. RA. 

W15¾×D20⅞×H2". 504.040.27

 RA=Requires Assembly

 PAX/KOMPLEMENT includes 10-year limited 

warranty. See page 283 for details.

 Breathe some life into 

that dream wardrobe 

with our PAX Wardrobe 

Planner at IKEA-USA.

com/PAXPLANNER

Make the most of your 

storage and load up on 

versatile boxes that hold 

a bit of everything.
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02

05

04

Ehlén Johansson, 
Designer

”KOMPLEMENT series aims to 

help you get an overview of your 

favorite clothes and accessories. 

That's why we wanted to design 

organizers with a unified, neutral 

style to put your things in focus.”

07

08 SKUBB Storage case,  
W27¼×D21¾×H7½"

$699
/ea

01 PAX Wardrobe

$485

Your clothes are totally you. Your wardrobe can be, 

too. Design the outside and inside with PAX and 

KOMPLEMENT. Choose a ready-made wardrobe or 

create your own. Our planning tools at IKEA-USA.

com/PAXplanner and in-store specialists can help. 

10

09 LEDSJÖ LED  
wall lamp 

$4999
/ea

11 MALM Dressing table

$169

03 KOMPLEMENT Pull-out 
pants hanger

$25

01 PAX Wardrobe* $485 Foil finish. RA. 

W68⅞×D22⅞×H93⅛". 391.285.64 

KOMPLEMENT interior organizers 

 included in this combination:  

Six shelves 19⅝×22⅞", two shelves 
29½×22⅞", one clothes rail 19⅝", 
one clothes rail 29½" and three 
drawers 29½×22⅞". Lighting and 
SKUBB boxes are sold separately.

 

 PAX Wardrobe 

 Frames $275 
 Interior organizers $210
 

 Total wardrobe price: 

 
$485

 

 Available services see page 281  
 or IKEA-USA.com/services for  
 details.

  

02 LINDSHULT LED cabinet light 

 $24.99/ea Built-in light source. 
Nickel-plated steel and glass. RA. 

H4". 302.604.40
  

03 KOMPLEMENT Pull-out pants hanger 

$25 Powder-coated steel. RA. Fits in 

frame W19⅝×D22⅞". 902.573.50
  

04 KOMPLEMENT Divider for frame 

$40 Foil finish. RA. Fits in frame 

W19⅝×D22⅞". 602.463.96
  

05 KOMPLEMENT Glass shelf $30 
 Foil finish and tempered glass. 

RA. Fits in frame W29½×D22⅞". 
802.576.47

  

06 KOMPLEMENT Drawer with glass 

front $50/ea Foil finish and tempered 

 glass. RA. Fits in frame 

W29½×D22⅞". 102.466.95

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 

Furniture with included restraints 

must be secured to the wall according 

to the assembly instructions. 

07 SKUBB Storage case $4.99/ea 
Polyester/polypropylene plastic. 

Imported. RA. W17¼×D21¾×H7½". 
803.000.47

  

08 SKUBB Storage case $6.99/ea 
 Polyester/polypropylene plastic. 

Imported. W27¼×D21¾×H7½". 
203.000.50

  

09 LEDSJÖ LED wall lamp $49.99/ea 
Built-in LED light source. Stainless 

steel and glass. RA. W2×D4×L24". 
703.286.26

  

10 NISSEDAL Mirror $19.99 
Mirrored glass and foil finish. RA. 

W25⅝×H25⅝". 203.203.12
  

11 MALM Dressing table* $169 Painted 
finish and tempered glass. RA. 

W47¼×D16⅛×H30¾". 102.036.10

Clothes and shoe storageClothes and shoe storage

06 KOMPLEMENT Drawer 
with glass front 

$50/ea

PAX/KOMPLEMENT has a  

free 10-year limited warranty.  

See the Limited Warranty section or 

IKEA-USA.com/warranty for details.
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01 ELVARLI 3-section storage 
combination* $558

 Powder-coated aluminum and 
 painted finish. RA. 

W65×D21⅝×H85". 591.575.55

  
02 BOSNÄS Ottoman with storage 
 $17.99 100% cotton fabric. 

Imported. Powder-coated steel 
frame. RA. L14⅛×W14⅛×H14⅛". 

Ransta yellow 802.666.99
  
03 TJENA Storage box with lid $9.99 

Paper. RA. L19¾×W13¾×H11¾". 

903.743.49

  
04 TJENA Storage box with lid $3.99/ea 
 Paper. RA. L13¾×W9¾×H7¾". 

603.954.28
  
05 TRONES Shoe/storage cabinets* 

$24.99/2pcs Polypropylene. RA. 
W20½×D7⅛×H15⅜". 803.973.13

  
06 GRUA Mirror $19.99 Mirrored glass 

and powder-coated steel. RA. 
W17¾×H21⅝". 102.920.22

  
07 NORDLI 9-drawer chest* $417

 Painted finish. RA. 
W63×D18½×H39". 692.480.51

  
08 SALTRÖD Mirror with shelf and 
 hooks $59.99 Painted finish and 
 mirrored glass. RA. W19⅝×H26¾". 

802.970.02

  
09 RAGGISAR Tray $12.99 
 100% polyester. Imported. 

W15¾×D11¾×H2⅜". 103.480.19

  
10 SPRUTTIG Hangers $1.49/10pcs 

Reinforced polypropylene. W15¼". 

203.170.79

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.  

 Spend more time getting your 
things in order. Let us pick and 
arrange delivery of your new 
storage. See page 281 or  
IKEA-USA.com/services  
for details.

08 SALTRÖD Mirror with  
shelf and hooks

$5999

09 RAGGISAR Tray

$1299

06

02

03 04

ELVARLI is a strong contender for our most flexible open 
storage. Its modern lines and crisp white work well in a 
bedroom or living room, and you can add drawers for privacy. 

Storage that blends 
in, so you stand out

07 NORDLI 
9-drawer chest*

$417

05 TRONES Shoe/storage cabinets*

$2499
/2pcs

We designed this shallow storage cabinet to 
organize shoes, gloves, hats – items that end up 
by the door. It even has a recessed area on top to 
drop the mail, keys and cell phone.

10 SPRUTTIG Hangers

$149
/10pcs

01 ELVARLI 3-section storage 
combination*

$558
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01 ALGOT Wall storage combination* 

$126 Powder-coated steel and 

plastic. RA. 692.772.89

  

02 PLURING Clothes covers $2.99/3pcs 

Sizes: 2pcs 23⅝x41⅜" and  

1pc 23⅝x51⅛". 100% PEVA. 

Imported. 102.872.52

  

03 SNAJDA Laundry bag $4.99 

 100% polyester. Imported. 16 gal. 

603.299.47

  

04 TJENA Storage box with lid $4.99/ea 

 Paper. RA. 11¾×11¾×11¾". 

203.982.21

  

05 TJENA Storage box with lid $3.99/ea 

 Paper. RA. L13¾×W9¾×H7¾". 

403.982.15

  

06 BRIMNES 4-drawer dresser* $159

 Foil finish and tempered glass. RA. 

W30¾×D18⅛×H48⅞". 803.604.04

  

07 VUKU Wardrobe* $12.99 

 100% polyester. Imported. RA. 

W29⅛×D20⅛×H58⅝". 803.319.73

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 

Furniture with included restraints 

must be secured to the wall according 

to the assembly instructions.  

06 BRIMNES 
4-drawer dresser

$159

07 VUKU Wardrobe

$1299

Basement, garage, bathroom – ALGOT is versatile, 

across-the-home storage. It's adaptable and easy 

to change up, so it'll keep up with all those hobbies 

you try out.

Every day is a new 

chance to organize 

(even tomorrow)

03 SNAJDA 
Laundry bag

$499

05 TJENA 
Storage box  
with lid

$399
/ea

01 ALGOT 
Wall storage combination

$126

02

04

Clothes and shoe storageClothes and shoe storage
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01 HEMNES Hat rack $49.99 Painted 
 solid birch and powder-coated 

steel. RA. W33½×D13⅜×H15¾". 

602.437.98
  
02 VISCHAN Wall clock $12.99 1-AA 
 battery required, sold separately. 
 Plastic and glass. Ø11¾". 

803.741.37
  
03 HEMNES Shoe cabinet with two 

compartments $129 Painted finish. 
RA. W35×D11¾×H50". 201.695.59  
Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall according 
to the assembly instructions.

  
04 HEMNES Bench with shoe storage 

$69.99 Painted solid birch and 
 powder-coated steel. RA. 
 W33½×D12⅝×H25⅝". 002.438.00

  
05 FJÄLLA Storage box with lid 
 $3.99/ea Paper and steel. RA. 

W7×L10¼×H6". 703.956.73

 RA=Requires Assembly

 DRÖNA Box $3.99/ea Last year’s price $4.99/ea 
100% polyester/cardboard. Imported. RA.  
W13×D15×H13". 103.003.19

Hat box or whatever-you-want box

 Looking for a hat 
rack in black?  
See more at 

 IKEA-USA.com or  
your local store.

04

02

03 HEMNES Shoe cabinet  
with two compartments

$129

01 HEMNES 
Hat rack

$4999

05 FJÄLLA Storage  
box with lid

$399
/ea

See a clean front, not your gym shoes. This shoe 
cabinet holds at least 12 pairs and has a top drawer for 
even more organized entrances and exits. 

Clothes and shoe storage

DRÖNA
Box

$399
/ea

Last year’s price $4.99/ea
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01 SALVIKEN Bath towel $9.99/ea 

 100% cotton. Imported. W28×L55". 

White 503.132.25  Anthracite 

603.493.42  Other sizes available, 

prices vary.

  

02 EKOLN Soap dispenser $6.99 

Stoneware. H7". Holds 10 oz. 

602.915.10

  

03 EKOLN Toothbrush holder $4.99 

Stoneware. H4". 102.930.45

  

04 LILLHOLMEN Wall lamp $19.99/ea 

 Nickel-plated steel and glass. 

Hardwire. RA. Shade Ø6". D6×H10". 

500.825.12  

  

05 GODMORGON Mirror cabinet* 

 $279 Foil finish, mirrored 

glass and tempered glass. RA. 

W31½×D5½×H37¾". Kasjön light 

gray 203.922.38

  

06 VOXNAN Bath faucet with strainer, 

 tall* $89.99 Chrome-plated brass. 

Requires installation. H11¾". 

603.430.62

  

07 GODMORGON/TOLKEN/KATTEVIK 

Cabinet with sink and countertop* 

$459 Bathroom faucet is sold 

 separately. Foil finish and crushed 

marble. RA. W32¼×D19¼×H29½". 

Kasjön light gray/marble effect 

192.470.06

  

08 GODMORGON Leg $10/ea Stainless 

steel. RA. H6¾–10¼". Kasjön shiny 

903.917.30

  

09 GODMORGON High cabinet* $279 

Foil finish and tempered glass. RA. 

W15¾×D12⅝×H75⅝". Kasjön light 

gray 903.922.73

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Includes 10-year limited 

 warranty. See page 283 for details.
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GODMORGON series has storage and style 

guaranteed to outlast at least 10 years of splashes, 

steamy showers and Monday motivators.

01 SALVIKEN Bath towel

$999
/ea

05 GODMORGON 

Mirror cabinet

$279

02 EKOLN 

Soap 

dispenser

$699
03 EKOLN 

Toothbrush 

holder

$499

04

08

06

07 GODMORGON/TOLKEN/

KATTEVIK Cabinet with 

sink and countertop

$459

09

Stay a little longer (even if 
someone's knocking). The 
bathroom is where you take 
care of yourself. Spending 
some time on it means it'll 
work harder for you. Whether 
you want boxes for fewer hunts, 
new faucets for lower bills or a
bath mat for cozier toes, we 
have tons of bathroom products. 

Soak up more at IKEA-USA.com 
and your IKEA store. 

Bathroom



07 LILLHOLMEN Ceiling/wall lamp 
$14.99/ea Nickel-plated steel and 
glass. Hardwire. Ø6, H7". 700.825.11

  
08 HEMNES Mirror cabinet $149/ea 
 Painted finish, mirrored glass 

and tempered glass. RA. 
W24¾×D6¼×H38⅝". 702.176.71

  
09 HEMNES Shelf unit $89 Painted solid 

birch. RA. W16½×D14⅝×H67¾". 

302.176.54  Secure It! Prevent  
tip-over injury. Furniture with  
included restraints must be secured 
to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions

  
10 HEMNES/RÄTTVIKEN Cabinet with 

sink $259/ea Bath faucet is sold 
 separately. Painted finish and 
 ceramic. RA. W24¾×D19¼×H35". 

599.060.72

 RA=Requires Assembly
 All textiles shown are imported.

257Bathroom256 Bathroom

These stripes aren’t just flattering. We designed 
them for greater absorbency and faster drying.

08 HEMNES 
Mirror cabinet

$149/ea

04 SALTGRUND 
Shower curtain

$1699

03 VÅGSJÖN 
Bath towel

$499
/ea

09

07

05

02

01 VOXNAN 
Tumbler

$499

06 VOXSJÖN 
Bath mat

$399
/ea

01 VOXNAN Tumbler $4.99 Glass. 
 H4". 303.285.91
  
02 VOXNAN Soap dispenser $6.99 

Stainless steel and glass. 203.289.78
  
03 VÅGSJÖN Bath towel $4.99/ea 
 100% cotton. W28×L55". White 

803.509.85  Pale pink 803.536.39  
Light yellow 503.555.50  Dark gray 
303.536.08  Other sizes available, 
prices vary.

  
04 SALTGRUND Shower curtain $16.99 

100% polyester. 71×71". 501.819.94
  
05 KARMSUND Floor mirror $59.99 

Powder-coated steel and mirrored 
 glass. RA. W15¾×H65¾". 

402.949.82
  
06 VOXSJÖN Bath mat $3.99/ea 
 100% polyester. W16×L24". 

Dark gray 303.490.13  Pale pink 
503.509.82  Other colors available.

Modern dreams, 
traditional looks

 We're in this together! You 
can lean on us for help with 
everything from picking your 
products to arranging assembly 
of them. See page 281 or  
IKEA-USA.com/services  
for details.

10 HEMNES/RÄTTVIKEN 
Cabinet with sink

$259/ea
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01 ÖSTANÅ Wall lamp $17.99/ea 
Powder-coated steel, polypropylene 

 and glass. Hardwire. RA. 
W2×D5⅞×H7". 702.285.80

  
02 LILLÅNGEN Mirror $49.99 

Mirrored glass and foil finish. RA. 
W23⅝×D4⅜×H30¾". 502.049.43

  
03 ENSEN Bath faucet with strainer 
 $49.99 Chrome-plated brass. 

Requires installation. H4¾". 

202.813.82
  
04 SVARTSJÖN Soap dispenser $5.99 

PET plastic and stainless steel. H6". 

 12 oz. 202.643.92
  
05 SVARTSJÖN Tumbler $3.99 PET 
 plastic. H5". 9 oz. 902.649.68

  
06 LILLÅNGEN/VISKAN/GUTVIKEN 

Cabinet with sink and countertop 
 $229 Bath faucet sold separately. 
 Foil finish, laminate and ceramic. 
 RA. W24⅜×D15¾×H34¼". 

891.881.31
 
07 STUGVIK Towel rack with suction 

cups $9.99/ea Plastic and synthetic 
 rubber. RA. W20½–32¼". 

302.970.14
  
08 STUGVIK Basket with suction cups 

$8.99 Plastic and synthetic rubber. 
RA. W11×D6 ¾×H7½". 502.493.81

  
09 STUGVIK Hooks with suction cups 

$4.99/2pk Plastic and synthetic 
 rubber. RA. 802.404.40
  
10 FRÄJEN Bath towel $5.99/ea 
 100% cotton. Imported. W28×L55". 

003.131.95  Other sizes and colors 
available, prices vary.

  
11 BOLMEN Step stool $5.99 Last year’s 

price $7.99 Polypropylene plastic. 
W17⅜×D13¾×H9⅞". 602.651.63

  
12 VESKEN Shelf unit $9.99 Recycled 

PP plastic. RA. W14⅛×D9×H39⅜". 

403.078.66  Secure It! Prevent 
 tip-over injury. Furniture with 

included restraints must be secured 
to the wall according to the assembly 
instructions.  

 RA=Requires Assembly

LILLÅNGEN comes in different widths and 
depths for storage that fits your space. 
Open shelves open up more time in your 
routine by keeping necessities in reach. 

06 LILLÅNGEN/VISKAN/GUTVIKEN  
Cabinet with sink and countertop

$229

03

04

05

01

02 LILLÅNGEN Mirror

$4999

259Bathroom

Give your drill the day off with these extendable racks, baskets with 
drainage holes and hooks that use suction cups.

08 STUGVIK 
Basket with 
suction cups

$899

12 VESKEN  
Shelf unit

$999
09

10 FRÄJEN 
Bath towel

$599
/ea

07 STUGVIK Towel rack 
with suction cups

$999
/ea

11 BOLMEN 
Step stool 

$599
Last year’s price $7.99
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07 FLODALEN 
Bath towel

$1299
/ea

08

02

01 VOXNAN Showerhead with  
thermostatic faucet*

$89

05 DRAGAN Boxes

$1299
/set of 3

06

03 KALKGRUND 
Toothbrush holder 

$999

04

This shower saves up to 30% water and energy. It also has a 100°F safety 
stop button and three spray options.  

261Bathroom

01 VOXNAN Showerhead with 
 thermostatic faucet* $89 
 Chrome-plated finish. Requires 
 installation. Showerhead Ø3½". 

803.426.22
  
02 KALKGRUND Shower shelf $14.99 

Stainless steel and tempered glass.
RA. W9½×D4½×H2¼". 702.914.87

  
03 KALKGRUND Toothbrush holder 

$9.99 Stainless steel and plastic. 
H5". 002.914.81

  
04 KALKGRUND Soap dispenser $9.99 

Glass and stainless steel. H5¼". 8 oz. 
602.914.78

  
05 DRAGAN Boxes $12.99/set of 3 
 Clear lacquered bamboo. 

L9¼×W6½×H5½". 502.818.56
  
06 DRAGAN Soap dispenser $7.99 Clear 

lacquered bamboo. H6¼". 12 oz. 
902.714.93

  
07 NEW FLODALEN Bath towel 

$12.99/ea 100% cotton. Imported. 
W28×L55". White 403.808.71  Gray 
103.813.15  Other colors and sizes 
available, prices vary.

  
08 RÅGRUND Chair with towel rack 

$49.99 Clear lacquered bamboo. RA. 
W15⅜×D17⅜×H55⅛". 902.530.74

  
09 LEJAREN Bath towel $1.99/ea 
 100% cotton. Imported. W22×L47". 

903.583.92
  
10 STORJORM Mirror cabinet with lights 

$249 Built-in LED source. Foil finish, 
tempered glass and mirrored glass. 
Hardwire. RA. W31½×D5½×H37¾". 
202.500.69

  
11 HAMNSKÄR Bath faucet with 
 strainer* $89.99 Chrome-plated 

brass. Requires installation. H7½". 
803.430.80

 RA=Requires Assembly

 *Includes 10-year limited warranty. 
See page 283 for details.

Being good to you 
and the planet, too

Clean you, clean Earth. These 100% cotton towels 
are naturally colored and naturally produced, 
reducing their environmental footprint.

09 LEJAREN 
Bath towel

$199/ea

11 HAMNSKÄR Bath faucet
with strainer*

$8999

10 STORJORM Mirror  
cabinet with LED lights

$249
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01 VILTO Shelf unit* $49.99 
 Clear lacquered solid birch 

and polyester. Imported. RA. 
W18½×D7⅞×H35⅜". 703.444.57  
*Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. 
Furniture with included restraints 
must be secured to the wall 

 according to the assembly 
instructions.

  
02 VADSJÖN Shower curtain $7.99 

100% polyester. Imported. 71×71". 

203.490.61

  
03 TOFTAN Trash can $9.99 
 Powder-coated steel and plastic. 
 Ø7½, H10⅝". 1 gal. 303.447.70

  
04 VILTO Step stool $19.99 
 Clear lacquered solid birch. RA. 

W15¾×D12⅝×H9⅞". 603.444.53

  
05 TOFTAN Toothbrush holder $4.99 

Stainless steel and plastic. H4". 

103.447.71

  
06 TOFTAN Soap dispenser $5.99 

Powder-coated steel and plastic. 
H6¾". 203.447.75

  
07 VOXSJÖN Bath mat $3.99 

 100% polyester. Imported. 
W16×L24". 003.509.08  Other 

 colors available.

 RA=Requires Assembly

 We have more 
colors than 
turquoise. See 
more bathroom 
products at  
IKEA-USA.com or 
your local store.

07 VOXSJÖN Bath mat

$399

VILTO is shallow storage that’s big 
on beauty. Its fine-grained, durable 
birch grows more distinct with age.

03 TOFTAN 
Trash can

$999

06

02

05 TOFTAN 
Toothbrush holder

$499

04 VILTO 
Step stool

$1999

01 VILTO Shelf unit*

$4999

 TACKAN Soap dispenser 99¢ Last year’s price $1.49  
Glass and polypropylene plastic. H6¾". 8 oz. 903.223.03

Soap optional

TACKAN
Soap dispenser

99¢
Last year’s price $1.49



26501 TERJE Folding chair $24.99/ea White 
 stained, clear lacquered solid beech. 
	 RA.	W17⅜×D20⅛×H30⅜".	802.224.41 
02 MELLTORP Table	$39	Melamine	foil	finish	and	

steel.	RA.	L29½×W29½×H29⅛".	390.117.81

03 BEKVÄM Stepladder,	3-steps	$39.99	Stained,	
clear	lacquered	solid	beech.	RA.	H24¾".	

902.198.29

 RA=Requires	Assembly

Home #7

Room for big 
ideas
There’s	no	denying	it:	Living	in	172	ft2 has 
its challenges. Like knowing what to do with 
the	bulky	winter	coat,	the	worn-in	sneakers	

(all	seven	pairs)	and	all	the	other	stuff	

needed	for	a	space	that	not	just	works	but	

feels	like	a	home.

The	solution?	Floor-to-ceiling	storage	and	a	

space	that	easily	adapts	from	one	activity	

to	the	next.	For	a	home	that's	comfy,	not	

crowded,	and	as	fun	as	it's	functional.

02 MELLTORP 
Table

$39

03 BEKVÄM Stepladder, 
3-steps

$3999

01

Transparent	boxes,	nicely	stacked,	make	it	

easier	to	organize	(and	find)	your	things.	
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01 ALGOT Wall storage combination $214  

Powder-coated steel. RA. 

W90½×D24×H77½". 892.795.84 

02 SAMLA Box $5.99/ea May be completed with 

SAMLA Lid, 12/17 gallon, sold separately. 

Polypropylene. 12 gallon. W22×D15¼×H11". 

301.029.74

03 TJENA Magazine files $4.99/2pk Paper. RA. 

W4×D9¾×H11¾". 103.954.16

04 KVIKNE Sliding door wardrobe $159 Foil 

 finish. RA. W47¼×D22½×H74¾". 802.222.81  

 Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 

with included restraints must be secured to the 

wall according to the assembly instructions.  

 RA=Requires Assembly

04 KVIKNE Sliding door 

wardrobe

$159

Maximize space by maximizing storage. With a whole wall 

dedicated to your stuff, you're sorted. (Just add a step ladder.)

02 SAMLA Box 

W22×D15¼×11"

$599
/ea

Home #7

 Like what you see but looking for 

something a bit different? We've 

got plenty more to choose from! 

See more at IKEA-USA.com or 

your IKEA store.

03

01 ALGOT 

Wall storage 

combination

$214
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For that bright, 
organized look

A monochrome white base and 
everything in its right place – neatly 
stacked and easy to find thanks to 
transparent storage. With the right 
ingredients, it's easy to make a small 
space feel bigger.

11 HÄREN Washcloth

$299
/4pcs

10

05 TOGA Place mat

$199
/ea

01

03

07

02

08 KUGGIS Box with lid

$399
/ea

06 STELNA Mug

79¢/ea

01 IKEA 365+ Dry food jar with lid 
 $3.99/ea Plastic and synthetic rubber. 

L7×W8×H7". 44 oz. 800.667.23
  
02  VÅGSJÖN Hand towel $2.99/ea 
 100% cotton. Imported. W16×L28". 

203.509.93
  
03 SAMLA Box with lid $1.99/ea 
 Polypropylene. RA. W11×D7¾×H5½".
 1 gal. 498.716.76
  
04 LAMPAN Table lamp $6.99* Plastic. RA. 

H11". 303.990.60  *In compliance with 
California Title 20 regulations, lighting 

 prices and features may vary in the 
state of California. Please see your local 
IKEA store for details. 

  
05 TOGA Place mat $1.99/ea Bamboo/
 polyester. Imported. W17¾×L13¾". 

503.438.59
  
06 STELNA Mug 79¢/ea Tempered glass. 

Dishwasher and microwave safe. 8 oz. 
702.589.11

  
07 ANTAGEN Dish brush 49¢ Plastic. L10". 

202.339.61
  
08 KUGGIS Box with lid $3.99/ea Recycled 

PET plastic. W7×D10¼×H3¼". 
202.802.07

  
09 NJUTA Pair of slippers $2.99 Polyester 

fabric and polyurethane foam.  
Imported. S/M 003.486.04  

 L/XL 703.486.05
  
10 IKEA 365+ Food container with 

snap and lock lid, square $2.49/ea 
Polypropylene. L6×W6×H4¾". 47 oz. 
892.691.08

  
11 HÄREN Washcloth $2.99/4pcs 
 100% cotton. Imported. W12×L12". 

201.635.95

 RA=Requires Assembly

 Want something 
almost like this, 

 but not exactly?
 Find more at
 IKEA-USA.com 
 and in store.

04 LAMPAN Table lamp

$699*

09
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W70⅞×D36¼×H34⅝". Katorp natural 
503.669.78

03 MOSSLANDA Picture ledge $12.99 Foil 
 finish. RA. L45¼×D4¾". 902.921.03
04 VIGGJA Tray stand $19.99 Foldable. 

Powder-coated steel and plastic. RA. 
W14⅝×D19⅝×H29⅛". 703.514.81

05 IKEA PS 2017 Table lamp $34.99* Painted 
steel and reinforced polyamide. RA. H13". 
103.496.17  *In compliance with California 
Title 20 regulations, lighting prices and 

features may vary in the state of California. 
Please see your local IKEA store for details  

06 GURLI Cushion cover $3.99 100% cotton. 
Imported. 20×20". 602.811.44

 RA=Requires Assembly
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Upsize without moving. Go for a loft bed, 
place a sofa underneath, and – hey presto – 
you've got a living room and a bedroom.

01 SVÄRTA Twin loft bed frame $169  
Remember! Never allow a child under 6 years 
on the upper bunk. Mattress sold separately. 

 Powder-coated steel. RA. W40½×L78×H73¼". 
102.479.87  

02 EKEBOL Sofa $399 Includes 10-year limited 
warranty. See page 283 for details. Smart 
shelves for storage on all sides of the 

 sofa. The steel mesh can be used to store 
things by hanging them up. Cotton/linen 

 removable, washable cover. Imported. RA. 

 You've got a lot going on; we 
get it. We'll pick and arrange 
delivery of your products so  
you can relax. See page 281  
or IKEA-USA.com/services  
for details.

06 GURLI 
Cushion cover 

$399

04 VIGGJA Tray stand

$1999

05 IKEA PS 2017  
Table lamp

$3499*

Home #7Home #7

02 EKEBOL 
Sofa

$399

03

01 SVÄRTA Twin loft 
bed frame

$169



08 SUNNERSTA Mini-kitchen $139 
 LILLVIKEN strainer and LAGAN kitchen 
 faucet are included in the price. Stainless 
 steel and powder-coated steel. RA. 

W44⅛×D22×H54¾". 591.396.89 
09 TILLREDA Refrigerator $99 
 Capacity fridge: 1.6 cu.ft. RA. 

W18⅝×D17¾×H19⅜". 103.432.34

 RA=Requires Assembly

01 TILLREDA Portable induction cooktop $49 
W11¾×D15⅛". 103.437.76 

02 OUMBÄRLIG Pot with lid $29.99 Dishwasher 
and oven safe. Suitable for use on all 

 cooktops, including induction cooktops. 
Stainless steel with aluminum core. 5.3 qt. 
902.864.23

03 LENNART Drawer unit $14.99/ea 
Powder-coated steel and plastic. RA. 
W11¾×D13⅜×H22". 303.261.77

04 SKORPOR KARDEMUMMA Cardamom crisp 

rolls $2.99 7 oz. 801.509.10
05 TERJE Folding chair $24.99/ea 
 Stained, clear lacquered solid beech.  
 RA. W17⅜×D20⅛×H30⅜". 802.224.41
06 MARIUS Stool $5.99/ea Powder-coated 
 steel and plastic. RA. Ø12⅝, H17¾". 
 White 901.840.47 Black 101.356.59
07 SKÅDIS Pegboard combination $43.99/ea 
 SKÅDIS accessories sold separately. Prices 

vary. Painted finish. W30×D4¾×H22". 
292.170.61
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09 TILLREDA

Refrigerator

$99

08 SUNNERSTA Mini-kitchen

$139

07

06 MARIUS 

Stool

$599
/ea

Floor space is overrated. Especially when 
you’ve got multipurpose furniture that 
stacks, folds, hangs and extends.

03 LENNART 

Drawer unit

$1499
/ea

05 TERJE Folding chair

$2499
/ea

04

01 TILLREDA Portable  

induction cooktop

$49

02

For an easy-to-move, functional kitchen: 
Fit out a kitchenette with all you need 
(don’t forget the portable cooktop).
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03 BJÄRNUM Folding hooks $9.99/3pk 
 Nickel-plated aluminum. W1¼×D3¼×H3¼". 

601.525.90

 RA=Requires Assembly

01 TJALLA Wall clock $12.99 1-AA battery 
 required, sold separately. Plastic and glass. 

Ø11". 803.578.78 
02 NEW LIERSKOGEN Valet stand with mirror 

$69 Powder-coated steel and painted finish. 
RA. W21¼×D21¼×H72⅞". 503.308.66  

Secure It! Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture 
with included restraints must be secured to the 
wall according to the assembly instructions.   

This three-in-one problem-solver houses your coats and 
keys – and lets you know how your hair's doing. 

01 TJALLA 
Wall clock

$1299

 NISSEDAL Mirror $29.99/ea Tested and approved for 
 bathroom use. Mirrored glass and foil finish. Requires 
 assembly. W15¾×H59". Black 303.203.21   

White 303.203.16

Nail that look

03 BJÄRNUM 
Folding hooks

$999
/3pk

02 LIERSKOGEN 
Valet stand with mirror

$69

NISSEDAL
Mirror

$2999
/ea

 We've got plenty more 
to choose from! See 
more at IKEA-USA.com 
or your local IKEA store.
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Join for free at the IKEA store or online at IKEA-USA.com/FAMILY

Are you a member of our family yet?

Experience a different kind of membership. Great deals 

are only part of the everyday value you get by joining 

IKEA FAMILY, and they’re our way of showing  

appreciation. You also get a more personal IKEA  

experience. Be first to experience new collections.  

Come to home furnishing workshops and be inspired. 

Co-create some exciting new things together with us. 

You’re most welcome as a member of our family.

FREE IKEA FAMILY member benefits:  

• Member prices on items throughout the store

• Free coffee and hot tea in the IKEA Restaurant 

• 90-day price protection on your purchases

• Invites to events and home furnishings  

 workshops

Never leave home without your 

IKEA FAMILY card again. Scan this 

QR code with your smartphone 

camera to get a digital version of 

your FAMILY card that you can add 

to your mobile wallet.

safely secure  
furniture to  
the wall

do not place a TV or other 
heavy objects on furniture 
not intended for that use

close drawers to 
prevent children  

from climbing  
on them

place heavy objects  
in the lowest drawers

 

See our home safety tips:  IKEA-USA.com/secureit

Keep your 
home safe by 
securing your 
furniture

IKEA
®

 
FAMILY
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IKEA Visa® credit card for everyday purchases1.
Your home’s favorite credit card. Earn up to 5% back in  

IKEA rewards on everything you buy1. And take $25 off your  

first IKEA purchase when you open and use your card2.

IKEA Projekt credit card for large purchases.
You don’t have to pay for IKEA product purchases all at once. 

The IKEA Projekt credit card lets you pay off a single purchase 

over time, so you don’t have to wait to get the home you want. 

The IKEA Projekt credit card — 0% interest for 6, 12, or  

24 months, thereafter standard purchase APR of 21.99%.  

Minimum purchase required*

Make the dream yours.

Two ways to get more from IKEA
®

,
so you can love your home even more.  

Visit IKEA-USA.com/creditcard or drop by your local IKEA store.

1 Reward Certificates are issued in $15 increments with your billing statement. The IKEA Visa Credit Card Rewards Program is 
provided by Comenity Capital Bank and its terms may change at any time. For Full Rewards Terms and Conditions, please see 
comenity.net/IKEAvisa. Purchases earning rewards dollars do not qualify for promotional financing.

2 Subject to credit approval. Offer valid for new accounts only. Purchase must be made immediately upon same day approval; 
purchases made at a later time will not qualify. Minimum purchase of $25 pre-tax. Balance of purchase must be made with your IKEA 
Visa credit card at IKEA. Cannot be applied to prior purchases or used as payment on IKEA Visa credit card accounts. One-time use 
only. Exclusions: gift cards, services and independent service providers (including TaskRabbit and Traemand). For online applications - 
coupon valid for online purchases only; for in-store or Frictionless Mobile applications - coupon valid for in-store purchases only.
 
*Interest will be charged to your account at the standard purchase APR of 21.99% from the end of the promotional period on the 
remaining balance if the purchase balance is not paid in full within the promotional period or if you make a late payment. Minimum 
monthly payments are required for this plan during the promotional period. IKEA Projekt Credit Card Accounts are offered by 
Comenity Capital Bank which determines qualifications for credit and promotion eligibility. At no time will the minimum payment  
due be less than $30. Minimum Interest Charge is $2 per credit plan. Standard purchase APR of 21.99%. Minimum purchase of  
$500 for 6 month plan, $1,500 for 12 month plan and $5,000 for 24 month plan required. See store associate for details.   Subject  
to credit approval.

Restrictions and exclusions apply. Truck delivery pricing varies based on demand and distance from the closest IKEA retail store to your 
shipping address. The delivery service is provided by an Independent Service Provider. Truck delivery orders are not available outside 
of the 48 continental United States. Truck delivery timing ranges based on your selection at checkout. Visit IKEA-USA.com/delivery for 
more details. 

Additional terms and conditions apply. This service is subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to limit or end this service 
at any time. Click and Collect not available at all locations.

TaskRabbit not available in all areas or for all products. In-home services provided by Independent Service Providers. 

You can do it yourself,  
but you don’t have to.

ASSEMBLY SERVICES WITH TASKRABBIT

Sometimes it’s just easier to get help, especially when it comes to assembling your 
new furniture. That’s why IKEA now offers furniture assembly with TaskRabbit. 

Take your purchases home today and have them assembled as early as tomorrow 
with TaskRabbit. Visit our service page to find a TaskRabbit tasker near you.

Learn more at IKEA-USA.com/assembly

It does not matter the size or 
number of items in your order,  
you can get it all delivered to  
your room of choice.

Purchase everything you need 
from the comfort of your home 
and pick it up later in store.

DELIVERY

Learn more at IKEA-USA.com/delivery

CLICK & COLLECT

Learn more at IKEA-USA.com/clickandcollect

At IKEA, we provide a range of new services designed to simplify your life. 
Whatever your dream, we can help you make it. 
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 For more information  

about our services, visit  

IKEA-USA.com/services  

or your local store.

SERVICESSO MANY WAYS TO SHOP

BUY IT ONLINE

Shopping on IKEA-USA.com couldn't be easier. 

You'll find an incredible variety of products, not 

to mention some of the best home furnishing tips 

and inspiration around. Shop on the go or without 

ever having to leave your sofa. The choice is 

yours. Either way, we'll have your order delivered 

to your home within just a few days. 

CLICK & COLLECT

Save some time by placing your order online. 

We'll round up everything on your shopping list 

and have it ready for you to collect at the time 

and location of your choice.

BUY IT IN THE STORE

Have a seat, lie down and open all the drawers. 

Get to know our products and home furnishing 

solutions in the best way we know how: up close 

and personal, with knowledgeable staff to help 

answer all of your questions. And since most of 

our items are flat-packed, you'll be able to have 

them delivered or take them home with you the 

same day.

FIND YOUR INSPIRATION

Whether you're renovating your entire kitchen  

or searching for small decorative details, we  

recommend starting with some inspiration to  

get your design dreams flowing. You'll find  

plenty online, in our apps and in our stores.  

It's all there waiting for you.

IKEA Place app

Need some help picturing that sofa in your living 

room before you commit to purchasing it? This 

augmented reality app is for you. Just select the 

piece of furniture and hold your screen up to the 

part of the room where you might place it. 

IKEA Store app

Streamline your shopping experience by 

downloading the IKEA Store app. You'll be able to 

search products, discover special offers and make 

a shopping list.

CLICK & COLLECT

We’ve made shopping even easier for you with 

our Click & Collect service. Now you can make a 

purchase online and and schedule to pick up your 

order at a time that’s convenient for you.

ASSEMBLY SERVICE

IKEA products are designed to be assembled by 

you. That way, you save the most money. 

However, if you would like, we can arrange  

delivery and assembly of your purchases.  

Not available for all delivery service zip codes.

KITCHEN MEASUREMENT SERVICE

A professional Measurement Technician from an 

Independent Service Provider will come to your 

home at the time and date you choose, to provide 

accurate measurements. This service is available 

to customers living in our service area.

DELIVERY SERVICE

Most of our products are designed and packaged 

so that you can take them home yourself. If you 

prefer, we can arrange delivery of your purchases 

directly to your home or business.

TASKRABBIT

We’ve partnered with TaskRabbit to provide you 

with even more assembly options from which to 

choose. TaskRabbit offers quick and convenient 

assembly and mounting for your IKEA purchases 

made online and in select stores. Please visit

www.taskrabbit.com/IKEA

KITCHEN PLANNING SERVICE

Creating your dream kitchen can be quite an 

undertaking, and our team of professionals is 

here to help. Whether in your own home or in 

store, we’ll provide you with a detailed plan to 

help you turn that dream into reality.

PICKING WITH DELIVERY

We’ll collect the products on your shopping list 

from throughout the store and deliver everything

to your home or office. See an IKEA co-worker 

and tell them what you’re looking for and they will 

book and print your items on a customer order. 

Take this order to the check-outs and pay for your

purchases, both goods and services. 

We want to make this as easy as possible for you. From delivery to removal, we're here to help. 

REMOVAL AND RECYCLING

When your mattress, sofa or appliance is 

delivered, we’re happy to take the old one away. 

It makes life a lot easier when you’re replacing a 

big piece of furniture. We ensure all mattresses 

that are remove are recycled.

KITCHEN INSTALLATION SERVICE

The Independent Service Provider’s professional 

kitchen installers are familiar with the proper 

methods of installation required by the

IKEA cabinet system. Professional Kitchen 

Installers attend in-depth training, undergo a full 

background check and uphold high standards of 

trust, quality and craftsmanship to ensure that

your kitchen is done right.

In-home services provided by an Independent Service Provider. Services and prices may vary. 
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 For more information about our 

services, visit IKEA-USA.com or  

your local store.
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365

IT’S OK TO  CHANGE YOUR MIND

If you’re not totally satisfied with your 
IKEA purchase you can return any item within 
365 days, together with proof of purchase, for a 
full refund. For details on the IKEA Return Policy 
and Refund Procedures, please visit 
IKEA-USA.com/returnpolicy

IN PERSON

You can always find knowledgeable staff in our 
stores, ready to help whenever you need it.

CHAT 

Find us at IKEA-USA.com for a virtual one-on-one 

conversation.

EMAIL

You can send us a message via the online form at 
IKEA-USA.com/contactus

FAQ

Find answers to some of the most commonly 
asked questions at IKEA-USA.com

THERE'S MORE THAN ONE WAY TO PAY

Two ways to get more from IKEA, so you can 
love your home even more. Learn about new 
financing options below and get details at 
IKEA-USA.com/financing 

FINANCING RETURN POLICY CONTACT US

IKEA® VISA® CREDIT CARD

With the IKEA Visa credit card, you’ll earn up to 
5% back in IKEA rewards.1 Every purchase you 
make with your IKEA Visa credit card could lead 
toward your next IKEA Reward Certificate.

IKEA® PROJEKT CREDIT CARD

Now, you don’t have to pay for IKEA product 
purchases all at once. This card has special 
financing options for large purchases.*

1 *See page 279 for details. 

RETURN POLICY

Mattresses: “Love it or Exchange it”. You may 
exchange your mattress once within 365 days if 
you don’t love it. Return your mattress with your 
receipt to the store and select your new mattress.

We are unable to refund or exchange your items 
if your merchandise is found to be dirty, stained, 
damaged or abused.

You will also be required to present a valid photo 
ID for all returns and exchanges made in store. 
Information from your ID will be retained in a 
company-wide database to be used only for 
authorizing returns.

3
Year Limited

Warranty

INCLUDED

GENERAL CONDITIONS

What is limited warrantied? 
The extent of the limited warranty given for 
each product is described alongside each 
product.

Duration of limited warranty 
Each limited warranty lasts for the number of 
years stated against each product starting from 
the date of purchase.

What will IKEA do to correct the problem? 
IKEA will examine the product and decide if it’s 
covered under this limited warranty. IKEA will 
then, at its choice, either repair the defective 
product or replace it with the same or a 
comparable product. In these cases, IKEA will be 
responsible for the costs of repairs, spare parts, 
labor and travel for repair staff that IKEA incurs, 
provided that the product is accessible for repair 
without IKEA incurring additional expenditure to 
gain access. This will not apply in cases where 
repair work has not been authorized by IKEA. 
Any defected parts removed in the course of 
repair works will become the property of IKEA. 
If the item is no longer sold by IKEA, IKEA will 
provide an appropriate replacement. IKEA will 
decide at its discretion, what will constitute an 
appropriate replacement.

Conditions for the limited warranties 
The limited warranties are valid from the date of 
purchase at IKEA. The original purchase receipt 
is required as proof of purchase.

Exclusions
The limited warranties do not apply to products 
that have been stored or assembled incorrectly, 
used inappropriately, abused, misused, altered 
or cleaned with wrong cleaning methods or 
wrong cleaning products. The limited warranties 
do not cover normal wear and tear, cuts or 
scratches or damage caused by impacts or 
accidents. The limited warranties do not apply 
if products have been placed outdoors or in a 
humid environment or if the products have been 
used for non-residential purposes (unless
otherwise stated). The limited warranties do not 
cover consequential or incidental damages.
For customers in the US only: Some states do 
not allow the limitation or exclusion of incidental 
or consequential damage, so this limitation or  
exclusion may not apply to you. For details see 
the limited warranty conditions and description  
for every product.

Care instructions 
To be able to rely on this limited warranty you 
need to follow the specific care instructions for 
every product.
 You will find all care instructions in the IKEA 

stores and on the IKEA website: IKEA-USA.com

General legal rights 
This limited warranty gives you specific legal 
rights. This limited warranty does not, in any 
way, affect the rights given to you by law.

How to reach us if you need service:
Contact your local IKEA store.
 You will find the address and phone number in 

the IKEA catalog or at IKEA-USA.com.
Save your sales receipt as proof of purchase. 
Proof of purchase is required for the limited 
warranties to be valid.
 To find out more, pick up the limited warranty  

folders in your local store.

PRODUCT LIMITED WARRANTY

SEKTION Kitchen system
25-Year Limited Warranty
What products are covered under this limited  
warranty? This limited warranty applies to  
residential kitchen use only. It covers defects 
in material and workmanship in the SEKTION 
kitchen system. This limited warranty covers all 
of the following parts of the SEKTION kitchen 
system: • Cabinet frames • Fronts • Wall rail • 
UTRUSTA hinges • MAXIMERA fully-extending 
drawers • UTRUSTA shelves of tempered glass 
and melamine • Toe-kicks • Legs • Door 
dampers • Push opener for doors • Cover panels 
• Deco strips/moldings • Countertops • Sinks 
except FYNDIG and VÅGLIG connecting rail. 
Products not covered under this limited 
warranty:
• Knobs, handles  

FÖRVARA drawers • UTRUSTA wire baskets • 
UTRUSTA push opener electrical • TUTEMO, 
VADHOLMA and TORNVIKEN open cabinet have 
a 10-year limited warranty. 

KNOXHULT Kitchen system
KNOXHULT is not covered by this limited 
warranty.

Appliances
5-Year Limited Warranty
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? The limited warranty covers faults of 
the appliance, which have been caused by faulty 
construction or material faults from the date 
of purchase from IKEA. This limited warranty 
applies to residential use only. The exceptions 
are specified under the headline “What is not 
covered under this limited warranty?” Within the 
limited warranty period, the costs to remedy the 
fault, e.g. repairs, parts, labor and travel, will be 
covered, provided that the appliance is 
accessible for repair without special expenditure. 
Replaced parts become the property of IKEA.  
How long is the limited warranty valid? This 
limited warranty is valid for five (5) years from 
the original date of purchase of the IKEA 
appliance from IKEA. TILLREDA and LAGAN 
appliances have a two (2) year limited warranty 
valid from the original date of purchase. If 
service work is carried out during the limited 
warranty period, this will not extend the limited 
warranty period for the appliance, or the new 
parts. Which appliances are covered under 
this limited warranty? The five year (5) 
limited warranty is valid for all IKEA appliances, 
except for TILLREDA and LAGAN appliances, 
which have a 2-year limited warranty. Who 
will execute the service? The IKEA service 
provider will provide the service through its own 
service operations or authorized service partner 
network. What is not covered under this 
limited warranty? • Normal wear and tear 
• Deliberate or negligent damage, damage 
caused by failure to observe operating 
instructions, incorrect installation or by 
connection to the wrong voltage, damage 
caused by chemical or electro-chemical 
reaction, rust, corrosion or water damage 
including but not limited to damage caused by 
excessive lime in the water supply, damage 
caused by abnormal environmental conditions 
• Consumable parts including batteries and 
lamps • Non-functional and decorative parts 
which do not affect normal use of the appliance, 
including any scratches and possible color 
differences • Accidental damage caused by 
foreign objects or substances and cleaning or 
unblocking of filters, drainage systems or soap 
drawers • Damage to the following parts: 
ceramic glass, accessories, dinnerware and 
cutlery baskets, feed and drainage pipes, seals, 
lamps and lamp covers, screens, knobs, casings 
and parts of casings. Unless such damages can 
be proved to be due to production faults 
• Cases where no fault could be found during 
a technician’s visit

LIMITED WARRANTIES

The IKEA catalog is printed on  
FSC® certified paper to ensure more 
responsible origins of the wood.
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• Repairs not carried out by our appointed ser-
vice providers and/or an authorized service 
contractual partner or where non-original parts 
have been used • Repairs caused by installation 
which is faulty or not according to specification • 
The use of the appliance in a non-residential 
environment, i.e. professional use • 
Transportation damages. If a customer 
transports the product to their home or other 
address, IKEA is not liable for any damage that 
may occur during transport. However, in case of 
IKEA delivery of the product to the customer’s 
delivery address, then eventual damages to 
the product that occurs during this delivery will 
be covered by IKEA (but not under this limited 
warranty). For claims under this last particular 
condition, the customer should contact IKEA 
Customer Service at IKEA-USA.com • Cost for 
carrying out the initial installation of the IKEA 
appliance. These restrictions do not apply to 
fault-free work carried out by a qualified 
specialist using our original parts in order to 
adapt the appliance to the technical safety 
specifications of another country.

Kitchen faucets
10-Year Limited Warranty
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? The 10-year limited warranty is valid 
for all kitchen faucets at IKEA. This limited 
warranty covers defects in material and 
workmanship. This limited warranty applies to 
residential use only. What is not covered 
under this limited warranty? This limited 
warranty does not cover normal wear and tear, 
cuts or scratches, or damage caused by impacts, 
accidents or waterborne debris. It also does 
not apply to the filter/aerator which should 
be cleaned regularly or replaced when worn 
out. Follow our assembly instructions and care 
instructions carefully. This limited warranty does 
not apply to products that have been stored, 
assembled or installed incorrectly, used 
inappropriately, abused, misused, altered or 
cleaned with wrong cleaning methods or wrong 
cleaning products. This limited warranty does 
not apply if the products have been used for 
public use, outdoors or in a corrosive 
environment. It also does not cover accidental 
damage.

Sofas
10-Year Limited Warranty
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? This limited warranty applies to 
residential use only and includes defects in 
material and workmanship in • frames • seat 
and back cushions in the following products: • 
DAGSTORP sofa series • EKEBOL sofa • EKTORP 
sofa series • FÄRLÖV sofa series • GRÖNLID 
sofa series • KARLSTAD sofa • KIVIK sofa series 
• KLIPPAN loveseat • KNISLINGE sofa series • 
KNOPPARP sofa • LANDSKRONA sofa series • 
SÖDERHAMN sofa series • STOCKHOLM sofa 
series • STOCKSUND sofa series • VALLENTUNA 
sofa series • VIMLE sofa series • EKENÄS 
armchair and footstool • EKERÖ armchair • 
GRÖNADAL rocking chair • KOARP armchair • 
NOLMYRA armchair • POÄNG armchair and 
ottoman frames • STRANDMON armchair • 
VEDBO armchair. This limited warranty does not 
apply to: • fabric covers • leather covers. 

This limited warranty does not apply to: 
• TULLSTA armchair • MUREN armchair • 
POÄNG cushions • POÄNG children’s armchair.

PAX/KOMPLEMENT
10-Year Limited Warranty
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? This limited warranty applies to 
residential use only for clothes and shoe storage 
and covers defects in material and workmanship 
in the following components of the PAX/
KOMPLEMENT wardrobes and interior 
organizers: • Frames • Hinged doors and hinges 
• Dividers for frames and shelf inserts • Sliding 
doors and sliding door mechanism • 
KOMPLEMENT interior organizers. Products not 
covered under this limited warranty  
KOMPLEMENT insert for pull-out tray,  
KOMPLEMENT jewelry insert for pull-out tray,  
KOMPLEMENT divider for pull-out tray and  
KOMPLEMENT trays (3pk). 

GODMORGON
10-Year Limited Warranty
What is covered under this limited 
warranty?  This limited warranty applies to 
residential use only and covers defects in 
material and workmanship in the following 
furniture: GODMORGON furniture, GODMORGON 
legs, GODMORGON box with compartments, 
boxes with lids (set of 5). 

Bathroom sinks and faucets
10-Year Limited Warranty
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? This limited warranty is valid for 
all bathroom sinks (including water trap) and 
faucets at IKEA. The limited warranty applies 
to residential use only and covers defects in 
material and workmanship in all bathroom sinks 
and faucets. What is not covered under this 
limited warranty? This limited warranty does 
not apply to products that have been stored, 
assembled or installed incorrectly, or cleaned 
with wrong cleaning methods, wrong 
cleaning products, or damage caused by 
impacts, accidents or waterborne debris. It also 
does not apply to the filter/aerator of the faucet, 
which should be cleaned regularly and replaced 
when worn out.

Mattresses
25-Year Limited Warranty
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? This limited warranty covers defects 
in material and workmanship in the following 
components of the mattresses and/or bed bases 
described: • Springs in spring mattresses • 
Foam core in foam mattresses • Latex core in 
latex mattresses • Wooden frame and slats in 
slatted bed bases • This limited warranty applies 
to residential use only. 
Products not covered under this limited  
warranty: All mattress pads, SULTAN LADE 
slatted bed base, JÖMNA mattresses, crib, 
children’s, and sleeper sofa mattresses.

BEKANT and GALANT Desk series and  
storage system
10-Year Limited Warranty
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? The limited warranty covers defects 
in materials, workmanship and function on all 
main parts in the BEKANT desk series and 
GALANT storage system. What products are 
not covered under this limited warranty? 
The following product in the BEKANT desk series 
and GALANT storage system is not covered 
under the limited warranty: • BEKANT screens.

MARKUS, ALEFJÄLL, HATTEFJÄLL,       
FJÄLLBERGET, FLINTAN, JÄRVFJÄLLET, 
LÅNGFJÄLL Swivel chairs
10-Year Limited Warranty
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? This limited warranty covers defects 
in material and workmanship on the following 
components: • The structural frame • Moving 
parts.

SENSUELL Pots and pans
25-Year Limited Warranty
Valid for all pots and pans in SENSUELL series. 
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? This limited warranty covers 
function, materials and workmanship in the 
above listed series. The limited warranty covers: 
• Stability of the base • Washing in a residential 
dishwasher. What is not covered under this 
limited warranty? This limited warranty does 
not cover changes in the appearance of the 
cookware unless they have a significant effect 
on function.

SENIOR Pots and pans
25-Year Limited Warranty
Valid for all pots and pans in SENIOR series. 
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? This limited warranty applies to 
residential use only and covers defects in 
material and workmanship in all SENIOR 
cookware products. The limited warranty covers 
the base of the cookware. We guarantee that 
the base will retain its shape and therefore its 
heat conducting qualities. The limited warranty 
is valid if you wash your cookware by hand. 
What is not covered under this limited 
warranty? This limited warranty does not cover 
changes in the appearance of the cookware 
unless they have a significant effect on function.

IKEA 365+ Pots and pans
15-Year Limited Warranty
Valid for all pots & pans without non-stick 
coating. 5-Year Limited Warranty Valid for all 
pots & pans with non-stick coating. What is 
covered under this limited warranty? This 
limited warranty covers function, materials and 
workmanship in all cookware in the above listed 
series. The limited warranty covers: • Stability 
of the base • Washing in a residential 
dishwasher (with the exception of non-stick 
coated items or items made of cast iron, which 
we recommend should be washed by hand) • 
Non-stick properties on non-stick “pans”. What 
is not covered under this limited warranty? 
This limited warranty does not cover changes 
in the appearance of the cookware unless they 
have a significant effect on function.

TROVÄRDIG frying pans
5-Year Limited Warranty
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? This limited warranty covers 
function, materials and workmanship in all 
cookware in the above listed series. The limited 
warranty covers: • Stability of the base • 
Non-stick properties. What is not covered 
under this limited warranty? This limited 
warranty does not cover changes in the 
appearance of the cookware unless they have a 
significant effect on function.

IKEA 365+ knives
15-Year Limited Warranty
Valid for all knives in IKEA 365+ series.
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? This limited warranty covers 
function, materials and workmanship in all 
knives in the IKEA 365+ knives series. This 
means that, in normal residential use and 
provided that our care instructions are followed, 
the knives will still work as well as they did 
when they were new, even after 15 years. In 
this instance, normal use is defined as using 
(for cutting food) and cleaning the knife by hand 
once a day and regular sharpening. • Sharpness 
of the knife. The knife shall be sharp when you 
buy it and you will be able to keep it sharp so 
it can function properly, every day. The knife 
blade is made of a steel that is hardened so that 
it is possible to sharpen the knife to original 
sharpness anytime during the limited warranty 
period. • Durable handle. The handle of the knife 
should not crack, break or come loose from the 
blade so that the knife is not possible to use. 
• That there will not be any corrosion on the 
knife blade. What is not covered under this 
limited warranty? This limited warranty does 
not cover changes in the appearance of the knife 
unless they have a significant effect on function.

SLADDA bicycle
10-Year Limited Warranty Valid for belt drive.
25-Year Limited Warranty Valid for bicycle frame.
What is covered under this limited 
warranty? This limited warranty applies to 
standard use on roads and cycle paths and 
covers defects in material and workmanship of: 
• The belt drive • The frame. 
What is not covered under this limited 
warranty: This limited warranty does not apply 
to any other parts or components of SLADDA 
and only applies to the belt drive and frame. To 
replace parts (e.g. worn brake pads or broken 
parts from an accident) please call IKEA Cus-
tomer Service or contact your local IKEA store. 
Use only genuine original replacement parts. 
If you use anything other than genuine 
replacement parts you may compromise the 
safety of your bicycle.

WHAT’S IN THE KITCHEN PRICE?

The floor plan price is the exact price of the 

presented kitchen. The total kitchen price 
includes cabinets, fronts, countertops, hinges, 
sinks, faucets, cover panels, deco strips/    
moldings, legs, toekicks and knobs/handles. 
Your choice of appliances, lighting and interior 
accessories are sold separately. All kitchens   
except KNOXHULT kitchen also include 
soft-closing door dampers.

Cabinet installation price calculation is based on 
IKEA Tempe, AZ prices and varies depending on 
IKEA location. Installation of appliances, 
custom countertops, electrical work, and 
plumbing are not included in the price.

Special Information

This catalog has been prepared by IKEA. 
Sources of supply and specifications are subject 

to change.Every reasonable effort will be made 
to ensure that all advertised merchandise is 
available in adequate supply. A high standard of 
accuracy has been sought in the preparation 
of this catalog. Errors and omissions are always 
a possibility. Although IKEA cannot be held 
responsible, upon discovery of any error or 
omission, all reasonable steps will be taken to 
inform IKEA customers.

Country of origin
For all our products, we choose specialized 
manufacturers who can produce our 
components at the lowest price. A single item 
may consist of several components from 
different countries. Country of origin 
information is available on each component 
when you pick it up.

NEW
This symbol appears on products that are new 
to the catalog this year. New items continue to 
arrive all the time, so visit the store often.

New Lower Price 
Good quality function and even better prices.
We’re constantly striving to cut costs without 
compromising quality. Wherever you see “New 
Lower Price”, it means we’ve found a way to 
offer your favorite products for even less. The 
new lower prices in the catalog are in effect 
now, so hurry in to your local IKEA store today.

Stock Availability
Not all products may be available in all stores. 
See what is available in your local store by 
visiting IKEA-USA.com/stockavailability
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All children deserve a 
safe and secure future 

Families living in poverty are 

especially vulnerable to climate 

change and other devastating 

events. That is why the IKEA 

Foundation* supports programs that 

help families lift themselves out of 

poverty and fight the impacts of a 

changing climate. 

By helping women and young people 

build their knowledge, skills and 

confidence, the IKEA Foundation’s 

partners give them the tools they 

need to earn a sustainable income 

and provide for their families.

And, because it is hard for people to 

lift themselves out of poverty unless 

they have reliable energy sources, 

the IKEA Foundation funds projects 

that provide communities with clean, 

renewable energy.

This way, the IKEA Foundation not 

only gives families the means to 

change their lives for the better but 

also helps them survive and recover 

more quickly when disasters strike.

Find out more at IKEAfoundation.org

 

*The philanthropic arm of 

INGKA Group

IKEA
®

Foundation

 VALBY RUTA Rug, low pile $129 Use with BÅRING Anti-slip rug  
underlay, sold separately. 100% polypropylene pile. Synthetic 
latex backing. Imported. W6'7"×L9'10". 103.286.34

VALBY RUTA
Rug, low pile

$129

The roll-out room makeover



01 BILLY Bookcase $59 Foil finish. Requires assembly. 

W31½×D11×H79½". 002.638.50  Other finishes available,  

prices vary.

01

BILLY
Bookcase

$59
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